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ABSTRACT 

 

New Teacher Induction: 

A multi-case study of the role support plays in the professional learning of teacher residents  

Danielle Sutherland  

Doctor of Philosophy  

Temple University, 2019  

Wanda Brooks, Chair 

  A substantial body of literature has examined teacher induction programs. Previous 

research has highlighted program characteristics, associated activities, and the impact on issues 

such as retention and student achievement. However, little research has examined the potential 

for induction activities to go beyond meeting the most basic short-term needs of novices and 

instead create the meaningful learning opportunities that lead to sustained growth. Drawing on 

semi-structured interviews, observations, and document analysis, this multi-case study describes 

the induction experiences of five second-year middle-grades STEM teachers prepared in an 

urban teacher residency program. Participants completed a two-year induction program, during 

which they received induction support from their school, district, and residency program. This 

research describes the induction supports (e.g., mentoring, professional development, formal 

induction course, and action research group) available to the participants and the utility ascribed 

to each of these supports by the teachers. Using Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s theories of teacher 

learning (1999; 2001) as the theoretical framework, the research examines how induction 

supports facilitate pathways to teacher learning. Additionally, this framework serves to identity 

how different induction supports position teachers along the continuum from users to generators 
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of knowledge. The individual cases underscore that participants had access to induction supports 

that created opportunities for them to be users, co-creators, and generators of knowledge. The 

participants did report some appreciation for these latter approaches and a positive impact on 

their practice and growth; however, the participants ultimately favored supports that were more 

prescriptive. While these supports did not necessarily contribute to their growth, they met their 

needs at the time and, ultimately, that is what mattered most.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  

Purpose 

 

 The goal of this study is to describe and understand the influence of different 

induction supports on the early career experiences of teacher residents, specifically how 

they generate knowledge about practice. Teachers who participated in this study were 

prepared in an urban teacher residency (UTR) program and were completing their second 

year of in-service teaching. Over the course of two years, the teachers had access to 

multiple induction supports available at the university, school-building, and district 

levels. In this work, I assess the quantity and quality of supports available to teachers in 

their early years of service. In pursuit of this aim, I explore how these different supports 

shaped residency graduates’ opportunities to generate knowledge about practice. 

Additionally, the study seeks to better understand how formal induction activities, such as 

engaging in action research, mentoring, and participating in formal induction courses and 

professional development, contribute to teachers’ professional learning opportunities. 

Finally, the work examines the teachers’ perceptions of their needs as novices and the 

way that different institutions met those needs either successfully or unsuccessfully. This 

study identifies several best practices for inducting new teachers into the profession and 

for creating opportunities for meaningful teacher learning and professional development. 

The findings can inform the design, planning, and implementation of future induction 

supports to address the needs of new teachers and make a more meaningful connection to 

teachers’ professional development.  
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Urban Teacher Residencies (UTRs) 

 

 Urban teacher residencies have emerged as a new pathway into the classroom to 

address some of the issues described above. This new approach merges components of 

both traditional and alternative pathways to teaching (Berry et al., 2008; David & Cuban, 

2010; Marshall & Scott, 2015). Urban teacher residencies rely on partnerships between 

universities and local districts. Through these partnerships, programs provide graduates 

with extended field placements and ongoing professional development to better prepare 

teachers for the classroom (Berry et al., 2008; Hammerness, Williamson, & Kosnik, 

2016; Marshall and Scott, 2015). It is standard practice in the residency model to provide 

residents with stipends to defray the cost of living expenses and tuition. The 

compensation for residents makes these programs both distinct from traditional pathways 

into teaching and more expensive.  

Urban teacher residencies were established to address issues such as retention, 

teacher demographics, student achievement, and best practices in teacher preparation 

(Silva, McKie, Knechtel, Gleason, & Makowsky, 2014; Solomon, 2009). The UTR 

model also addresses the need for ongoing professional support for early career teachers, 

including access to an extensive alumni network, professional development opportunities, 

and continued mentorship. In fact, UTRs have primarily been created to fill this gap in 

new teacher learning and development. Their model makes them well-positioned to not 

only provide resources to address the immediate needs of the novice teacher, but also 

promote a network, an inquisitive nature, and self-reliance, which can be durable well 

into inductees’ careers. The presence of these supports addresses criticisms related to 

placing novice teachers in high-need, low-income schools. As Berry et al. (2008) have 
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suggested, UTRs accomplish what other new pathways into teaching have failed to do by 

providing teachers with the support necessary to persist in these schools.  

Story Behind the Research Question 

 

 My interest in this line of inquiry has been informed by a combination of my own 

professional experiences and previous research on new teacher induction. Before moving 

to Temple, I taught for six years in the School District of Philadelphia (SDP). I started 

teaching in the SDP during the 2008–2009 school year when the district received 

substantial federal funding. Among the many purposes of this funding, the hiring and 

support of teachers and other professionals was a significant focus. The new funding 

enabled schools to not only hire additional staff but also create opportunities such as 

common planning time to give teachers chances to work collaboratively. The additional 

funding also allowed the SDP to provide early career teachers with district-based new 

teacher coaches and school-based coaches. Throughout my tenure, I taught in three low-

performing neighborhood schools. While these were challenging environments, I 

encountered many students who made teaching worthwhile. Likewise, I worked with 

colleagues and school leaders who cared deeply about their students and their schools. 

During my teaching career, I experienced little to no support at both the school 

and district levels. The schools I taught in were under-resourced and, even with the new 

funding allocated for human resources, under-staffed. Like other new teachers, I faced 

many struggles, including managing time, implementing effective instruction, 

consistently positively engaging my students, and managing my classroom. I was 

assigned a district mentor; however, my mentor, a former elementary school teacher, 

observed my teaching on only two occasions. Our limited relationship left me with one 
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piece of feedback: “If the kids aren’t setting fires, you’re doing okay.” Although this 

review was encouraging, it did little to contribute to my growth as an educator or to 

create meaningful professional learning opportunities. The support I received at the 

school level was not significantly more effective than the support I received from the 

district. While I participated in common planning time, these periods were typically used 

to discuss changing district policies (e.g., new lesson plan templates) or school-based 

policies (e.g., school uniforms or outerwear polices). I rarely had opportunities to work 

with content or grade-level peers. When these occasions arose, they served as a platform 

to discuss issues related to discipline, student behavior, or preparation for state-wide 

assessments. 

 Before my third year of teaching, I enrolled in a mandated new teacher induction 

course. As part of the program, I attended a weeklong series of classes. Overall, the 

program seemed generic. In my experience, it failed to connect its curriculum to 

individual teachers’ practices and classrooms. It likewise lacked an urban focus or 

Philadelphia-specific focus. Additionally, the course seemed more like a review of 

preservice preparation than professional development. For example, we spent a 

significant portion of the first morning on reviewing the need for clear rules and 

expectations in our classrooms. Facilitators made suggestions about where to place the 

trashcan or when to let students leave their seats. Ultimately, this curriculum felt 

inappropriate for anyone who had already completed a preservice preparation program 

and even less appropriate for those already in the classroom.  

Realizing that the support I could receive at my school and from the district was 

limited, I sought other avenues. During my second and third years of teaching, I joined 
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the Philadelphia Writing Project (PhilWP). My membership in this group provided 

opportunities to work with other early career teachers, as well as more experienced 

teachers. Through collaboration with other team members, I learned about different 

practices that I could enact in my classroom. These meetings were essential for the 

development of my own “toolkit” of various activities, strategies, and resources.  

While my work with the PhilWP helped me to develop instructional practices, it 

was also instrumental in my development as a reflective practitioner. My association with 

the PhilWP was important because my preservice preparation program had placed little 

emphasis on reflection and inquiry. I attended this program because it put significant 

emphasis on clinical experience and the social, economic, political, and historical 

contexts that have shaped urban education. As I began my in-service experience, I felt 

well-equipped. My program had contextualized the landscape of urban schools and 

provided me with extensive clinical practice in a low-performing school.  

Ultimately, my program seemed to place a greater emphasis on what Cochran-

Smith and Lytle (1999, 2001) have identified as “knowledge-for-practice” (p. 24) rather 

than knowledge-of-practice.. This is one of three conceptions of how one generates 

knowledge about one’s teaching practice. The other two are “knowledge-in-practice” and 

“knowledge-of-practice” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, 2001, p. 24). Knowledge-for-

practice assumes academics and educational experts generate knowledge used for 

classroom practice. Before working with the PhilWP, I primarily drew on formal and 

expert sources of knowledge about practice to inform my teaching. I relied on the 

knowledge produced by scholars and theorists. When I encountered problems in my 

practice, I returned to writers such as Christensen (2000), Wong (2003), Atwell (1994; 
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2014), and Delpit (1996; 2006; 2008). When I could not find answers in these sources, I 

turned to my more experienced colleagues, believing they would have a solution, a 

strategy, or a lesson that would solve my problem. While this approach was occasionally 

effective, I lost opportunities to engage in more meaningful learning opportunities where 

I might generate knowledge about my own students and classroom. I did not see my 

classroom as a space to investigate my own practice. During the PhilWP’s Summer 

Institute and workshops, program facilitators pushed me to not only write about my 

teaching but also use my classroom as an inquiry space. This encouraged me to examine 

not only my own practice, but also my students’ work and progress in relationship to my 

own decisions. My experiences with the PhilWP allowed me to engage in Cochran-Smith 

and Lytle’s (1999; 2001; 2009) third pathway to teacher learning—knowledge-of-

practice. Through this pathway, I could use my classroom as a space to develop 

knowledge about my practice and to integrate what I was learning in my own inquiry 

with the knowledge I had gained from experts and more senior career teachers.  

My past professional experiences have significantly shaped the direction of my 

research. I experienced more growth as a professional when provided with support that 

encouraged me to think critically about my practice and to reflect. Other support 

experiences, such as a district mentor, common planning time, and the induction courses, 

contributed significantly less than my experiences with the PhilWP. Although I had 

access to multiple supports, their quality and relevance to my teaching ultimately 

influenced their effectiveness. My experiences highlight the importance of providing not 

only support but also high-quality programming for new teachers.  
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As part of my graduate studies, I worked as a research assistant on a large mixed-

methods study of teacher quality. The study, in part, sought to identify programmatic 

features of preservice teacher preparation programs that translate to the development of 

highly effective educators. Throughout the data collection process, I was struck by the 

number of participants whose practice seemed divorced from their preparation. 

Participants reported a sense of being overwhelmed by their teaching contexts, and as a 

result, they struggled to implement what they had learned in their preservice programs. I 

found myself wondering about induction. What role had mentors, in-service professional 

development, and the new teacher induction program played in helping these early career 

teachers navigate their classrooms, their schools, and their district?  

In addition to my personal and professional experiences, extant research has 

shaped the development of the project. The scholarship of Ingersoll and Smith (2004a; 

2004b) greatly informed my initial understanding of the effects of mentoring and other 

induction supports on teachers. Ingersoll’s work highlights the importance of induction as 

regards positive teacher outcomes, they were ultimately unsatisfying to me. Ingersoll and 

Smith worked with large national data sets. Their analysis was entirely quantitative, and 

as a result, their work does not emphasize the subjective individual experiences teachers 

have with induction supports. As a teacher, I experienced many of the induction supports 

described by Ingersoll and Smith, and while I had access to multiple supports, the quality 

and ultimate impact were wanting.  

My interest in new pathways to teaching that include induction, specifically 

teacher residencies, draws upon the work of several scholars: Haberman (1995, 1996), 

Hammerness et al. (2016), and Hammerness and Matsko (2012; 2014). Haberman has 
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long been critical of university-based preservice preparation programs. His criticism 

centers on their inability to address the complexity of teaching contexts. From 

Haberman’s perspective, preservice programs remain heavily invested in generic 

methods. Haberman has suggested that traditional preservice programs typically focus 

too broadly and generically on child development, content knowledge, and teaching 

children with special needs. Rather than address these topics universally, programs 

should “emphasize the importance of contextual distinctions in the ways children 

develop, the ways they learn, and the nature of the content they learn” (Haberman, 1996, 

p. 749). Graduates tend to be prepared for an ideal teaching environment and not 

necessarily for the wide range of teaching environments they may encounter in practice. 

My preservice program provided me with both coursework and field experiences 

entrenched in the urban context, which helped to ease my transition into the classroom; 

however, throughout my tenure, many of my peers did not enter the profession with these 

experiences and struggled as a result.  

With Haberman’s criticism in mind, I searched for alternative pathways, which 

led me to Hammerness et al. (2016) and Hammerness and Matsko (2012; 2014). 

Responding to Haberman’s call for less generic teacher preparation, Hammerness et al. 

and Hammerness and Matsko examined preservice programs that invested in a context-

specific approach to preparation. The assumptions underlying this method are that both 

schools and communities are unique and that teacher preparation for these settings should 

address these distinctive features. While these studies satisfied my interest in identifying 

programs that provide a better foundation for aspiring urban teachers, they did not 

address my emerging questions about post-preparation.  
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Ultimately, Feiman-Nemser’s (2001a) scholarship on induction has had the most 

significant impact on the current study. Throughout my teaching and graduate student 

career, I held two views about induction. First, strong induction programs should provide 

novice teachers with resources, social and emotional support, and institutional knowledge 

about their school and district. From this perspective, I was very much attuned to a 

predominantly transmission model-based approach to induction, in which veteran 

teachers pass information to novices. Second, strong induction programs should provide 

novice teachers with opportunities to engage in inquiry and reflective practices. My 

experiences as a novice educator lacking guidance informed my perspective. I believe 

that induction should do more than act as a life preserver and should instead teach 

beginners to swim. Feiman-Nemser (2001a) has argued that induction should exist on a 

continuum along with preservice preparation and ongoing professional development. She 

has claimed that induction programs that emphasize survival over development are 

problematic due to “encouraging novices to stick to whatever practices enable them to 

survive whether or not they represent best practices in the situation” (p. 1014). While 

survival is necessary as a new teacher, this approach is short-sighted. Feiman-Nemser’s 

work shifted the way I assigned a value to how districts and school might support new 

teachers. When teachers engage in activities that stimulate development and reflection, 

they seem to become better practitioners. This research will hopefully serve to elucidate 

this link further.  

Statement of the Problem 

 

Teacher Turnover. In a 2012 op-ed, Richard Ingersoll wrote about the alarming 

rates of teacher turnover. According to Ingersoll, each year, 15.7% of teachers exit the 
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classroom, and over 40% leave the profession by the end of their fifth year. More recent 

research conducted by the Learning Policy Institute (2017) has highlighted that turnover 

numbers have remained high. These high turnover rates are significantly higher in Title 1 

schools and schools that predominantly serve students of color. Over the last five years, 

several commentary articles have focused on the challenges facing teachers and why they 

often leave the profession. In these pieces, teachers have cited reasons including the lack 

of resources, less-than-ideal working conditions, dysfunctional organizational structures, 

a shift in the public discourse about the profession, significant and unyielding workloads, 

unrealistic expectations for accountability, and inadequate compensation (Riggs, 2013; 

Westervelt, 2016). A more recent article in The Atlantic by Emily Deruy (2016) took aim 

at one of the commonly assumed causes of high turnover rates—teacher compensation. In 

her article, Deruy interviewed teachers who had left the profession. While many of these 

teachers identified with several of the common causes of teacher turnover, they cited the 

lack of support as their primary motivation for leaving the profession. The teachers Deruy 

interviewed stated that they felt unsupported by their administration, policymakers, and 

their larger teaching community.  

In their work with new teachers in Florida, Massachusetts, and Michigan, Johnson et 

al. (2004) documented a significant “support gap” between newly hired teachers in 

lower- and higher-income districts. The study found that teachers entering a low-income 

district “receive[d] significantly less assistance in key areas of hiring, mentoring, and 

curriculum” (p. 2). The support these teachers required to be successful in their 

classrooms included: “an information-rich hiring process that provided them with a good 

preview of their job, experienced colleagues who mentored and supported them, 
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curriculum that was aligned with district and state standards, teaching assignments that 

were fair and appropriate, and schoolwide approaches to student support and discipline” 

(p. 4). The lack of support for these new teachers manifested through teachers leaving the 

professional altogether and through teachers seeking more supportive environments. 

While many of the new teachers surveyed in this study did not find the support they 

desired, others did and were able to remain working with high-need, low-income 

students. Previous research on the needs of new teachers has demonstrated that support 

during their early experiences is crucial for their success and continued professional 

persistence (Ingersoll & Smith, 2004; Johnson & Project on the Next Generation of 

Teachers., 2004; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). The supports received by these teachers were 

designed to help them navigate school and district practices. These supports addressed 

teachers’ immediate needs rather than long-term professional development.  

It is also true that teacher turnover disproportionately affects the most vulnerable 

student populations in high-need areas (Allensworth, Ponisciak, & Mazzeo, 2009; 

Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2017; Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin, 2004; Hemphill 

& Nauer, 2009; Ingersoll, 2001; Johnson, Berg, & Donaldson, 2005; Marinell & Coca, 

2013; Ronfeldt, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2013). Given the deficit of available teachers that 

already exists and the importance of experienced teachers, this factor has a substantial 

impact on the educational outcomes of students. As such, the way teachers are inducted 

into the profession may serve as a tool to increase teacher retention.  

New Teacher Induction. Induction programs have become increasingly important as 

a means of supporting beginning teachers and reducing attrition. Induction is the formal 

process through which early career educators are supported and guided as they enter the 
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profession (Bartell, 2004; Feiman-Nemser, 2001b; Ingersoll & Smith, 2004; Johnson et 

at., 2004). Supports associated with induction include seminar classes, common planning 

time, participation in teacher networks, mentoring, reduced workloads, and 

administrative support (Ingersoll & Smith, 2004). In their work with the Project on the 

Next Generation of Teachers, Johnson et al. (2004) noted other supports, including 

orientations for new hires, which provided opportunities to complete district paperwork 

and attend seminars designed to address practical topics such as preparing for back-to-

school night or report card procedures. The purposes of these efforts vary significantly, 

with some programs focusing on professional development and others on the assessment 

and evaluation of new teachers (Ingersoll & Smith, 2004). In an analysis of national 

survey data, Zembytska (2016) demonstrated that effective induction programs provide 

context-based supports and partnerships with other stakeholders (i.e., schools and 

preservice preparation programs). Additionally, mentoring does not stand apart from 

other supports but mediates the various supports available to new teachers. Recent 

research has highlighted that induction programming is most effective when it is 

embedded in the context. While research has highlighted an array of activities, mentoring 

remains the most common form of induction support (Bartell, 2004; Bullough, 2012; 

Feiman-Nemser, 2001a; 2001b; 2010; Feiman-Nemser & Parker, 1993; Foot et al., 2011; 

Ingersoll & Smith, 2004; Martin, Buelow & Hoffman, 2016; Zembytska, 2016). 

Additionally, although researchers have identified effective practices, induction programs 

still rely on first- and second-wave frameworks for induction (Wood & Stanulis, 2009) in 

which the emphasis is on providing social and emotional support for new teachers and 

assisting them as they transition into the classroom. Under these frameworks, there are 
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fewer learning opportunities for teachers than there would be if novices were engaged in 

less proscribed support activities. These frameworks are in line with research on stages of 

teacher development (e.g., Katz, 1972) and with the expressed desires of new teachers 

(e.g., Kardos & Johnson, 2007; Marable & Raimondi, 2007; Mitchell et al., 2017). That 

said, the concern is that when support is directive rather than educative, teachers fail to 

develop decision-making, reflective, and responsive practices. Previous research has 

highlighted how directive support limits teacher learning opportunities (e.g., Mena, 

Hennissen & Loughran, 2017). The question becomes how to balance novices’ short-term 

needs for survival, especially given that lack of support is a common cause of attrition, 

with the long-term needs of developing reflective and responsive practitioners.  

New teacher induction can be problematic because its goals are not always clear 

(Feiman-Nemser, 2001a; 2010; Ingersoll & Smith, 2004; Youngs et al., 2010). Should 

induction only be required for first-year teachers or beyond the first year? Should it act as 

a form of professional socialization or work to develop new teachers? (Feiman-Nemser, 

2001a; 2001b; Odell & Huling, 2000; Wang and Odell, 2002). Ultimately, what counts as 

induction is based solely on state and local policies (Feiman-Nemser, 2010; Goldrick et 

al., 2016). Feiman-Nemser (2010) has argued that appropriate induction “must ultimately 

reconcile the tension between teachers’ self-defined needs and the requirements of 

effective teaching and learning” (p. 15). 

Interest in providing novice educators with comprehensive support during their 

early career experiences has increasingly grown (Feiman-Nemser, 2001a; 2010; Goldrick 

et al., 2016; Ingersoll & Smith, 2004). The number of teachers receiving induction 

support has steadily increased over the past two decades. According to Ingersoll and 
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Smith (2004), between 1990 and 2000, the number of teachers receiving some form of 

support grew from 51% to over 80%. Over a decade later, Goldrick et al. (2016) 

highlighted continued growth in the number of educators participating in induction, with 

nearly 85% of teachers involved in some form of programming. While more teachers are 

engaging in some kind of induction, the research of Goldrick et al. (2016) highlights the 

gaps in formal support programs between different states. Currently, 29 states have 

mandated support for novice teachers (Goldrick et al., 2016); however, the duration 

varies. Goldrick et al.’s findings indicate that “nine states require support for new 

teachers beyond their first two years (usually for three years): Delaware, Hawaii, 

Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina, Ohio (for four years), 

and Utah” (p. iv.). Half of the states that mandate support do not require it to extend past 

the first year of teaching (Goldrick et al., 2016). Ingersoll and Smith’s (2004) findings 

also suggest a degree of disparity in terms of teacher access to induction support. In their 

national study of teachers’ induction experiences, Smith and Ingersoll noted that “56% of 

beginning teachers receive basic induction support, consisting of two induction supports; 

26% of teachers experience three or more induction supports, and fewer than 1% of 

teachers experience four or more induction supports” (p. 705).  

Goldrick et al. (2016) have argued that high-quality teacher induction is crucial 

for all novices, no matter the quality of the preservice preparation program or teaching 

location. The lack of a graded responsibility, the changing demographics of the 

profession, and the placement of novice teachers clarify the need to provide 

comprehensive induction support. The nature of the teaching profession also warrants the 

adoption of high-quality induction programming. In other occupations, there is a clearer 
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correlation between experience and responsibility, whereas with teaching, novices are 

expected to assume the full level of responsibility immediately (Haberman, 2007; Smith 

& Ingersoll, 2004). Feiman-Nemser (2001a; 2001b) has noted that novice teachers 

undertake two jobs when they enter the profession. First, they are responsible for 

teaching their students, and second, they are responsible for learning how to be a teacher. 

High-quality induction programming can help to alleviate some of this burden.  

Goldrick et al. (2016) have noted that over the last two decades, beginning 

teachers have become more common in schools than their experienced peers. 

Additionally, current data suggests that “roughly one in five U.S. classroom teachers are 

in their first three years on the job” (p. ii). Research on teacher quality has demonstrated 

that novice teachers are less effective than their more experienced colleagues (Hanushek 

et al., 2005; Ingersoll & Smith, 2004; Papay et al., 2009). According to research 

conducted by Ingersoll and Smith (2004), access to comprehensive induction support can 

bolster and even accelerate the professional growth of early career teachers. While high-

quality induction serves to benefit all novice teachers, it is particularly important for 

teachers who work in high-need, low-income areas, where a significant portion of the 

teaching population has limited teaching experience (Adamson & Darling-Hammond, 

2011; Borman & Dowling, 2008; Haberman, 2006; Kopetz et al., 2006). High-quality 

induction programs can provide “specialized support that new teachers need and 

transform these schools into strong professional communities where educators want to 

stay and work—and be more successful in working with students” (Goldrick, 2016, p. ii).  

Induction in Urban Schools. Induction in urban districts is particularly 

significant for several reasons. First, as stated earlier, novice teachers are 
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disproportionality placed in urban schools. Second, high-quality induction programs help 

to both attract and retain highly effective teachers (Bartell, 2004; Feiman-Nemser, 2010; 

Goldrick, 2016; Ingersoll & Smith, 2004). Finally, Bartell (2004) has argued that the dire 

learning needs of urban students compound the need for high-quality induction. In a 

nationwide study of induction practices in urban schools, Fideler and Haselkorn (1999) 

identified a series of obstacles to new teachers’ success in urban classrooms. Among the 

barriers cited were poor classroom management skills, high-need students, time 

management, poor instructional skills, unfamiliarity with curricular materials, feelings of 

isolation, and a low-performing setting. Glazerman et al. (2008) have noted that induction 

supports in isolation are rendered ineffective in urban districts. Other scholars of 

induction have argued that to successfully retain urban teachers, induction must be 

reimagined to better address the specific needs of urban environments (Glazerman et al., 

2008; 2010; Johnson et al., 2004; Kapida et al., 2007; Youngs et al., 2010). While 

mentoring is a common form of induction, Glazerman et al. (2010) have suggested that 

while working with a mentor may provide necessary support for novices, doing so does 

not address the full array of needs of those working in these high-need schools. The 

combination of the placement of novice teachers in urban schools and the challenges 

associated with these schools makes induction all the more necessary to support these 

teachers and help them to develop. Teachers working in urban classrooms face 

considerable challenges that hinder their ability to persist in these high-need classrooms.  

The Problem of New Teacher Induction. Research has documented that new 

teachers’ access to support is a key factor in teacher learning and development (Feiman-

Nemser, 2001a; 2001b; 2010). Induction represents a unique opportunity to bolster these 
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resources and combat this problem. However, an effective induction process must 

address the actual needs of inductees, and the optimal manner to achieve this aim in 

urban schools is not always clear. Designing efficient strategies is contingent upon better 

understanding the needs and concerns of incoming teachers and developing supports that 

target these needs. Effective interventions enculturate teachers into the profession 

(Feiman-Nemser, 2010; Johnson et al., 2004), as well as promote long-term teacher 

learning and self-reliance (Feiman-Nemser 2001a; 2001b; 2010); they thus improve 

persistence within the profession and lead to better outcomes for students. 

Among other systemic issues, unaddressed challenges with teacher induction have 

been linked to ongoing problems with teacher attrition, which continues to be a 

significant issue in the profession (Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2016; Ingersoll, 

Merrill & May, 2012). High rates of teacher attrition and the persistence of educational 

inequalities disproportionally affecting students who attend urban schools highlight the 

need to design and implement high-quality new teacher induction programs aimed at 

improving teacher quality and student outcomes (Feiman-Nemser, 2010; Ingersoll & 

May, 2011; TNTP, 2012). While induction serves to address this issue, how induction is 

employed in urban schools and districts can be problematic. As a result of the challenges 

associated with working in urban schools, survival often becomes a priority for new 

teachers and their trainers. This survival-first approach to new teacher induction is 

common in urban schools. While mentoring that adopts an educative framework has been 

associated with more positive professional development, previous research has 

highlighted that not all teachers are exposed to this type of mentorship. Multiple studies 

(e.g., Kardos & Johnson, 2010; Wei et al., 2010) have found that teachers in low-income 
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schools are more likely to work with mentors who deemphasize long-term development 

and focus primarily on meeting novices' short-term and immediate needs. This raises the 

question of whether mentors, or even the novice teachers themselves, can accurately 

identify the skills needed for long-term success or whether the stresses of entering the 

profession divert these novices' attention to more pressing, but ultimately short-sighted, 

concerns. This study seeks to better understand the characteristics of induction supports 

available to urban teachers and the degree to which they emphasize long-term teacher 

development.  

Study Significance 

 

 Qualitative research that highlights promising practices in induction supports and the 

influence on early career teachers will enrich our understanding of how to best support 

new teachers. Policymakers, equipped with these results, will have a better understanding 

of the influences of early career support interventions, such as induction courses and 

mentoring, on teachers’ practices and professional trajectories. Because this research 

focuses on a university-sponsored induction program connected to a teacher residency, 

there are implications for teacher preparation programs as well. Findings could 

potentially provide these programs with much-needed information to evolve to meet the 

needs of their graduates and the best ways to follow them as they enter the professional 

field. The findings may also contribute to how induction programming contributes to the 

professional development of early career teachers, especially in terms of increased 

teacher quality and improved student outcomes. There are also policy implications, as the 

findings point to ways that universities and colleges of education could play a greater role 

in providing strategic support for their graduates as they enter the classroom.  
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The research questions for my study are listed below: 

1. What induction supports and activities are currently available to early career 

teachers who graduated from a UTR?  

2. What value do teachers ascribe to these activities and supports?  

3. How do these supports position teachers in their relationship to knowledge 

about practice? Do they foster knowledge-for-practice, knowledge-of-practice, 

and/or knowledge-in-practice?  

The next chapter highlights gaps within the current literature on both teacher 

residencies and new teacher induction and explains the theory that shaped this 

investigation. Chapter 3 offers an overview of the methods used to examine this problem. 

Chapters 4 and 5 present the single- and cross-case analyses of the data. Finally, Chapter 

6 discusses the implications of the findings and places this study in the context of the 

existing literature on UTRs and new teacher induction.  

CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Introduction 

 

 This study seeks to understand the quantity and quality of induction supports 

available to early career in-service teachers prepared in a UTR program. Additionally, the 

study seeks to understand the extent to which these supports emphasize opportunities for 

new teachers to engage in meaningful learning opportunities. This chapter provides a 

description of the theoretical framework, which is used to define specific pathways 

created for teachers to generate knowledge about their practice, as well as various 
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modalities used to encourage development along each of these pathways. Additionally, 

this chapter reviews the extant literature on new teacher induction frameworks and 

approaches, with a specific emphasis on mentor quality and practices, as well as action 

research. The literature review also addresses the role of professional communities as a 

means of supporting new teachers.  

The extant literature that undergirds and guides this study encompasses two areas: 

in-service teacher induction and UTRs. The following review describes relevant studies 

related to new teacher induction, program components, frameworks, and outcomes. I then 

provide an overview of the recent research on UTRs. As UTRs are a relatively new 

approach to preparing new teachers for the profession, it is important to thoroughly 

investigate this area to understand how this model influences teacher practice and 

development.  

Theoretical Framework 

 

Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s (1999; 2001; 2009) theory of teacher learning 

provides the overarching context for the literature review, as the existing scholarship is 

examined to evaluate how various induction supports encourage teacher learning. 

Specifically, these conceptions provide a lens through which to understand how early 

career teachers acquire and generate knowledge about their practice. Moreover, this 

literature helps to frame the types of learning opportunities available to early career 

teachers. These conceptions of teacher learning represent a continuum of strategies that 

encompass both active and passive learning techniques. Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s 

framework is part of a larger body of research (e.g., Henzeet et al., 2007; Shulman 1986; 

1987; 2017) related to teacher knowledge. Within this framework, researchers have 
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considered components such as teacher beliefs, content knowledge, and pedagogical 

knowledge. Like other frameworks regarding teacher knowledge, Cochran-Smith and 

Lytle's framework attempts to understand how teachers' knowledge generation influences 

classroom practices; however, unlike other frameworks in the field, their approach 

focuses on teachers’ relationship to knowledge and how knowledge is generated. Their 

framework has been adopted within teacher professional development and the teacher 

education literature. Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s conceptions of teacher learning have 

grounded multiple studies of how both preservice and in-service teachers develop 

knowledge about practice. In these studies (e.g., Goodnough, 2010; Morewood & Condo, 

2012), researchers have focused on identifying both the presence and necessity of these 

different pathways. Additionally, in a study of teacher educators, Goodwin et al. (2014) 

employed this framework to identify how teacher educators develop the requisite 

knowledge to prepare teachers. As with previous studies, Goodwin et al. found that each 

of the three conceptions of teacher learning outlined in Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s 

framework were present and necessary. While previous studies have been informed by 

the full typology of Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s framework, a significant body of work 

(e.g., Davis, Clayton, & Broom, 2018; Kim, 2018; Melleville & Bartley, 2010; Zuidema, 

2012) has largely drawn on their related concept of the adoption of an inquiry stance, 

which is an interconnected part of their third pathway to teacher learning—knowledge-

of-practice.   

Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999; 2001) have proposed that teachers generate 

knowledge about practice through three primary pathways: knowledge-for-practice, 

knowledge-in-practice, and knowledge-of-practice. The first two pathways, knowledge-
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for-practice and knowledge-in-practice, rest on the binary between theoretical and 

practical knowledge (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2001), while the third conception 

integrates various sources of knowledge.  

Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s first pathway, knowledge-for-practice, assumes that 

educational theorists and academics generate knowledge about teaching. Educational 

theory, pedagogy, and subject matter comprise the foundation of this knowledge. 

Effective teachers “implement, translate, or otherwise put into practice the knowledge 

they acquire from experts outside the classroom” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, p. 255). 

The assumption is that when teachers possess a strong body of formal knowledge about 

teaching, they can most effectively create learning opportunities for their students. 

Another key assumption underlying knowledge-for-practice is that the body of 

knowledge about teaching is more stagnant than fluid. According this assumption, 

teachers are passive agents who neither construct knowledge about practice nor 

necessarily engage with or think critically about knowledge.  

Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s second pathway of teacher learning is knowledge-in-

practice. With knowledge-for-practice, teachers are users of knowledge rather than 

generators. The opposite is true with knowledge-in-practice, where the act of teaching has 

the power to generate knowledge. Knowledge-in-practice assumes more agency on the 

part of the teacher than knowledge-for-practice. Cochran-Smith and Lytle have explained 

this further: “From this perspective, the emphasis is on knowledge in action: what very 

competent teachers know as it is expressed or embedded in the artistry of practice, in 

teachers’ reflections on practice, in teachers’ practical inquiries, and/or in teachers’ 

narrative accounts on practice” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, p. 262). Cochran-Smith 
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and Lytle have proposed that teaching is embedded within localities such as classrooms 

and schools. They have described teaching as “an uncertain and spontaneous craft 

situated and constructed in response to particularities of everyday life in schools and 

classrooms” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, p. 262). The knowledge that teachers create 

comes from their specific teaching contexts. The concept of knowledge-in-practice not 

only assumes the importance of experience in the acquisition of teacher knowledge, but 

also acknowledges that individuals acquire knowledge “through considered and 

deliberative reflection about or inquiry into experience” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, 

p. 263). Cochran-Smith and Lytle have suggested that this type of knowledge might be 

generated in teacher communities of practice, in which teachers across the experience 

spectrum collaborate and reflect on practice. Knowledge-in-practice informs both the 

training and support of new teachers. In the context of student teaching, preservice 

teachers work with an experienced a teacher, who ideally shares his or her best practices. 

This conception is also present with mentors for new teachers; again, the assumption is 

that the more experienced teacher will pass on his or her knowledge of teaching.  

Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s final pathway of teacher knowledge is knowledge-of-

practice. Knowledge-of-practice assumes a more active approach to generating 

knowledge. Under this concept, teachers generate knowledge through a process of 

inquiry, where they place their practical knowledge and formal knowledge in 

conversation to both contextualize and challenge existing knowledge about practice. 

Cochran-Smith and Lytle (2001) have explained “that the knowledge teachers need to 

teach well is generated when teachers treat their own classrooms and schools as sites for 

intentional investigation at the same time that they treat the knowledge and theory 
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produced by others as generative material for interrogation and interpretation” (p.48). 

Knowledge-of-practice is based on the belief that teachers learn best when they have 

opportunities “to probe the knowledge embedded in the work of expert teachers and/or 

deepen their own knowledge and expertise as markers of wise judgements and designers 

of rich learning interactions in the classroom” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2001, p. 46).  

Inherent in this concept is the idea that teachers should think critically about not 

only their own practices but also the practices of others (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2001). 

Knowledge-for-practice stands apart from the prior two conceptions of teacher learning 

in three primary ways. First, it does not support the notion that the knowledge that 

impacts practice is either formal or practical. Second, creating knowledge-for-practice 

can be done by any teacher, at any time in his or her professional career. Finally, under 

this conception, teachers become both users and generators of knowledge (Cochran-

Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2009). Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) have argued that past 

models of teacher professional development have been rooted in the notion of developing 

novice teachers into experts (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993); however, this third 

conception of teacher learning challenges the novice–expert binary within the teaching 

profession.  

Teachers generate knowledge-of-practice by adopting an inquiry stance (Cochran-

Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2001; 2009). Cochran-Smith and Lytle's define inquiry as stance as 

a “world view, a habit of mind, a fluid way of knowing and being in the world of 

education” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009, p. 25). Inquiry is no longer bounded by time 

or project and extends beyond something teachers do and becomes part of who they are 

(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009). The adoption of this stance is not about gaining 
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strategies to implement in practice but gaining a framework for understanding practice. In 

their work, stance becomes a way to position teachers' perspectives and experiences 

toward knowledge and its relationship to practice (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2001; 2009). 

Inquiry becomes a means of knowing about students and teaching. Through an inquiry 

stance, teachers problematize “current arrangements of schooling; the ways knowledge is 

constructed, evaluated, and used; and teachers’ individual and collective roles in bringing 

about change” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, p. 289). Teachers who adopt this 

framework also problematize what they know and what they see in their classrooms, their 

students, and their practice (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2001). An inquiry stance repositions 

teachers within the professional development framework. The adoption of this 

perspective creates opportunities for teachers to steer their own professional development 

(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009). Teachers can take control of what they want to learn and 

where they need improvement.  

 Knowledge-of-practice is the result of teachers assuming an inquiry stance in their 

classrooms and thinking critically about their teaching context and practice: “Implicit in 

the idea of knowledge of practice is the assumption that, through inquiry, teachers across 

the professional lifespan—from the very new to the very experienced—make problematic 

their own knowledge and practice as well as the knowledge and practice of others” (p. 

273). Knowledge-for-practice is meant to challenge ideas about teacher learning and the 

ways knowledge is acquired and impacts practice.  

While the three pathways are distinct, Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999; 2001) 

have argued they are all important for helping teachers develop. Teachers likely need 

each of these three knowledge bases in different ways at different stages of their careers. 
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For example, knowledge-for-practice may provide the most benefit for brand-new 

teachers or teachers who struggle with basic professional skills (e.g., management or 

basic curricular design). In addition, when each teacher attains these knowledge bases 

likely varies across the three, as well as from person to person. Some of these skills 

develop in preservice preparation, while others require a level of experience and 

introspection that is difficult for preservice teachers to achieve. A focus of this study is on 

whether induction activities, such as mentoring, participation in teacher inquiry groups, 

and action research, create opportunities for different types of knowledge acquisition and 

implementation. How this process relates to passing knowledge to new teachers is 

paramount because “teachers need opportunities to enhance, make explicit, and articulate 

the tacit knowledge embedded in experience and in the wise action of very competent 

professionals” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999, p. 263).  

Prior Research 

 

New Teacher Induction  
  

 Frameworks and Approaches. In Learning the Ropes: Urban Teacher Induction 

Programs and Practices in the United States, Fideler and Haselkorn (1999) outline the 

evolution of new teacher induction programs. They argue that induction programs have 

evolved over distinctive periods of time or waves and that their practices have reflected 

educational policy and practice over time. Induction models have transformed from 

“informal systems of one-to-one mentoring toward a comprehensive system of induction 

with multiple components” (Wood & Stanulis, 2009, p. 2). In their descriptive study of 

induction programming, Wood and Stanulis (2009) cite Fideler and Haselkorn’s four 

waves of induction. Both informal and unfunded, early programs focused on “preventing 
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teacher attrition, boosting novice teacher satisfaction with the profession, and increasing 

novice teachers’ competence” (p. 2). Second-wave programs shifted their focus toward 

site-based mentoring. As with the first wave, these programs lacked funding and 

consistency. Formative teacher assessment became the cornerstone of the third wave of 

induction programs. These programs also included increased opportunities for 

professional development and mentoring. The fourth and final wave of induction aims to 

provide a synthesis of the previous waves, offering new teachers “a wide array of 

educative mentoring, professional development, and formative assessment activities” (p. 

3). Induction has evolved and responded to different policy waves.  

 Induction research has largely focused on the extent to which these activities 

effectively socialize teachers into the profession and how these activities contribute to 

teachers’ professional development. Underlying the first approach are assumptions about 

teacher stages of development (Fuller, 1969; Karge, 1993; Katz, 1972). Katz has argued 

that early career teachers experience four stages of development: survival (i.e., concerns 

for self), consolidation (i.e., focusing on the needs of both themselves and students), 

renewal (i.e., more professional competence and readiness to try new practices), and 

maturity (i.e., mastered concerns for self and students). As novices, teachers typically 

occupy the survival stage, during which they are focused largely on addressing 

immediate concerns and only consider short-term goals. Similarly, Fuller (1969) has 

suggested that when new teachers enter the classroom, they are not prepared to think 

beyond their immediate concerns. According to Fuller, it is not until teachers reach the 

“late teaching phase” that they are able to meet the needs of their students. These beliefs 

about teachers’ early developmental stage are largely reflected in induction practices.  
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 Three frameworks inform the design of new teacher induction programs: a 

transitional phase in teacher development; a socialization process; and a coherent, 

comprehensive system of intensive support, professional development, and formative 

assessment for novice teachers lasting from one to three years (Wood & Stanulis, 2009; 

Feiman-Nemser, 2010). The first framework emphasizes providing novice teachers with 

support aimed at easing their transition into the classroom. Based on this framework, 

induction supports include providing new teachers with resources, curricular materials, 

and help with classroom organization and practice. This approach assumes a greater 

disconnect between preservice preparation and in-service teaching. In this model, 

induction programming acts as practical preparation. The second framework focuses on 

helping novices to develop a sense of professional identity. These induction activities 

center on acclimation to individual school contexts, through which new teachers can 

learn more about institutional practices and norms. These first two frameworks are 

largely informed by conceptions of teacher development (e.g., Katz, 1972). They operate 

under the assumption that new teachers are primarily concerned with basic survival. 

Under this assumption, teachers do not need supports that challenge them, but supports 

that will fill the gaps in their practice and address their immediate concerns. This 

presumption has largely been adopted by urban schools and districts, which have focused 

their induction support efforts on addressing short-term needs versus long-term 

development (e.g., Kardos & Johnson, 2010; Wei et al., 2010). 

 The third and final framework represents a more holistic approach. It is closely 

aligned with Feiman-Nemser’s (2001a) concept of a continuum of teacher learning, in 

which teachers are ideally presented with an array of supports and learning opportunities 
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throughout their professional experiences, strengthening their body of knowledge about 

teaching and informing their practice. While the first two frameworks provide essential 

knowledge and skills for new teachers, they do not specifically address teacher 

development (Feiman-Nemser, 2001a; 2001b). The third, however, focuses more on 

professional learning in a way that helps new teachers develop the resources and tools 

needed to endure and thrive in the profession. While a framework for designing induction 

to address new teacher learning does exist, many programs fail to engage new teachers in 

meaningful learning experiences. Feiman-Nemser (2001a) has argued that many 

induction mandates “do not rest on an understanding of teacher learning, a vision of good 

teaching, or a broad view of the role formal induction can play in new teacher 

development” (p. 1031). Rather than seeing induction as part of a continuum of teacher 

learning and professional development, districts regard it as “a short-term support 

designed to ease new teachers’ entry into teaching and help them cope with their first 

year on the job” (p. 1031). With this vision for induction, support becomes the priority. 

Support manifests itself in the “materials, advice, and handholding” (P. 1031) that 

mentors and other experienced educators provide to new teachers. Although these 

supports may ease the transition from novice to professional, Feiman-Nemser (2001a; 

2001b) has claimed that they fail to engage new teachers in more critical reflection on 

their practice.  

 Research has highlighted that induction activities rooted in critical reflection are 

valued by teachers. Using a qualitative case study, Youngs (2002) examined the role of 

district policy in shaping the nature and quality of induction supports for teachers in two 

high-poverty districts—which they identified as Copley and Ashton. The findings 
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indicated that new teachers in the Copley district experienced higher-quality induction 

programming. Copley teachers reported better opportunities to learn about and implement 

effective instructional practices. The mentors assigned to the Copley district also placed a 

greater emphasis on reflective practice. Youngs suggested that these quality differences 

were related to district policy regarding mentor selection, assignment, and training. 

Similarly, research discussed in other sections of the literature review (Ginns et al., 2001; 

Hong & Lawrence, 20090; Kelly, 2004) suggests that novice teachers who have engaged 

in reflective work, inquiry and action research, and less directive mentoring express 

support for these approaches.  

 Studies on new teacher induction have identified common activities, such as 

mentorship, seminars and other professional development for new teachers, common 

planning time with colleagues, classroom-based supports (i.e., teacher aids), and reduced 

workloads (Ingersoll, 2012; Ingersoll & Smith 2004). Mentorship is by far the most 

common activity (Bartell, 2004; Bullough, 2012; Feiman-Nemser & Parker, 1993; 

Feiman-Nemser, 2001a; 2010; Ingersoll & Smith, 2004). Additional activities include 

demonstration classrooms, where novices can observe and debrief with their more 

experienced peers; teacher support groups, in which novices can meet to discuss current 

challenges and concerns; and access to curriculum facilitators, veteran teachers who 

provide ongoing support through observations, feedback, and demonstration teaching 

(Wong, 2002). In a study of North Carolina teachers’ induction experiences, teachers 

reported being exposed to two primary types of activities: focused and individualized 

supports. These included release time to observe other teachers; limited preparations; co-

planning; resource allocation; and collective group supports, such as new teacher 
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orientation, professional development opportunities, and monthly new teacher meetings 

(Algozzine et al., 2005). Overall, the study found that these activities provided enough 

support to enable new teachers to complete their first year of teaching. Additionally, 

teachers reported that activities that focused on specific aspects of teaching were more 

beneficial than more intangible professional development efforts and workshops.  

 Studies of induction in classroom practice highlight the use of different 

frameworks in approaching induction supports. Support in the former studies relied on 

addressing immediate needs and concerns, whereas the latter studies placed more 

emphasis on reflective practices that lead to the development of sustainable, successful 

practices. In the latter group, supports must address novices’ immediate needs, but these 

needs can be addressed in more collaborative and co-constructed ways. As Feiman-

Nemser (2001) has reported, exemplary teacher mentors  

attend to beginning teachers' present concerns, questions, and purposes 

without losing sight of long-term goals for teacher development. They 

interact with novices in ways that foster an inquiring stance. They 

cultivate skills and habits that enable novices to learn in and from their 

practice. They use their knowledge and expertise to assess the direction 

novices are heading and to create opportunities and conditions that support 

meaningful teacher learning in the service of student learning. (p. 18) 

 

 Feiman-Nemser’s beliefs regarding the work of exemplary teacher mentors parallels the 

overall evolution of the induction support literature as the field has evolved. As we turn 

to the era of teacher residency programs, and specifically the induction component of 

these programs, it is important to distinguish the approach each takes to induction support 

and how this fosters the development of effective teaching practices.  

Mentoring  
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 Mentoring is among the most common forms of new teacher support, and it also 

holds the potential to have a significant impact on new teachers’ professional growth 

(e.g., Carver & Feiman-Nemser, 2009; Feiman-Nemser, 2001). That said, research has 

highlighted inequalities in the quality of mentorship experienced by new teachers (e.g., 

Gardiner, 2012; Kardos & Johnson, 2010). This section explores the types of mentoring 

activities available to new teachers and the perceived value of these practices.  

Mentoring Quality and Practices. There is an existing body of literature that 

addresses both the quality of mentorship and the features associated with quality. In an 

experimental field study, Evertson and Smithey (2000) assigned two sets of new teachers 

a mentor. The treatment group was assigned mentors with specific training, while the 

comparison group worked with a more experienced teacher at their school site. The 

results indicated that the treatment group demonstrated a greater sense of efficacy and 

competence in classroom practices: “Teachers of trained mentors showed increased 

evidence of developing and sustaining more workable classroom routines, managed 

instruction more smoothly, and gained student cooperation in academic tasks more 

effectively. Those students were more engaged in schoolwork and had relatively less 

inappropriate or disruptive behavior” (p. 302). Evertson and Smithey’s findings 

demonstrate the importance of mentor quality and training. In another study, Roehrig et 

al. (2008) examined a cohort of six beginning primary teachers and their mentors. The 

results confirmed the work of previous studies about the importance of quality mentoring. 

While mentors could initially impart effective instructional practices, over time there was 

a decline in the utilization of these practices, perhaps suggesting a short-lived effect of 

mentoring that lacks a reflective inquiry component. 
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 Davis and Higdon (2008) conducted a mixed-methods study comparing the 

effectiveness of university-assigned mentors and district mentors. In their study, they 

assigned one group of five teachers both a university mentor and a district mentor and 

provided a second group of five teachers with only a district mentor. The primary 

differences between the treatment and control groups were frequency, duration, and 

intention. District mentors for the control group split their time between their classroom 

and mentoring and ultimately had less time to focus exclusively on the needs of their 

mentees. Participant reports also suggested that district mentors waited for their mentees 

to approach them with problems rather than taking a more active approach. The findings 

imply that the combination of university and district supports positively affected issues 

such as the sense of support, retention decisions, and classroom practices. The teachers 

who received both supports scored higher on the observation tool than their counterparts. 

Davis and Higdon attributed these outcomes to various components in the program, such 

as “studying and practicing research-based strategies, analyzing videotapes of their 

teaching, keeping reflective journals, and participating in peer coaching sessions with 

mentors” (p. 270). Additionally, these teachers had access to on-site mentors, who had 

the capacity to visit mentees frequently and provide real-time support. Teachers who 

relied on solely district mentorship experienced a lower frequency of support. For these 

teachers, their mentors split their time between the classroom and mentoring, and as a 

result, these mentors were unable to provide real-time support. Mentoring became 

passive, with teachers seeking support on an as-needed basis and mentors letting mentees 

instigate contact with them.  
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In a similar study, Stanulis and Floden (2009) examined the impact of induction 

supports for first- and second-year teachers working in urban schools. Teachers from 

both the control and treatment groups received similar induction supports, including three 

half-day orientations relating to urban schools and contexts, four professional 

development sessions throughout the year, summer orientation sessions, and web-based 

resources. In addition to these supports, teachers in the treatment group were provided 

with a mentor with whom they met weekly. These weekly mentor meetings provided 

teachers with opportunities to discuss classroom and instructional practices. Teachers in 

the control group also had more opportunities to discuss academic content and even 

participate in co-planning with their mentors. The findings indicated that the treatment 

teachers made gradual and steady gains in their AIMS scores compared to the teachers 

who did not receive the mentoring.  

Stanulis et al. (2012) conducted a mixed-methods study of elementary school 

teachers. The purpose of the study was to understand whether intensive mentoring can 

facilitate more effective classroom practices. The authors focused on the practice of 

leading classroom discussions. Participants in this study included a group of novice 

elementary school teachers who participated in a year-long mentoring program and a 

second group of novice teachers who did not receive the induction support. The findings 

demonstrated significant differences between the two groups of teachers: “Teachers in 

our treatment group experienced significant growth in their discussion facilitation 

practice when compared to teachers who did not receive our intensive mentoring. Survey 

analysis provided insight into the ways in which beginning teachers reported that 
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participation in the intensive mentoring program impacted changes in how they set up 

and used discussion in their classroom” (p. 38).  

Wechsler et al. (2010) surveyed Illinois teachers from 39 induction programs 

about their access to and experiences with induction. The findings suggested that the 

teachers who had access to many supports, including multi-day new teacher orientations, 

seminars designed for new teachers, new teacher networks, and new teacher meetings 

with their administration, were satisfied with their level of support. Ninety-six percent of 

the participants also reported mentoring as another significant induction support provided 

by their program. Participants’ experiences with the mentoring were mixed, with some 

teachers reporting frequent and in-depth encounters and others reporting infrequent 

contact with their mentors. Common mentoring activities included “discussing 

instructional issues and problems, talking about the strengths and/or needs of specific 

students, and providing the new teacher with materials” (p. 393). Nearly two-thirds of the 

participants reported that their mentor did not focus on any alternative teaching methods 

or strategies, and half of the teachers surveyed never observed their mentor teach. 

Participants specifically cited that their access to supports “increased to a moderate or 

great extent their ability to evaluate and reflect on their own teaching practices, their 

knowledge of instructional techniques appropriate for their teaching assignment and their 

ability to create a positive learning environment” (p. 395).  

Using narrative inquiry, Stanulis, Fallona, and Pearson (2002) recorded the stories 

of three beginner teachers, highlighting their feelings of isolation, desire to maintain the 

philosophy and practices of their university preparation, and work with a more 

experienced mentor. Across all three narratives, the author found that while the novices 
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were eager to learn best practices from a mentor teacher, “they were placed in situations 

where they had mentors in different grade levels, who were not in proximity, and whose 

roles were not clearly defined” (p. 79). These disconnects served to stymie rather than 

develop the professional practices and dispositions of these teachers. Similarly, in a study 

of first-year teachers and their perceptions of support, Andrews and Quinn (2005) found 

similar limitations to mentoring programs. The results indicated that such programs 

should place more emphasis on “mentors assisting first-year teachers with curriculum and 

instruction, specifically in the areas of planning lessons, doing teaching observations, and 

providing constructive feedback” (p. 113). It was in this area that new teachers reported 

the greatest need and where they received the weakest support. As previous studies have 

suggested, more training and support for mentors can greatly improve mentoring.  

Kardos and Johnson’s (2008) findings also point to the importance of mentor 

quality, highlighting the necessity of appropriate mentor matching. Participants from the 

study were randomly selected first- and second-year teachers from three states. The study 

found that schools and districts failed to appropriately match new teachers with mentors 

who shared their content knowledge or grade-level experience. As previous studies have 

cited, new teachers had infrequent opportunities to work one-on-one with their mentors. 

The findings also demonstrated gaps in both appropriate mentor matching and support for 

STEM teachers in low-income schools.  

Fry (2007) explored the importance of mentor quality in her study of first-year 

teachers and their experiences with mentoring and induction support. Fry conducted a 

case study of four first-year elementary school teachers and found that her participants 

were unaffected by their mentors. Fry demonstrated that her participant’s mentors were 
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ineffective for several reasons. For example, one of the teachers worked with a mentor 

with limited teaching experience who was also new to mentoring. While another 

participant worked with a more veteran teacher, the relationship still fell short. The lack 

of experience and mentoring training possessed by the mentors significantly influenced 

the extent to which they could advise and provide resources for their mentees. One 

participant explained that while her mentor could provide her with guidance, “she 

considered her more of a friend than someone who helped her with curriculum and 

instruction” (p. 228). Fry’s findings are consistent with other research reporting that 

teachers desire mentors who are experienced, friendly, motivated to help them, and able 

to provide guidance regarding both short-term and long-term development goals (Garner, 

2012; Tellez, 1992)   

Quality mentorship has been linked to mentoring approaches (e.g., Feiman-

Nemser, 2001; Marable & Raimondi, 2007; Schmidt, 2008; Whitaker, 2000). In a case 

study of a struggling music teacher, Schmidt (2008) also found that mentor quality 

contributed significantly to successful mentoring. The subject worked with two mentors. 

While he failed to improve under the first mentor, he showed gradual improvement with 

the second mentor. Schmidt concluded that issues such as mentoring style matter. The 

study identified key successful practices for mentors, such as taking the time to assess 

their teachers’ practices before making suggestions, providing resources to address 

targeted problems with practice, and helping teachers identify their gaps in knowledge. 

Additional studies have found that mentors positively impact their mentees’ experiences 

when they encourage teachers to think critically about their practice and provide practical 

feedback (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Marable & Raimondi, 2007; Whitaker, 2000).  
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 Feiman-Nemser (1992; 2001) has argued that the focus of the mentor should be 

on creating opportunities for teachers to grow and develop professionally. The mentor is 

not necessarily responsible for providing resources, but rather creates more of a learning 

experience for the teacher. Activities include co-thinking, which involves the mentor not 

imposing his or her presence as the expert. That said, conventional approaches to 

mentoring emphasize “situational adjustment, technical advice, and emotional support” 

(Feiman-Nemser, 2001b, p. 17). Research conducted by Wang (2001) has also found that 

mentors focused on providing their mentees with resources and replicable practices rather 

than on supporting more long-term development. In a survey of mentoring practices, 

Wildman et al. (1992) identified eight common characteristics of mentoring activities. 

Those characteristics were categorized into three primary categories: direct professional 

assistance, direct personal/professional assistance, and indirect personal/professional 

assistance. Specific characteristics include  

 encouraging reflection; 

 directing and supporting beginning teachers’ actions and plans; 

 directly assisting in the development of processes, policies, and products; 

 providing resources to be implemented or modified by beginners; 

 providing products and ideas that enable beginners to solve problems; 

 encouraging and supporting; 

 mediating. 

 

Although Wildman et al. did highlight the use of reflection and other educative mentoring 

activities, the overwhelming emphasis within this framework is on resource allocation 

and directive mentoring (i.e., the transfer of knowledge, experience, and expertise from 

expert to novice). When mentors rely on these practices, they provide their mentees with 

a crucial lifeline. As important as this type of support is for new teachers, it is limiting in 

that it does not provide opportunities for new teachers to engage in meaningful 
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professional learning. A recent study conducted by Mena, Henniseen, and Loughran 

(2017) focused on mentoring conversations for new teachers. In their research, they 

found that when mentoring conversations were directive—in other words, when mentors 

gave specific advice, provided direct instruction, and offered resources—teachers 

deferred to their mentors. As a result, teacher knowledge generation was low. In contrast, 

for the mentors who engaged in less frequent directive mentoring, more opportunities 

were created for novices to generate knowledge about practice. In an earlier study, Strong 

and Baron (2004) also found that while directive mentoring was effective for addressing 

short-term goals, it was not effective for long-term development 

 Feiman-Nemser (2001) has argued that to best facilitate teacher development, 

mentors should practice educative mentoring. The concept of educative mentoring 

departs from traditional mentoring frameworks in the way that it emphasizes the 

connection between mentoring and learning. Within this framework, knowledge 

generation becomes less transactional and more collaborative. Educative mentoring is 

rooted in Dewey’s concept of educative experiences and Little’s (1990) concept of 

effective mentoring. Dewey (1938), as cited in Feiman-Nemser (2001), explained 

educative experiences as experiences that “produce growth” (p. 17). Dewey also argued 

that educative experiences lead to “richer subsequent experiences” (p. 17). For Little 

(1990), experienced mentors can make a real impact on the experiences of beginning 

teachers. According to Little (1990), however, mentoring activities must go beyond 

easing the transition into the classroom and providing resources. Effective mentors “help 

new teachers confront difficult problems of practice and use their teaching as a site of 

learning” (Feiman-Nemser, 2001b, p. 18). Under Feiman-Nemser’s framework, mentors 
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“attend to beginning teachers’ present concerns, questions, and purposes without losing 

sight of long-term goals for teacher development. They interact with novices in ways that 

foster an inquiring stance” (p. 18). Mentors under Feiman-Nemser’s framework both 

evaluate the needs of their mentees and “create opportunities and conditions that support 

meaningful teacher learning” (p. 18). Under this framework, addressing novices’ short-

term development needs and addressing their long-term development needs are not 

mutually exclusive. Research has highlighted that the adoption of educative mentoring 

practices facilitates teacher development. In a study of preservice STEM teachers, 

Barnett and Friedrichsen (2015) demonstrated how mentors engaged their mentees in 

critical reflection on their practices, beliefs and misconceptions, and long-term planning 

and consequently helped the preservice teachers to develop more sophisticated 

pedagogical and content knowledge.  

 While the previous sections have highlighted positive benefits associated with 

more educative critical mentoring, research has shown that not all teachers are exposed to 

this type of mentorship. Previous research (e.g., Kardos & Johnson, 2010; Wei et al., 

2010) has found that teachers in low-income schools are more likely to work with 

mentors who deemphasize long-term development. Although urban teachers face more 

diverse challenges than their suburban peers, research has suggested that they still benefit 

from educative mentoring practices. In a small qualitative study of novice urban teachers, 

Gardiner (2011) found that while the teachers faced typical challenges associated with 

urban classrooms, the educative work they did with their mentors not only eased their 

transition into the classroom but also helped them to provide more student-centered 

instruction. Additional research conducted by Morettini (2016) has also pointed to the 
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gap in these mentoring practices. Morettini’s sample of novice urban teachers, however, 

preferred for their mentors to address their short-term needs. Even more so, the 

participants found that the emotional support they received from their mentors was more 

important than addressing their long-term development.  

 The literature on induction emphasizes both its actual and potential influence on 

new teachers. Empirical research findings suggest that induction supports, specifically 

mentoring, can provide new teachers with the support and guidance they need to be 

effective in their classrooms. While the findings are encouraging, the issue of quality still 

lingers. As many of the studies have demonstrated, the effectiveness of these mentoring 

programs is associated with the quality of the mentors, specifically the time and 

availability of the mentors. Additional aspects of induction that have undergone limited 

study are the role of teacher inquiry, comprehensive programs, which include a wide 

range of supports, and multi-year induction. First, the residency program under study 

incorporates traditional induction supports (e.g., mentoring, coaching, and professional 

development), as well as teacher research as a means of professional development. 

Second, the program under study acts in partnership with the local school district to 

complement the existing induction supports offered by the district. Third, studying this 

program was an opportunity to examine the influence of prolonged induction supports. 

Finally, there has been little examination of the effectiveness of various induction 

supports within different school contexts, and specifically of how induction supports 

should or should not be modified as districts implement them for teachers in high-need, 

low-income urban schools 

Teacher Inquiry and Action Research  
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 Scholars (e.g., Bartell, 1990; Runyan, 1991; Schon, 1987) have contended that 

teachers must be empowered to take control of their practice and professional growth, as 

well as to develop a framework for decision-making in their classrooms. Action research 

offers a framework for classroom decision-making and has the potential to embed 

processes such as observation, reflection, action, and change into teachers’ professional 

dispositions (Carboni, Wynn & McGuire, 2012; Price, 2001). Prior research has 

investigated how induction and professional development have created opportunities for 

new and early career teachers to incorporate inquiry, action research, and other reflective 

practices into their work.  

 The existing literature highlights the ability of action research to serve as an 

empowering tool to encourage reflection and promote change in both preservice and in-

service teachers’ attitudes and practices (e.g., Calhoun, 1994, 2002; Gilles & Cramer, 

2003; Levin & Rock, 2003). In a study of Australian teachers, researchers investigated 

the impact of novice teachers’ participation in action research cells in collaboration with 

university partners (Ginns et al., 2001). Through these partnerships, novices collaborated 

with university researchers to develop an action research project. Projects were organized 

around common challenges faced by new teachers. Through this process, teachers were 

able to develop a richer understanding of their classrooms and their practices. By 

participating in the action research, the novices also developed a sense of empowerment 

and a belief that they could change their practice. Another important benefit associated 

with the study was the collaborative nature. Novices worked with not only researchers 

but also other teachers, and as a result, they were more easily able to engage in dialogue 
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about their findings. While the study highlighted clear benefits, it also demonstrated some 

of the challenges associated with this type of work. The researchers acknowledged that it 

was time-consuming. Additionally, the participants were initially timid about designing a 

study and collecting data. In some cases, they did participate in the research design and 

practices, but in other cases, the novices simply deferred to the researchers. A more 

recent study by Hong and Lawrence (2011) reported similar findings. In their study, 

master’s students earning their degrees in literacy also participated in action research. As 

in the Australian study, the students worked in collaborative groups. These participants 

reported feeling that action research was an authentic way of learning about their 

practices. In both Ginns et al. (2001) and Hong and Lawrence (2011), collaboration was 

key. Both sets of participants appreciated being grouped with other teachers. This enabled 

them to lean on one another for support, share their findings, learn across different 

contexts, and encounter more practices and perspectives 

 Kelley (2004) conducted a longitudinal study of participants in the PIE induction 

program, a partnership between the University of Colorado and six local school districts. 

Teachers receive five years of support through the PIE program. Kelley’s study examined 

the results of 10 program cohorts. Key components of the program include “intensive 

mentoring, cohort group networking, and ongoing inquiry into practice” (p. 442). 

Additionally, program participants enroll in graduate level courses, which are meant to 

“promote reflective dispositions and thoughtful inquiry” (p. 443). In the interest of 

creating more opportunities for teachers to undertake inquiry projects, program 

participants conducted classroom-based research or self-studies of their classrooms. The 

findings suggested positive outcomes for both teacher retention and development. The 
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findings also indicated that participants reported high satisfaction with mentor support, 

their personal growth as teachers, and their experiences with inquiry. The PIE program 

placed significant emphasis on recruiting and training mentors. Kelley suggested that the 

high quality of program mentors facilitated more professional growth for the participants. 

Additional study data demonstrated that program participants were less likely to “seek 

quick fixes or recipes” (p. 445) for problems in their practice and were more invested in 

seeking additional professional learning opportunities. Kelley’s results indicated that 

participation in the program helped teachers to be more reflective and adopt an inquiry 

stance in their practice: “Coupled with other graduate assignments geared toward 

reflection, the teacher-as-researcher projects created a sense of efficacy as novice 

teachers delved below the ‘surface features’ of teaching and pondered what really worked 

with their students” (p. 446). 

 While the previous studies have highlighted the impact of more formal 

applications of teacher inquiry and action research, informal practices can also be 

beneficial to teachers. Opportunities to participate in reflective groups can provide 

support and be sustaining for early career teachers, as various studies have demonstrated. 

In a study of novice ELL teachers, Farrell (2016) found that reflective practices helped 

the participants “absorb the reality shock” of entering the classroom. The participants did 

not have access to formal induction support, and to support one another, they formed a 

reflection group, in which they shared personal stories about teaching and their practice. 

By directing their own inquiry into their experiences, they were able to better understand 

and cope with the pressures of being a new teacher. Additional studies (Leiberman & 

Pointer-Mace, 2010; West et al., 2009) have attempted to integrate inquiry and reflective 
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practice into teachers’ induction and professional development with varying degrees of 

success. In both West et al. (2009) and Leiberman and Pointer-Mace (2010), novice 

teachers participated in video analysis of their teaching. The purpose of West et al.’s 

study was to understand whether the teachers’ viewing and analysis of their practices 

could promote reflection on practice and positively influence future teaching practices. 

Ultimately, West et al.’s participants struggled to use the videos as an opportunity for 

reflection. Leiberman and Pointer-Mace (2010) used a similar exercise; however, 

teachers were encouraged to submit videos that represented their practice. The teachers in 

Leiberman and Pointer-Mace’s study reported a greater ability to identify problematic 

areas of practice. While the findings are mixed, the studies demonstrate the power and 

potential of smaller communities of practice in facilitating opportunities for reflective 

inquiry.  

 In addition to providing opportunities to reflect on practices, action research has 

additional benefits for novice teachers. As discussed in their paper, Mitchell, Reilly, and 

Logue (2009) have suggested that engaging novices in action research creates 

opportunities for them to develop richer understandings of their students, their 

classrooms, and themselves as teachers. As a result, novice teachers’ questions and 

struggles can empower rather than hinder them. Another benefit of this kind of work is 

that it allows teachers to develop their own expertise. By engaging in this type of work, 

they can dictate the questions, and what is happening in their classrooms dictates the 

solutions.  

 Additional research has investigated how action research has been incorporated at 

the preservice level. In studies conducted by Levin and Rock (2002; 2003), findings have 
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suggested that by engaging in action research prior to entering the classroom, preservice 

teachers can explore their sense of “self as teacher,” gain awareness about their students 

and their needs, and generate knowledge about teaching and the curriculum. They 

develop an understanding and appreciation for how “processes of inquiry, reflection, 

action, and change are important roles of a professional teacher” (12). As teachers 

progress in the profession, these can become enduring practices. 

School and Professional Culture  

 

 Previous research has suggested that the professional culture has a significant 

impact on early career experiences and teacher development (Foote et al., 2011; 

Goldring, Taie & Riddles, 2014; Kardos & Johnson, 2001; McCormack & Thomas, 2003; 

Saka, Southerland & Brooks, 2009; Williams, Prestege, Bedward, 2001). McCormack 

and Thomas (2003) have reported that working informally with school colleagues is a 

common form of support for new teachers. The authors have suggested that this makes 

welcoming and supportive professional communities essential for new teachers. Using a 

case study, Saka, Southerland, and Brooks (2009) examined the professional cultures of 

two female novice science teachers. The teachers were assigned to very different 

schools—one of the participants was hired at a school with a robust, collaborative 

professional community, and the other participant was placed at a school with a more 

individualized professional culture. In the latter’s setting, there were no clear structures 

for new teachers or for professional collaboration. On the other hand, the first participant 

had access to a wealth of peer support, as well as institutional structures that eased her 

transition into the classroom. As a result of these supports, she expressed feelings of 

being supported and undergoing strong development. Additionally, with the aid of more 
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experienced peers, she was better prepared to enact effective instructional practices. The 

novice teacher in the supportive school flourished, and the novice teacher in the 

unsupported school struggled to develop. The settings in which these teachers were 

placed influenced how they taught, their transition to the classroom, and ultimately their 

decisions about persisting in the profession. An earlier study of newly qualified teachers 

in South Wales produced similar results—teachers placed in collaborative schools 

experienced more learning opportunities than teachers placed in more individualistic 

schools (Williams, Prestege, Bedward, 2001). Additional research conducted about new 

teachers in Portugal has reinforced these findings, suggesting that more individualistic 

teacher communities isolate new teachers and limit their early learning opportunities 

(Flores, 2004). Many participants described a culture of separation, in which teachers did 

not work collaboratively. The absence of collaborative and supportive structures 

contributed to novices’ lack of professional development. In the Portuguese study, Flores 

(2004) also found that school administrators played a significant role in shaping school 

culture, creating supportive structures, and fostering opportunities to engage in 

professional learning opportunities, which enhanced teachers’ professional development.  

 Surveying almost 500 teachers across three states, Kardos and Johnson (2007) 

found that many new and early career teachers did not work in a collective environment, 

and most of their work was completed independently. In an earlier study, Kardos et al. 

(2001) classified professional cultures within schools as “veteran-oriented cultures,” 

“novice-oriented cultures,” and “integrated cultures.” The veteran and novice cultures 

operated at the extremes—the veteran-oriented culture characterized schools with largely 

established teachers, who had moved beyond early career struggles; the novice 
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community had intentions for support but lacked expertise. The study found that it was 

ultimately in “integrated professional cultures” that novices’ needs were largely met. 

Within these professional cultures, new teachers experienced long-term support and 

frequent collaboration with colleagues across years of experience. In these settings, more 

senior teachers understood the importance of mentoring. Through this collaboration, 

teachers developed a shared responsibility for students and each other’s practices. A more 

recent study of alternatively prepared math teachers in New York has also demonstrated 

the positive impact of school-based colleagues on novice teachers. Foote et al. (2011) 

have reported that school-based colleagues have the most significant impact on novices’ 

practices.  

UTRs 

 

The final part of this literature review discusses the emerging scholarship on 

UTRs. One of the primary aims of the UTR model is to provide program graduates with 

multiple years of induction support. Although induction support is one of the 

cornerstones of UTR programming, the induction component of UTR’s has remained 

relatively unstudied.  

Research on UTRs is still in its infancy. Scholarship over the last decade has 

focused on areas such as program design and philosophy (Hammerness & Craig, 2016; 

Klein, Taylor, Onore, Strom, & Abrams, 2016; Papay, West, Fullerton, & Kane, 2012; 

Solomon, 2009), residencies’ impact on issues such as retention and teacher effectiveness 

(Papay et al., 2012; Silva et al., 2014), and mentor teachers and university faculties’ field 

supervision of teacher residents (Gardiner, 2011; Gardiner & Lorch, 2015; Roegman, 

Reagan, Goodwin, & Yu, 2016).  
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UTRs and Retention. A series of empirical studies have been conducted to 

identify outcomes related to the residency model and its impact on retention, student 

achievement, and support for new teachers. According to the National Center for Teacher 

Residencies, the benefits of its sponsored programs include “having an impact on student 

achievement and teacher retention, [and] improving outcomes for high-need children.” 

The center has specifically quoted teacher retention rates in its studied outcomes, finding 

a three-year retention rate of 84%. This is one example of a relatively small initiative to 

examine whether intensive teacher training in the form of a teacher residency can 

improve retention, and a more rigorous and larger data set is likely needed to further 

clarify if UTRs are a viable strategy to combat this problem. In a study of the Boston 

Teacher Residency (BTR), Papay et al. (2012) found that the teachers prepared in their 

residency program experienced better retention rates. Papay et al.’s analysis found that 

“the retention rate of BTR graduates through Year 5 exceeds that of other new hires in 

the district during the same period by roughly 20 percentage points” (p. 414). These 

findings are notable because while Boston’s program requires its graduates to remain in 

the classroom for three years, the findings indicate that a greater number of the Boston 

residents stay past their three-year commitment than do their traditionally prepared peers. 

Papay et al. also found that 17% of teachers who prepared in traditional programs left the 

profession after the first year compared to 12% of residents. The study also reported that 

at the five-year mark, almost 50% of traditionally prepared teachers will have left the 

classroom compared to about 30% of residents.  

In their study of the BTR, Papay et al. (2012) found additional encouraging 

results, including the program’s success in staffing hard-to-staff subjects. The findings 
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indicate that “by 2009–2010, 62% of Boston's new math teachers and 42% of new 

science teachers came through the BTR program, which provided only 34% of the total 

pool of new teachers BPS [Boston Public Schools] hired that year” (p. 419). Additionally, 

the study found that the program was also successful in recruiting a more diverse teacher 

population, with 48% of its residents identifying as non-white compared to 32% of the 

non-residents. While Papay et al.’s study of the BTR produced encouraging findings in 

regard to diversifying the teacher workforce and retaining teachers, the findings are 

limited to a single program. Although these results may be encouraging, they are far from 

generalizable. A study of 12 residency programs conducted by Silva et al. (2014) both 

supported and contradicted Papay et al.’s (2012) findings. In Silva et al.’s study, the 

researchers found a large portion of residents remained in not only teaching but also their 

original placement. However, the study did not link the residency model with higher 

retention rates compared to traditional programs: “TRP [traditionally prepared teachers] 

teachers in the in-depth sample of 12 programs did not have statistically higher or lower 

retention rates—from spring 2012 to fall 2012, into their second or third year of 

teaching—than non-TRP teachers in the same six districts” (p. 100).  

UTRs and Mentors. Recent scholarship on UTRs has focused on the impact of 

collaboration on both residents and mentor teachers, as well as on the changing role of 

mentors in the residency model (Gardiner, 2011; Gardiner & Lorch, 2015). Gardiner 

(2011) specifically studied the impact of year-long field placements on mentor teachers. 

Gardiner’s findings suggested that overall, mentor teachers valued the extended field 

placements for residents. Additionally, they believed that these extended placements 

“better-prepared residents to teach effectively and to respond to the complexities and 
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challenges in urban schools” (p. 160). In addition to identifying how these extended field 

experiences benefited residents, mentor teachers reported a positive impact on their 

practice. Gardiner has explained how “ongoing co-planning, co-reflection, and co-

analysis of teaching” with their residents (p. 163) helped the teachers to be more 

“reflective and analytical” about their practice. Mentors also reported that via “ongoing 

dialogue with residents, which included making their practice transparent, brainstorming 

ideas, and reflecting on practice, they were pushed to think (and talk) about teaching and 

learning in more nuanced and robust ways” (p. 168). Through mentorship, these 

experienced teachers were able to think critically about their practice and engage in 

teacher learning. In addition to noting the benefits for both residents and mentor teachers 

of a year-long collaboration, the findings also highlighted the need for better and more 

professional development for mentors.  

Roegman et al. (2016) also studied residents’ mentor teachers. Their study 

focused on the different approaches mentor teachers used to support their residents. 

Mentors in this study employed one of three approaches to mentoring: humanistic, 

situated apprenticeship, or critical constructivist. Those who adopted a humanistic 

approach emphasized providing their residents with emotional support. Mentors who 

adopted the situated apprenticeship model focused on the development of practical 

knowledge, rather than merely providing their mentees with resources and emotional 

support. Finally, some mentors employed a critical constructivist approach that 

encouraged residents to integrate their previous knowledge with their contextual 

experiences. In both the humanistic and situated apprenticeship approach, knowledge is 

something that the mentor provides, while under the critical constructivist approach, 
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mentors and residents learn together. Roegman et al. found that mentors most frequently 

adopted the humanistic and critical constructivist approach. As a result of the 

combination of these approaches, “residents were likely, then, to have had opportunities 

to try out their own ideas and feel supported” (p. 47). When mentors only employed the 

humanistic approach, residents did not report an improvement in their teaching practices. 

Roegman et al. also noted that mentors who solely focused on the situated apprenticeship 

model risked simplifying teaching to “a set of technical practices that can be applied, 

without understanding the complexity or underlying values behind different pedagogical 

decisions” (p. 51).  

A more recent study by Gardiner and Lorch (2015) focused on field supervisors 

for residents. In teacher preparation programs, preservice teachers are commonly 

supervised by adjunct faculty during their field placement. Rather than rely on the more 

traditional method of field supervision, the residency program observed by Gardiner and 

Lorch placed full-time program faculty in the field to supervise residents. The change 

assumed that program faculty members would have a richer understanding of coursework 

and program aims than the general university coaches, which would better facilitate 

connection to coursework and fieldwork. Additionally, this program disrupted the 

practice of supervisors following individual students and assigned them to individual 

school sites. Overall, the study found that the placement of full-time program faculty in 

field supervisory roles supported more cohesive learning opportunities for residents. 

More specifically, residents reported the ability to “clarify and connect learning 

experiences in both training academies and university coursework in ways that they had 

not experienced with a traditional supervisory model” (p. 180). The previous studies 
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highlight key program features of the residency model, particularly the role of mentors in 

supporting teacher residents. These findings suggest that these supportive mentor 

relationships encourage improved learning for teacher residents. While this emphasis on 

support, learning, and resident development is evident in program practices, research has 

not indicated how they continue to foster this approach during the post-program 

induction.  

UTRs and Induction Support. Although induction support is a primary 

component of the UTR model, there is a significant gap in the literature regarding post-

program induction. A handful of studies have specifically addressed the post-program 

induction model: Hammerness and Matsko (2012), who present a case study of the 

University of Chicago Teacher Preparation Program’s (UTEP) induction; Strom and 

Lesperance-Goss (2015), who present a series of vignettes around their participation in 

the Newark-Montclair Urban Teacher Residency Program’s (NMUTRP) induction; and 

Behm-Cross and Thomas (2017), who studied Georgia State University’s middle-grades 

residency program.  

The UTEP is grounded in a context-specific approach to both preparation and 

support. Hammerness and Matsko (2012) have explained that this approach is informed 

by both multicultural education and the emergent body of literature advocating for less 

generic teacher preparation (Berry et al., 2008; Boggess, 2010; Feiman-Nemser, Tamir, 

Hammerness, 2014). Throughout graduates’ preservice preparation, the program works to 

familiarize them with the various layers of context that may inform their practice, for 

example, how classrooms, schools, districts, and culture inform practice. Mentors in the 

program are exclusively veteran teachers from the Chicago Public Schools system. When 
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graduates enter the classroom, mentors employ context-specific supports that serve to 

“build on and further develop graduates’ knowledge about economic, geographic and 

cultural features of their district, and knowledge about routines, procedures, and 

curriculum specific to their schools” (Hammerness & Matsko, 2012, p. 574). Focus group 

and interview data suggest that as a result of their prior experiences working in the 

Chicago Public Schools, these mentors see themselves as effective in helping these new 

teachers interpret and understand the different contexts that have informed their teaching. 

Based on program document analysis, focus groups, and interview data including both 

mentors and program administrators, the authors found that the program had effectively 

implemented context into its curriculum and mission. While Hammerness and Matsko’s 

results are promising, the scope of their study was quite limited. The study’s participants 

were limited to the new teacher coaches, and the data were limited to the mentors’ 

perceptions of their effectiveness. Data collected directly from the graduates would make 

a strong argument for the impact of context-specific induction. Additionally, as 

mentioned in the previous section on residency induction models, the UTEP includes a 

variety of additional induction activities, such as participation in inquiry groups. Neither 

this study nor the literature address residents’ experiences with the activities. 

Strom and Lesperance-Goss (2015) have provided an extensive series of vignettes 

to document their experiences as an induction participant and coach in the NMUTRP 

induction. While the program does provide traditional supports such as mentoring and 

professional development, it is more oriented toward breaking away from traditional 

induction programs. In her role as an induction coach, Strom explained how the program 

“deliberately sought to create a third space induction experience, one that broke with the 
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traditional experiences afforded new teachers that often result in teacher socialization into 

traditional patterns of transmission teaching, collegial isolation, and ultimately, a 

reproduction of societal power imbalances” (258). The shift in approach involved both 

induction coaches and participants adopting an inquiry stance (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 

1999; 2001; 2009). The emphasis on inquiry was natural for the graduates because of 

their previous experiences with using inquiry as part of their programmatic experiences. 

As students in the program, “residents had also practiced inquiry into their own teaching 

as a type of assessment, which meant reflecting on problems of practice and generating 

rich information from multiple sources about student progress to guide their own 

practices” (p. 251). 

While Strom did observe Lesperance-Goss and other new teachers, her support 

emphasized helping residents to use their classrooms as inquiry spaces where they could 

think critically about their classrooms, students, and their practices. By adopting an 

inquiry stance, the teachers could generate critical knowledge about their practice. As 

part of their induction work, Strom and Lesperance-Goss conducted an inquiry project 

entitled “Artifact Package” (p. 252) in which they collected different classroom artifacts 

to “analyze and evaluate [the teachers] classroom practices” (p. 252). When asked to 

reflect on her induction experiences, specifically her inquiry work, Lesperance-Goss 

explained that “the artifact package forced me to reflect at the moment, and I learned 

things that would have just passed me by if I did not take the time to examine my 

practice” (p. 256). This anecdotal experience relates to how induction programs can 

utilize teacher inquiry as a means of influencing teachers’ practices and knowledge about 

practice.  
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More recently, Behm-Cross and Carter (2017) investigated the implementation 

and impact of extended induction supports for teacher residents in a middle-grades urban 

residency program in Atlanta. As with other residency programs, this Atlanta-based 

program relies heavily on mentoring as a form of induction support. The Atlanta program 

places a significant emphasis on collaboration. In this program, residents enter the 

classroom more gradually. During their first year of in-service teaching, residents co-

teach with another resident. Additionally, beginning during their residency year (student 

teaching), they participate in critical friendship circles, which serve as safe, nonevaluative 

spaces for teachers to discuss problems in their practice. In these groups, teachers can 

work with both peers and more experienced teachers. Residents continue their 

participation in these circles into their second year of in-service teaching. Something that 

is important to note about this program is that many of these interventions begin at the 

preservice level, creating the opportunity for these elements to be more formative and 

more easily incorporated during in-service practice.  

Additional research has attempted to identify to what extent teachers who prepare 

in traditional versus residency programs experience differences in support levels and 

quality. Silva et al. (2014) surveyed both residents and non-residents to compare the 

types, duration, and quality of support they received during their early career experiences. 

The study found that the majority of both residents and non-residents worked with a 

mentor during their first year, but “second-year TRP teachers, however, were more likely 

than their non-TRP counterparts to have worked with these support staff (49 percent 

versus about 37 percent)” (p. 81). Additionally, residents were more likely to work with a 

mentor associated with their preparation program than were non-residents, which 
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suggests “that TRP teachers maintain these support relationships longer than non-TRP 

teachers” (p. 81). The study also found that first-year residents reported being observed 

by administrators at a higher rate than non-residents, 37% versus 21% (p. 81). Resident 

teachers also reported participating in six more days of professional development than 

their non-residents peers. The findings also indicated that for second-year teachers, there 

was no statistical difference in the professional development received by residents and 

non-residents. Silva et al.’s findings suggest few, if any, significant differences in the 

support received by teachers prepared in different programs. One limitation of Silva et 

al.’s study is that their participants from both programs received almost identical 

supports, either an assigned mentor or participation in professional development 

seminars.  

 The current body of research suggests that the teacher residency model and its 

program components are associated with positive outcomes, such as more connected 

learning opportunities (Hammerness & Matsko, 2012; Gardiner & Lorch, 2015) and 

improved retention (Papay et al. 2012). As research on teacher residencies is still in its 

infancy, there are numerous directions in which this research could progress. For 

example, the link between residency preparation and issues of retention has been 

explored in multiple contexts (Papay et al. 2012; Silva et al. 2014). The results of such 

studies have been mixed, with some studies finding a relationship between residency 

preparation and retention and others failing to do so. More studies are needed on the 

relationship between preparation components and retention. A major weakness in the 

literature on teacher residencies is the positioning of the residents themselves. The 

majority of studies (Gardiner, 2011; Gardiner & Lorch, 2015; Hammerness & Craig, 
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2016; Klein, Taylor, Onore, Strom, & Abrams, 2016; Papay, West, Fullerton, & Kane, 

2012; Solomon, 2009; Roegman, Mitescu Reagan, Lin Goodwin, & Yu, 2016) have 

placed the residents on the periphery. These studies have emphasized program design, 

components, and evaluation. Absent from many of these studies are the experiences of 

residents, particularly their in-service experiences. Strom and Lesperance-Goss’s (2015) 

work on the NMUTRP is the only study to directly engage graduates of a residency 

program in terms of their induction experiences. This study attempted to augment the 

literature by providing in-depth case studies of teacher resident induction experiences. 

This study provides both a description and an evaluation of these supports. While other 

studies (e.g., Berry et al., 2009) have addressed the availability and evaluation of these 

supports, their findings have been primarily quantitative, Strom and Lesperance-Goss’s 

work provides rich qualitative data to answer these questions. With this in mind, an area 

ripe for research is residents’ experiences in induction programs.  

 In addition to augmenting the residency literature, this research also addresses 

gaps in the literature on new teacher induction. First, this study adds to a limited body of 

literature about the characteristics of induction supports available to urban teachers. 

Previous research (e.g., Gardiner, 2012; Kardos & Johnson, 2010) has highlighted the 

extent to which induction supports for urban teachers largely rely on directive activities 

rather than on more collaborative or self-directive activities. This research adds to that 

stream of the literature by providing a description of the induction supports available to 

these urban teachers. Second, the current body of research on induction supports focuses 

largely on mentoring but does not explore alternative methods to supporting new teachers 

(i.e., action research). This study provides a description of these supports, along with in-
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depth evaluations from teachers. Additionally, previous literature on teachers and action 

research has focused on preservice teachers’ experiences. While some studies have 

addressed in-service teachers’ experiences with action research, action research was not a 

form of induction support.   This study seeks to understand what place activities such as 

action research have in induction programming and to what extent they can benefit new 

teachers.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY  

 

 In Chapter 3, I describe the research methods used in this study. This section 

includes descriptions of the participants and the data collection procedures. Additionally, 

the chapter outlines the data analysis procedures, including the development of the 

coding scheme, which comprised codes derived from the research questions and the 

theoretical framework, along with codes that emerged from the data. I also discuss 

measures taken to ensure the credibility and trustworthiness of the findings.  

Design and Qualitative Methods 

 

This study employed a qualitative case study design. Because this research 

included five teacher residents as participants, it is considered a multi-case study. As with 

a single-case study, a multi-case study focuses on a single issue, but it includes multiple 

cases, which supply the analysis with a more nuanced examination of the issue (Creswell, 

2013; Yin 2014). In addition to examining multiple cases, the inquiry was explanatory in 

nature. Yin (2014) has defined explanatory cases studies by the way they attempt to 

explain how and why a phenomenon has occurred (Yin, 2014). This study was 

explanatory because it sought to understand how teachers from a residency program both 

experience and respond to different induction supports. Additionally, it explored how the 

university program and local school district conceive of and implement support structures 

for new teachers.  

The single most important characteristic of a case study is the presence of a 

bounded system. As Merriam has described, what is studied can be “fenced in” (Merriam, 
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2009, p. 40). In this study, the bounded system was the residency program and its 

inaugural cohort of graduates entering their second year of in-service teaching.  

Qualitative methods were used to first identify and then explore how different 

induction supports created different pathways of teacher learning for graduates of a UTR 

teaching in an urban district. As a researcher, I was interested in learning about not only 

what supports are available to teacher residents but also how they come to understand the 

value of those supports and how those supports effectively or ineffectively address the 

needs of individual teachers. Underlying this design was a desire to engage with and 

deeply understand the experiences of teacher residents, which made a qualitative 

approach appropriate. Creswell (2013) has explained that three epistemological 

assumptions inform the qualitative method. First, reality is socially constructed. Second, 

both the context and setting greatly influence the meaning that individuals attribute to 

their reality. Finally, the meaning individuals create is the result of social interaction. 

Social reality should be viewed subjectively because of the influence of context, setting, 

and social interaction. These assumptions informed this study’s design and methods. The 

goal of this research was not to create a single evaluation of induction supports but to 

understand the influence on individual teachers and their practices.  

The following research questions framed this study:  

 What induction supports and activities are currently available to early career 

teachers who graduated from a UTR?  

 What value do teachers ascribe to these activities and supports?  
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 How do these supports position teachers in their relationship to knowledge about 

practice? Do they foster knowledge-for-practice, knowledge-of-practice, and/or 

knowledge-in-practice?  

Research Site  

 

The study was conducted at Urban University (UU), a large public research 

university in a city in the Northeast United States. Among the university’s many colleges 

is the large College of Education (CoE). According to the university, the CoE enrolls 

2,200 undergraduate, graduate, and non-matriculated students. Additionally, the CoE is 

the largest of its kind in the city and one of the largest in the country. The CoE offers a 

wide variety of programs, including those that prepare classroom teachers, school leaders, 

and other school personnel. The CoE has several doctoral-level programs aimed at 

producing education professors and researchers. As a result of the CoE’s size and scope, 

it has significant influence in the city, placing many of its graduates in the local public 

schools. The CoE offers multiple programs in teacher education, including Accomplished 

Teaching, Career and Technical, Early Childhood, Middle Grades, Secondary, Special 

Education, and TESOL. Recently, the CoE introduced a residency model that prepares 

teachers to teach at the middle-grades level. 

Like the traditional residency model, the Urban University Teacher Residency 

Program (UUTR)1 was created to successfully prepare teachers to work in high-need 

understaffed schools, improve retention rates, and enhance educational opportunities and 

outcomes for students. Additionally, UUTR specifically recruits STEM graduates to work 

                                                             
1 The UUTR program description was retrieved from the website of UU.  
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in high-need middle schools. By focusing on middle-grades STEM education, UUTR 

aims to improve both achievement and opportunities in math and science for high-need 

and underrepresented populations. As with other residency models, UUTR incentivizes 

recruits with a stipend of $20,000, which can be used to offset either tuition or living 

expenses during the initial residency year. Residents who complete the program leave 

with both a master’s of education and a state certification in middle-grades math or 

science. In addition to their initial certification in math and science, residents can also 

earn additional certifications in special education. After completing the program, 

residents are required to teach in the local school district for a minimum of three years. 

The residency model differs from traditional teacher education in two primary 

ways. Unlike traditional teacher preparation programs, residents complete a full year of 

clinical fieldwork or student teaching, during which they have opportunities to both co-

teach with an experienced teacher mentor and assume lead teaching responsibilities. 

Residents also enroll in graduate-level coursework in human development; diversity; 

sociocultural perspectives; and teaching methodologies, specifically those associated with 

urban schools and students, while completing their year-long field experience. The 

coursework is designed to make an explicit connection between the university and 

classroom experiences. Additionally, residents participate in weekly professional 

development, which provides them with a space to reflect on their practice and 

experiences in the classroom and engage in various professional development initiatives 

to best prepare for their in-service teaching.  

In addition to offering more intensive clinical preparation than traditional 

preservice teacher education, the residency model also provides support for residents 
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during their first two years of in-service teaching. Residents in their first year receive 

support from district- and school-based mentors, as well as continued support from the 

residency program and network. As second-year teachers, residents return to UU’s 

campus for monthly meetings during which they plan, design, and implement an action 

research project about a specific problem of practice in their classroom. This study 

focused on the graduates of this program, who were in their second year of in-service 

teaching during the time of data collection.  

Research Design 

 

 This qualitative study was conducted over the course of the 2017–2018 academic 

year. Table 3.1 includes a summary of the data collection and study timeline. Data, 

including observations of action research meetings and participants’ classrooms, were 

collected concurrently over the academic year. Data analysis was conducted both 

concurrently and after the conclusion of data collection.  

Table 3.1 Summary of Research Study 

 

Method 

Type(s) & Number of 

Participants 

 

 

Duration of Data 

Collection 

Semi-structured interviews Five teachers; One 

residency program action 

research leader  

 

Ongoing over 10 months  

Observations Eight classroom per 

participant; Monthly 

district induction classes; 

Monthly action research 

meetings 

 

Ongoing over 10 months  

Document analysis  

 

District induction materials 

;Action research materials  

 

Ongoing over 10 months 
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Participants 

 

Participants for this study were UUTR graduates in their second year of in-service 

teaching and administrators from the residency program. In the original proposal, 

additional participants, including school district staff and mentors, were part of the study 

design; however, this data collection never came to fruition, as further discussed in the 

limitations section of this chapter. Additionally, the original proposal called for the 

inclusion of the second cohort of UUTR teachers, who were in their first year of teaching. 

These teachers did participate in the study, but their data were excluded from the final 

case report. Details about these participants and their experiences can be found in the 

epilogue of this chapter.  

Teacher Participants. Teacher participants were selected using a form of 

purposeful sampling (Merriam, 2009), specifically maximum variation sampling 

(Creswell, 2013). This approach consists of “determining in advance some criteria that 

differentiate the sites or participants, and then selecting sites or participants that are quite 

different on that criteria” (Creswell, 2013, p. 157). In the case of these participants, they 

taught across the spectrum of middle-grades certification years and in diverse contexts 

(i.e., charter school, public school, and varying professional cultures). By utilizing this 

type of sampling, I aimed to highlight differences across the cases and the uniqueness of 

individual cases.  

 Recruitment of teacher participants occurred in two stages. I began the study 

recruitment by first contacting the residency program coordinator, Agnes. Through a 

mixture of email correspondence, phone calls, and informal meetings, we discussed the 
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proposal, data collection plan, and recruitment letter. As the residency program was 

currently involved in self-study, Agnes wanted to ensure that it was clear to the 

participants that this was an independent investigation. After I obtained Ages’ approval, 

she provided me with contact information for UUTR’s first and second cohorts of 

graduates. A recruitment letter was sent to each of the 13 potential participants via email. 

The initial recruitment letter included an overview of the study and information about 

data collection, the time commitment, and compensation. Each of the four first-year 

teachers, as well as two of the five second-year teachers, replied to the initial call for 

participation.  

 My second attempt at recruitment included attending the second monthly action 

research meeting hosted by the residency program. During this visit, I introduced myself, 

thanked those who had already agreed to participate, and offered to answer questions or 

provide additional details for the teachers who had not yet agreed to participate. The 

residency staff and the current participants enthusiastically encouraged the other teachers 

to join the study. At the conclusion of the meeting, the other three teachers agreed to 

become participants. Table 3.2 includes a summary of the teacher participants, including 

their demographic information, teaching context, and assignment. Additional information 

regarding the excluded participants is available in the epilogue of this chapter. After the 

meeting, I contacted the new participants to confirm their genuine interest in 

participation. The participants completed the informed consent process during the first 

semi-structured interview.  
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Table 3.2 Teacher Participants 

  

Gender 

 

Race/Ethnicity 

 

Age 

 

Grade 

and 

Subject 

 

School Type 

 

Adrianna 

 

F 

 

Asian 

 

20–

25 

 

Eighth-

grade 

math 

 

Comprehensive 6–8 

 

 

 

 

Ayanna F Black 25–

30 

Seventh- 

and 

eighth-

grade 

science 

Charter School K–8 

 

Elizabeth 

 

F 

 

Caucasian 

 

20–

25 

 

Fifth-

grade 

ELA & 

social 

studies 

 

Charter School K–12 

 

Robert 

 

M 

 

Caucasian 

 

25–

30 

 

Seventh-

grade 

science 

 

Comprehensive 6–8 

 

Thomas 

 

M 

 

Caucasian 

 

50–

55 

 

Fourth-

grade 

math & 

science 

 

Comprehensive K–8 

 

As described in Table 3.2, the participants taught across a range of grade levels 

and school types. According to Stake (1995), diversity in cases is essential if the final 

case report is to preserve participants’ individual realities. The participants taught across 

the middle-grades certification spectrum, which provides distinct challenges with distinct 

support needs, and taught in both district and charter schools, which meant variable levels 
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of access to supports. For their participation in these interviews and observations, the 

teachers were compensated with a $150 VISA gift card. The purpose of this sum was not 

to entice the participants but to demonstrate my understanding of the value of teachers’ 

time.  

Residency Program Staff. Originally, I proposed to interview multiple 

administrators from the residency program, including the program coordinator and the 

induction facilitator. After several informal conversations with Agnes, the program 

coordinator, and Madeline, the induction facilitator, I noted that Madeline had more to 

say in terms of the goals, process, and rationale of the induction component. While Agnes 

assisted in the monthly action research meetings, Madeline remained the point person 

who had the most consistent contact with the participants. I conducted a semi-structured 

interview with Madeline, and we also engaged in multiple informal conversations 

regarding the progress of the action research meetings, the support she was providing to 

the residents, her evaluation of these meetings, the teachers’ progress, and the general 

challenges of this process. I also engaged in three informal conversations with Agnes 

about support she was providing to the residents and her assessment of the action 

research process. For her interview, Madeline was compensated with a $25 VISA gift 

card. Additionally, to demonstrate my gratitude to Agnes and Michelle for allowing me 

to observe and speak informally with the participants and facilitators, I provided dinner 

during one of the action research meetings.  

Data Collection 
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As outlined in Table 3.1, data collection included semi-structured interviews, 

observations, and document analysis. I began collecting data in September 2016 and 

concluded in June 2017, for a total of 10 months of data collection.  

 Semi-Structured Interviews. Patton (2002) has highlighted the importance of 

interviews as a qualitative tool for two primary reasons. First, interviews allow 

researchers to collect information that cannot be directly observed. Second, and linked to 

the epistemological assumptions guiding qualitative methods, “the purpose of 

interviewing, then, is to allow us to enter into the other person’s perspective” (Patton, 

2002, p. 340-341). Interviews provided a space for my participants to share their 

perspectives and explain how their personal and professional experiences had shaped 

those perspectives. The teachers participated in four separate interviews. The interviews 

generally took place in the participants’ classrooms or coffee shops near where the 

participants lived. When participants were unavailable to meet, interviews were 

conducted over the telephone. In total, for the five second-year teachers, 6 of the 20 

interviews were conducted over the telephone. To document these interviews, I used a 

recording app called Record-A-Call to record these conversations. Interviews last 

between 75 and 120 minutes. In total, I collected roughly 30 hours of teacher interview 

data.  

  The semi-structured protocols included a variety of questions about the 

participants’ background, teaching experiences, support systems, and evaluations of their 

induction experiences (see Appendices A–D). Each protocol began by broadly asking the 

teachers to discuss current challenges and successes they were experiencing in their 

classrooms. Subsequent questions included items such as the role of mentors, coaches, 
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and other sources of support in addressing those challenges and successes. I tried to 

incorporate questions that enabled the participants to comment on the utility of the 

support mechanism, as well as on why some supports mattered and others did not. The 

purpose of these interviews was to learn about their experiences, the utility of different 

types of support, and the extent to which they felt these mechanisms addressed their 

development needs. The questions were designed to create opportunities for participants 

to share their experiences and tell their unique stories. Table 3.3 provides an overview of 

the topics included in the four interview protocols.  

Table 3.3 Interview Topics 

Interview #1  Interviews #2 & #3 Interview #4 

Personal & educational 

background 

 

Pathway to UUTR & teaching 

 

Teaching context 

 

First-year teaching experiences 

 

Support expectations & support 

needs 

 

Professional development goals 

 

Description of current support 

networks & activities 

 

Expectations for action research 

 

Utility & evaluation of supports 

  

Current experiences at 

school 

 

Evolving support needs 

Current support activities 

Mentoring practices 

Relationships with peers, 

colleagues, & administrators 

 

Action research project & 

ongoing evaluations 

 

Impact of professional 

culture 

 

Evaluation & utility of 

induction supports 

 

Evolving utility & 

evaluation of supports 

 

Reflections on supports  

 

Evolving utility & evaluation 

of supports 

 

Plans for year 3 

 

Support-seeking plans for 

year 3 and beyond 

 

Evaluation of action research 

 

Assessment of support 
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Staff from the residency program also participated in interviews. I conducted one 

formal interview with Madeline, who served as the action research facilitator. In this 60-

minute interview, Madeline and I discussed practical components, such as the purpose of 

action research and how she planned to scaffold the process for the participants. We also 

discussed the larger implications of this type of work in developing more reflective 

practitioners and empowering teachers to become informed decision-makers in the 

classroom. In addition to this formal interview, I engaged in various informal 

conversations with Madeline in which we discussed the monthly meetings, how the 

participants’ action research projects were progressing, and the extent to which she felt 

the participants were committing to action research. While I did not conduct a formal 

interview with Agnes, we spoke on several occasions before and after the action research 

meetings. Many of these conversations were recorded in my observation field notes.  

Observations. I observed the participants in their classrooms for roughly 25 

hours each throughout the year, completing over 100 hours of observations. Individual 

observations were approximately two to three hours in duration. Throughout the data 

collection, each participant was observed eight times. Observations occurred in October, 

December, February, April, and May. As one goal of case study research is to capture the 

uniqueness of individual cases (Merriam, 2009; Patton, 2002; Stake, 1995), documenting 

individual participants’ classrooms, teaching practices, interactions with students, and 

school contexts helped me to describe the characteristics and dispositions of each case 

clearly.  
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In addition to classroom observations, I also observed the monthly action research 

meetings. During these action research meetings, I had opportunities to gain a sense of 

participants’ level of engagement in this process and how they interacted with cohort 

members and leaders, such as Agnes and Madeline. In total, I observed approximately 12 

hours of action research meetings. During these observations, I focused on not only the 

content of the meetings but also the ways the participants engaged with the material and 

the degree to which they connected it to their practice and professional experiences. I 

considered how the participants used these meetings as a space to critically reflect on and 

improve their practice. My observations also focused on what participants said about 

their practice, what they were learning, and how these thoughts evolved over time. 

Additionally, I considered the quality of the participants’ relationships and interactions 

with not only individual cohort members but also Madeline and Agnes. These 

observations led to rich descriptions of both participants and the induction activities.  

 Document Analysis. The final component of data collection included a review of 

documents related to the planning, organization, and content of either district- or 

residency-level induction activities. In the case of the district, I reviewed portfolio 

assignment documents that helped to illustrate the goals and learning objectives of the 

induction program, as well as the PowerPoint slides used during monthly sessions. In 

total, I reviewed 12 PowerPoint presentations with embedded videos and documents, as 

well as one additional document that outlined portfolio assignments and descriptions. In 

addition to the district materials, I also reviewed the materials related to the action 

research sessions sponsored by the residency program. These resources included 

scaffolding materials for each stage of action research (e.g., forming a question, 
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collecting data, and analyzing data). I reviewed eight documents related to the action 

research project and meetings. The materials also included a syllabus that outlined the 

monthly learning objectives; for example, “SWBAT identify an appropriate question for 

their personal inquiry into their practice and identify appropriate resources to use to 

examine how to approach their own topic and goals.” The collection of these data points 

helped me to construct a description of the program, goals, and desired outcomes, which 

in turn helped to contextualize statements made by teacher participants about activities 

and evaluations.  

Data Analysis 

 

As recommended by Yin (2009) and Meriam (2009), I concurrently engaged in 

both data collection and analysis. I collected data over a 10-month period, and data 

analysis was an iterative process, in which the focus of ongoing interviews and 

observations was informed by both research activities and emerging data. The purpose of 

this was to develop assertions early on that could be confirmed or rejected as additional 

data were collected. During those initial stages of data collection, I began to frame what I 

was seeing and hearing. The data analysis occurred in three stages: preparing the data, 

memo writing, and coding.  

 Preparing Data. Early stages of data analysis included transcribing handwritten 

field notes and interview audio data, as well as transcribing audio of any significant 

moments from the observations. The transfer of these data from handwritten field notes 

and audio recordings created opportunities for an initial review of the data. When 

transferring field notes from my notebook to my computer, I included bracketed sections 

in which I raised additional questions. For example, during one of my first observations 
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of Thomas’s classroom, we spoke casually about his early experiences with the monthly 

action research meetings. In our conversation, Thomas expressed his frustration with the 

meetings and the project and asked why Madeline and Agnes “c[ould]n’t just tell him 

what the problem is [in his classroom].” I recorded this conversation, and especially that 

comment, in my field notes, and during my transcription of these notes, I revisited this 

comment and bracketed it off as something that needed to be explored in more detail.  

 Memo Writing. In addition to initial impression formation during data 

transcription, I regularly contributed to a series of memos about data collection and the 

emerging analysis based on interviews and observations. These memos took one of three 

formats: descriptive, reflective, or analytic. In my descriptive memos, I focused on 

describing participants, their classrooms, or the characteristics of an induction 

component. In these memos, I also tried to develop preliminary descriptions of each 

participant, trying specifically to map out the different support networks to which the 

participant had access (e.g., school-based, district-based, residency-based, or other).  

  In my reflective memos, I wrote about my positionality and addressed issues of 

my own subjectivity. In one such memo, I had to reconcile my own experiences with the 

district’s induction course and Thomas’s experiences. Previously, I had interviewed both 

Adrianna and Robert, who had shared in my negative evaluation; however, Thomas 

spoke highly of this and commented that he thought it contributed to his growth. These 

reflective memos allowed me to explore those contradictions. Researchers’ assertions are 

largely defined by their own experiences, so these memos were an important means for 

me to confront my expected outcomes and biases. Finally, in my analytic memos, I began 

to explore the connections between these data and my research questions and theoretical 
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framework. Through these memos, I began establishing a series of a priori codes that 

would initially be applied to my data. It was in these memos that my line of inquiry began 

to pivot. The initial study aim was to make connections between induction activities and 

teachers’ practices; however, during early interviews and in formal conversations before 

and after observations, participants’ ideas about expertise and knowledge generation kept 

emerging, and as a result, subsequent interviews sought to unpack these ideas.  

 Coding. Prior to beginning coding, I read, transcribed, and uploaded all the data 

to Dedoose, which is a cloud-based qualitative platform. The coding scheme largely 

relied on deductive codes derived from the research questions and the theoretical 

framework (Crabtree & Miller, 1992), but it also included inductive codes that emerged 

from the data (Merriam, 2009; Ravitch & Carl, 2016). Codes were applied at the word, 

sentence, and paragraph level. Coding occurred in two stages; first I engaged in open 

coding. During this process, I developed codes that were not necessarily related to the 

research questions or theoretical framework. Through this process, I developed a series of 

emergent codes related to the professional culture of each participant’s school, as well as 

background information that informed the participants’ evaluation and utilization of 

different supports. For example, during the open-coding process, the data consistently 

revealed participants discussing opportunities to engage with colleagues at their schools. 

To highlight this, I developed codes such as “supportive teacher community,” “positive 

colleagues,” “absence of peer support,” and “negative school culture.” Through open 

coding, I also identified other themes that were related to but not specifically addressed 

by the research questions. These codes included “self as expert” and “self as novice,” 

which referred to the participants’ perceptions of their own abilities to generate 
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knowledge about their teaching practices. The second stage of coding involved the 

application of a priori codes derived from the research questions and the theoretical 

framework. Such codes included “material resources,” “human resources,” and 

“knowledge-in-practice.” An excerpt of my code book, which includes both the a priori 

and emergent codes, is provided below (see Tables 3.4–3.6).  

 Initially, the coding process generated a list of approximately 70 codes. After the 

initial round of open and deductive coding, similar codes were collapsed, and some 

parent codes were changed to child codes.2 For example, in the initial round of coding, I 

used multiple codes to describe the impact of school communities, such as “positive 

colleagues” and “lack of school community.” These familiar codes were eventually 

collapsed into two primary codes: “collaborative culture” and “individualistic culture.” 

The names of these codes were derived from the literature on school-based professional 

cultures. Additionally, some parent codes were extended. For example, the code 

“material resources” was used to describe induction supports that provided teachers with 

tangible material resources (e.g., curriculum materials or dry-erase markers). After the 

initial round of coding, I created additional child codes, including “material resources at 

building level,” “material resources at district level,” and “material resources at residency 

level.”  

 After revisiting the initial coding, I first exported coded excerpts as they related to 

individual participants. I used these excerpts to write the individual case reports. To 

develop the cross-case analysis, I exported the coded excerpts from Dedoose and began 

                                                             
2 In Dedoose, codes can be defined as either parent or child codes. The idea is that parent codes represent 
larger concepts, and child codes are extensions of those concepts. 
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re-reading the codes to identify patterns across the cases. Below I’ve included an excerpt 

of the codebook created during data analysis.  

Table 3.4 Codes Derived from the Research Questions 

Code Name  Definition of Code 

Material 

resources  

(MR) 

Descriptions of resources that rely on material resources; physical 

resources 

 

MR at school 

level  

 

 

Descriptions of resources that rely on material resources; physical 

resources available at the school level 

 

MR at district 

level  

 

Descriptions of resources that rely on material resources; physical 

resources available at the district level 

 

MR at residency 

level  

 

Descriptions of resources that rely on material resources; physical 

resources available at the residency level 

 

Human Resources 

(HR) 

 

Descriptions, examples, comments about personal relationships, 

peer support, support from more experienced colleagues  

 

HR at school 

level  

 

Descriptions, examples, comments about personal relationships, 

peer support, support from more experienced colleagues at the 

school level  

 

HR at district 

level  

 

Descriptions, examples, comments about personal relationships, 

peer support, support from more experienced colleagues at the 

district level  

 

HR at residency 

level 

Descriptions, examples, comments about personal relationships, 

peer support, support from more experienced colleagues at the 

residency level  

 

 

Table 3.5 Codes Derived from the Theoretical Framework 

Code name Definition of code 

 

Knowledge-for-

practice 

 

Descriptions, comments related to supports that rely on expert 

advice; supports that offer top-down transfers of knowledge  
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Table 3.5 continued  

 

Knowledge-in-

practice 

 

 

Descriptions, comments related to supports that engage 

participants in collaborative work with peers or experts; co-

creation of knowledge  

 

 

Knowledge-of-

practice 

 

Descriptions, comments related to supports that engage 

participants in knowledge construction  

 

Knowledge user  

 

 

Knowledge 

collaborator  

 

Knowledge 

generator  

 

 

Descriptions, comments related to supports or activities that 

position teachers as users of knowledge  

 

Descriptions, comments related to supports or activities that 

position teachers as co-creators of knowledge  

 

Descriptions, comments related to supports that create 

opportunities for participants to adopt an inquiry stance or to 

generate knowledge about their practice  

 

 

Table 3.6 Additional Codes: Emergent Codes 

Code name Definition of code 

Deficit view of 

support 

 

Collaborative culture 

 

 

Descriptions, comments about participants’ views regarding 

the effect of support-seeking on their professional identity  

 

Descriptions, examples, comments about teacher professional 

culture that encourages collaboration and is supportive of 

new teachers  

 

Individualistic culture 

 

 

 

Directive mentoring  

 

 

Educative mentoring  

Descriptions, examples, comments about teacher professional 

culture that does not create opportunities for collaboration 

or that does not provide specific support for new teachers  

 

Descriptions, comments about directive, non-collaborative 

mentoring practices  

 

Descriptions, comments about collaborative mentoring 

practices, mentor–mentee co-generation of knowledge 
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Establishing Trustworthiness  

 

Several measures were taken to increase the credibility and trustworthiness of my 

findings. I had initially planned to employ three main strategies: member checking, 

reflexivity, and triangulation (Merriam, 2009; Patton 2002). Ultimately, there were 

significant limitations to implementing triangulation of multiple data sources, as 

addressed in the limitations section of this chapter. Member checking was the primary 

mode of establishing a sense of trustworthiness. I regularly spoke with my participants 

about my perceptions and emergent analysis of the data. I conducted some level of 

member checking during each interview. In these conversations, I tried to give the 

participants opportunities to correct, extend, and clarify their comments so their 

experiences were well-represented. In addition to these conversations, I also provided 

some participants with short memos about developing analyses or descriptions so that 

they could read them and assess their reliability. These checks were important because 

even as an objective researcher, my experiences, beliefs, and biases still shaped what I 

observed and what the participants said to me. In addition to relying on member checks to 

help check my biases, I also engaged in the practice of reflexivity, which relates to how 

the researcher reflects on him- or herself and his or her own data collection (Lincoln & 

Guba, 2000; Merriam, 2009). The work of Lincoln and Guba (2000) has specifically 

addressed the need for researchers to pay special attention to their positionality, 

particularly the assumptions and biases they bring to their research. My positionality in 

this study was complicated in two primary ways. First, I attended a local teacher 

preparation program in the same city as Urban University that program strongly 

emphasized learning about the school context and encouraging teachers to assume a more 
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critical role in their practice. Second, before beginning my graduate studies, I worked as a 

secondary English teacher in the local school district. Through my prior work, I had a 

series of shared experiences with my participants (i.e., induction and new teacher 

coaches). While my personal experiences provided me with more of an “insider” vantage 

point, my experiences and perceptions could have also influenced my analysis. As a 

result, I could have found myself drawn to experiences and perspectives that mirrored my 

own and could have failed to explore counter-narratives and experiences. To ensure 

reflexivity, I contributed regularly to my researcher journal, in which I wrote about the 

connections and disconnections between my experiences and the experiences of my 

participants. In these writings, I tried to differentiate between my feelings about practices 

and activities and the feelings of my participants. This type of writing was essential in 

helping me to be aware of my assumptions and biases and to distinguish them from my 

data.  

Limitations  

 

 While this study does provide promising findings regarding early career teachers’ 

access to and assessment of supports, the limitations should be discussed. The first 

limitation of this study relates to researcher subjectivity. Qualitative research often must 

acknowledge some level of subjectivity. The first limitation I should address is my own 

subjectivity. Prior to attending graduate school, I served as a classroom teacher in the 

same district where most of my participants were teaching. My own experiences with 

induction at the district level were lackluster at best. Additionally, my own positive 

experiences with action research might have also framed my analysis of participants’ 

experiences with similar work. During my analysis, I was often concerned that my 
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personal experiences were coloring my analysis of the data. I was concerned that I was 

drawn to experiences and perspectives that confirmed my own evaluations of induction 

courses and mentoring at the district level rather than those of my participants. However, 

I was able to mitigate these factors through enduring engagement with my participants. I 

conducted almost six hours of interviews with each participant, and I also completed 

another two to three hours of informal conversations before and after the observations. 

This enabled me to revisit topics and reframe questions to confirm my findings. 

Additionally, I engaged in frequent member checks with my participants to confirm my 

emerging analysis. During these member checks, I tried to outline my thinking for my 

participants. I phrased questions in terms of “This is what I am seeing and thinking. Does 

this sound right to you?” Concerned that they might not be ready to answer those 

questions immediately, I also provided some participants with short memos about the 

emerging analysis. This gave the participants an opportunity to later review these notes 

and reflect on them.  

 While I conducted thorough member checks with participants, the final study had 

important data gaps related to the observations of the induction courses. As part of the 

proposal, I planned to observe induction meetings. Throughout the data collection, I 

attended five meetings. I observed the sessions attended by both my participants and 

others. What I noticed in these observations was that although the content was relativity 

unchanged, there were significant differences in engagement on the part of the teachers 

and the facilitator. Additionally, since my second-year teachers had participated in these 

sessions the previous year and since I noted the variation among the sessions, I was 

concerned about the accuracy of any analysis drawn from these observations. While the 
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document analysis of the induction materials was included in the analysis, these materials 

did not change significantly from year to year. Another gap in my data collection 

concerns the absence of interviews with district staff. I made efforts to meet with 

induction facilitators and an officer from the Office of Talent and Development, but 

scheduling issues prevented me from conducting these interviews. Such data would have 

provided more context for the observations, assertations, and evaluations participants 

made about the induction process. Additionally, these data would have improved my 

ability to confirm my findings.  

 A significant portion of the data collection included classroom observations of the 

teacher participants; however, these data were not included in the analysis and remained 

uncoded. As originally planned in the dissertation proposal, the study aimed to connect 

induction activities and teachers’ practices. The observations were meant to record the 

extent to which teachers implemented the strategies and practices embedded in their 

induction activities in their practices. However, through the course of data collection, 

there was a shift in the focus of the study. Emergent comments from the participants 

shifted the inquiry away from the influence of induction activities on practices and 

toward teachers’ beliefs about expertise and knowledge generation. While this shift was 

made early in the study, I continued to conduct classroom observations, as they served as 

an important tool for developing descriptions of not only the participants themselves but 

also their classrooms and larger school context.  

 There are also limitations associated with the participants. The participant sample 

was diverse in both gender and race; however, issues of race and gender were not 

considered during data analysis. Additional analyses might have addressed issues related 
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to participant identity, such as how gender impacted the extent to which teachers sought 

support and the way support was provided. Additionally, the analysis might have 

explored how teachers’ racial identities influenced their access to supportive networks. 

The analysis highlights the disparate experiences within professional communities 

experienced by Elizabeth and Ayanna. Additional analyses might have explored how 

teacher demographics at their respective schools shaped their access to peer networks. 

The small sample size of my study might also be considered a limitation. That said, the 

purpose of using case study research is to develop a rich and nuanced analysis of 

enclosed contexts. Had I elected to include additional participants; this would have made 

that kind of enduring data collection difficult. By focusing on this small cohort, I was 

able to engage with participants for longer and to delve deeper into their experiences with 

support. Concerns around confidentiality are another potential limitation of this study. 

The participants were part of a very small teacher residency program including only five 

teachers. There were concerns at times that participants were not always candid about 

their experiences. For example, when discussing the action research meetings or project, 

they seemed reluctant to discuss their frustrations at times. This hesitancy was partially 

due to their appreciation for the program faculty and mentors. In addition, in a small 

sample of distinct individuals, it may be difficult to completely anonymize identities. A 

final limitation associated with this study relates to the lack of interrater reliability. While 

the data analysis undertaken for this study was considerable and rigorous, this study 

could have arguably been improved by a greater sense of interrater reliability. As of the 

time of writing, the data have only been read and analyzed by myself. Without another 

reader, the consistency of the coding could be considered wanting.  
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Epilogue 

 

 As stated in the “Participants” section of this chapter, I had originally planned to 

frame the analysis chapters around the experiences of both first- and second-year 

teachers. As part of my data collection, I did collect the proposed data for the first-year 

teachers (e.g., semi-structured interviews, classroom observations, district induction 

observation, and document analysis of induction materials). While the data collected 

from the first-year teachers provided compelling answers to some of the research 

questions, the data offered incomplete answers to other questions. These data spoke well 

to the first research question (“What induction supports and activities are currently 

available to early career teachers who graduated from a UTR?”). As first-year teachers, 

the participants had access to several supports (i.e., mentoring, school-based coaching, 

and formal induction courses). These supports relied heavily on technocratic practices 

that focused on sharing replicable practices and resources. As new teachers, they were 

grateful to receive these resources. Overall, the first-year teachers experienced a very top-

down approach to support, in which mentors and more senior teachers provided them 

with resources and strategies that could be implemented immediately. As one participant 

stated, “It is like ordering food rather than cooking it yourself.” In some cases, the 

mentor–mentee relationship was more than just a transactional relationship, with mentors 

inserting themselves into the classroom through co-teaching or taking control of a 

particularly disruptive classroom or student.  

 The data from the first-year teachers spoke in a limited way to the second research 

question (“What value do teachers ascribe to these activities and supports?”). While the 

first-year teachers did express some discomfort with their lack of autonomy and control 
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over their practice, they welcomed these top-down strategies and valued them 

tremendously. That said, as first-year teachers, they did not have access to the residency-

level supports experienced by the second-year teachers. As a result, they were not 

exposed to the same continuum of supports as the second-year teachers. While the first-

year teachers valued knowledge-for-practice, they lacked opportunities to participate in 

activities that could have repositioned their relationship to whom is permitted to generate 

knowledge about practice. As the second-year teachers had experienced the full range of 

supports, it made more sense to present their experiences and evaluations of the different 

induction supports and activities available to them.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SINGLE-CASE ANALYSIS 

 

 This chapter and the next present the findings on five early career teachers’ 

experiences with new teacher induction. The analysis draws on a combination of 

interview and observation data, as well as residency program and school-district materials 

collected at different points during their second year of in-service teaching. The study 

addressed the following research questions: (1) What induction supports and activities are 

currently available to early career teachers who graduated from a UTR? (2) What value 

do teachers ascribe to these activities and supports? (3) How do these supports position 

teachers in their relationship to knowledge about practice? Do they foster knowledge-for-

practice, knowledge-of-practice, and/or knowledge-in-practice? To address these research 

questions, I conducted a multiple case study of five second-year middle-grades STEM 

teachers who had graduated from a UTR program. The differences and commonalities in 

these teachers’ experiences highlight how support differs from school to school, even 

within the same larger institutional body (i.e., school district or educational management 

organization). Table 4.1 is provided to highlight key quotations that best summarize the 

individual teachers’ experiences with and evaluations of supports during their early 

career experiences. Each case begins with a brief teacher biography emphasizing the 

participant’s pathway to teaching and providing a snapshot of his or her teaching 

environment and induction experiences. This chapter examines each case as it relates to 

research questions 1, 2, and 3. Prior to discussing the cases, I provide an overview of the 

induction programs available to the teachers during their first two years of teaching.  
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Table 4. 1 Induction Programming 

  

District Level 

 

Residency Level 

 

 

  

Year 1 

 

New-hire orientation, induction 

course, one-to-one mentoring, 

professional development  

opportunities  

 

 

Informal check-in; potential classroom 

observation and feedback; one-to-one 

mentoring, if requested 

 

Year 2 

 

Ongoing one-to-one mentoring (if 

requested by teacher or 

administrator), professional 

development opportunities 

 

 

Monthly teacher inquiry meeting, 

action research project, coaching 

support 

 

Induction at the District Level 

 

 As highlighted in Table 4.1, the district offers various opportunities for teachers to 

receive support during their first year of teaching. Of the interventions available to the 

teachers, only the new teacher induction course is required. As highlighted in the case 

descriptions, the three teachers who taught in a district school did not attend the new-hire 

orientation, and only two of them attended the formal induction course. This section 

provides a brief overview of the supports available to new teachers working in the 

district, thereby providing an answer to the first research question. 

 The Induction Program and Professional Development: According to the 

district’s overview of induction programming, “the new teacher induction program 

creates a professional development opportunity that focuses on the unique needs of 

beginning teachers.” Part of the goal of the program is to provide new teachers with 
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general pedagogical strategies. To best facilitate collaboration, the program organizes 

induction cohorts by grade level and content area. As part of the induction requirement, 

teachers attended between eight and 10 sessions. The district offers the induction course 

via two cohorts. The first cohort does the majority of the work during the summer and is 

required to attend additional sessions during the school year. The second cohort meets 

exclusively during the school year, with meetings occurring monthly as well on a handful 

of Saturday mornings. As part of the new teacher induction course, teachers complete 30 

hours of seat time, with an additional 30 hours allotted to work on their portfolio. For the 

portfolios, teachers complete 10 assignments ranging from developing and reflecting on 

procedures they have implanted in their classroom to demonstrating their ability to 

differentiate, and from aligning learning objectives and instruction to building 

relationships with students. In these assignments, teachers are asked to provide artifacts 

that demonstrate their learning and reflection in these areas.  

 The induction program is highly structured. In these sessions, teachers are 

provided time to work on portfolio assignments and consult with induction facilitators on 

their progress. Teachers are introduced to the module topics, which include teachers and 

cultural empathy, differentiation, rules and procedures, the growth mindset, professional 

organization, and student engagement. The materials for each module provide overviews 

of topics, as well as specific, actionable ways to implement the strategies. For example, in 

the growth mindset module, the materials clearly list concrete steps to providing students 

with feedback. The materials outline specific criteria important for providing useful 

feedback, and within each criterion, the materials include step-by-step strategies for 

implementing this advice. For example, the material suggests that feedback is best 
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delivered promptly. Built into this PowerPoint slide are exact steps such as developing a 

feedback schedule and timelines for grading papers. Other criteria include being as 

specific as possible, and again, the materials provide specific scaffolding for 

implementing this recommendation, such as starting off positively, talking about the 

student’s progress on the task, and giving concrete steps for improvement. Additionally, 

the program materials also provide teachers with various graphic organizers to complete 

during the modules. Many of these forms of practice items are included to help prepare 

teachers for when they encounter these issues in their classrooms. For example, under the 

growth mindset module, the teachers are provided with student prompts in which the 

students express a fixed mindset. The graphic organizer provides space for teachers to 

counter that fixed mindset with a growth mindset statement. Overall, the induction course 

seems aimed at providing teachers with replicable practices.  

 The district provides extensive opportunities for professional development. The 

districts’ two primary professional development programs are as follows: school-based 

professional development, which varies by setting, and districtwide professional 

development. As outlined in the materials, the stated goal of the professional 

development includes providing teachers with an opportunity to participate in engaging, 

relevant professional development, and sessions intended to have a direct impact on their 

instructional practices.” Districtwide professional development initiatives include 

platforms such as “Tune Up Tuesdays,” which are monthly two-hour professional 

development sessions during which teachers can attend workshops, talks, and 

demonstrations on instructional practices. Topics for “Tune Up Tuesdays” have included 

classroom climate and culture, integrating technology in the classroom, instructional 
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content practice, and family and community engagement. Similar to the induction course, 

this professional development seems largely reliant on providing teachers with resources 

and strategies that they might implement in their classrooms. The district includes 

additional opportunities for professional development, such as a teacher resource forum, 

where community organizations lead professional development for teachers. The district 

has also created the Teacher Symposium, which is a teacher-led professional 

development opportunity. Through the symposium, teachers come together to learn about 

their practices and model best practices.  

 Both the induction program and the professional development seemed geared 

toward the argument that new teachers are universally preoccupied with survival (e.g., 

Fuller, 1969; Katz, 1972; Karge, 2003). Their emphasis on replicable practices and 

resources highlights the underlying assumptions about what new teachers need. This 

programming does not seem to draw on their professional knowledge so much to as allow 

it to go on autopilot and simply apply strategies they learned from their mentors and other 

professional development sessions. Other educational researchers (e.g., Bartell, 1990; 

Cochran-Smith, 1991; Feiman-Nemser, 1992; 2001) have tried to reposition this support 

away from resource allocation and replicable practices toward more collaborative work 

that empowers teachers to use inquiry and reflection to make decisions about their 

practice. In addition to disempowering teachers, what Bartell (1990) has called “recipe 

style teaching” fails to address the individual teaching context. The individual cases 

highlight the extent to which different teachers prefer and are receptive to each approach.  

 Coaching: The district provides coaching for one to two years, as needed. During 

their first year in the classroom, teachers work with consultancy teachers, who provide a 
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full year of coaching. As outlined by district program materials, coaches are responsible 

for “mak[ing] evidence-based recommendations about the progress of each teacher in 

their caseload.” This approach seems to run counter to the literature on coaching, which 

states that coaches should provide feedback in a non-judgmental and non-evaluative 

manner (e.g., Beck, Kosnik & Rowsell, 2007). While the district seems to have defined 

the coaches as evaluators, some of the participants, and Thomas especially, told a 

different story and highlighted the effective mentoring practices employed by the 

coaches. That said, Adrianna, who mastered concepts such as classroom management 

early on, had little to no contact with her district coach, perhaps because she was 

professionally proficient.  

Induction at the Residency Level 

 

 As part of the residency model, graduates receive two years of post-program 

support. That said, UUTR does not take an active role in providing support until teachers 

begin their second year. This is not to say that the program does not continue to work 

with its graduates during their first year; two of the participants described a fair amount 

of contact and support during their first year in the classroom. The program’s limited 

presence during the initial year in the classroom is purposeful. As Madeline and Agnes 

explained in our conversations, the program does not want to overwhelm new teachers as 

they make their transition into the classroom. While the residency program supports do 

include coaching, the primary form of induction programming they provide is introducing 

teachers to action research and helping them implement a project in their classrooms. As 

part of this support, the teachers return to campus each month for a few hours to 

participate in a scaffolded research project. These monthly meetings provided a space for 
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direct instruction on action research and its components, time to work on their project and 

receive feedback from Madeline and Agnes, and time to collaborate with one another. 

Teachers’ action research projects are meant to address a problem of practice.  

 According to Madeline, the program selected action research for a number of 

reasons. First and foremost, she explained, action research is both highly practical and 

context-specific:  

Action research provides a, a pretty well-structured format for analyzing 

one's own teaching. And it's practical because it is entirely based in your 

own practice, as opposed to saying, you know, a lot of PD, they'll say, 

“Okay, this week we're going to talk about X,” and maybe you're really 

good at X, and so know you're, that's a waste of your time, while action 

research says, “What do you need to work on? Let's provide the structures 

you need to make sure you're addressing your needs and moving forward.” 

While the object of these sessions was to conduct action research.  

 

Second, action research was a vehicle for the teachers to reflect on their practice. For 

Madeline, her goal was to teach them how to conduct action research, but she also saw 

the components of action research being valuable in isolation. As she explained,  

I'm teaching them skills that they can use. Um, not, not just action 

research as a big idea, but also the pieces. For example, the last time we 

met and we were looking at student work that piece they can use at any 

time, right? It's not just for action research. But getting them away from 

the idea of “Oh, the only data worth looking at is quantitative data. 

Actually getting them to think about what are students thinking at this 

moment—how can I tell? What evidence do I have? What does that look 

like? And then thinking about what can I do to improve on that. Those are 

great tools, and they're very useful. Um, and I think it broadens their 

perspective on how they can analyze their own work and think about how 

to improve teaching generally. 

 

As a former teacher, Madeline placed a premium on reflective practices. Madeline was 

also very conscious of the struggles many new teachers face, and from her perspective, 
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action research is a perfect combination of engaging teachers in a practical process and 

emphasizing reflection. Third, action research is a sustainable practice that teachers will 

not outgrow. As Madeline saw it, her job was to introduce this process to them. By 

learning about action research, teachers can incorporate it in their practice as they 

continue in the classroom.  

Unpacking the Induction Programs 

 

 In their work on teacher learning, Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999; 2001; 2009) 

have highlighted three constructs through which teachers generate knowledge about 

practice: knowledge-for-practice, knowledge-in-practice, and knowledge-of-practice. 

Each of these constructs positions teachers in relation to knowledge about practice. 

Within in knowledge-for-practice and knowledge-in-practice, teachers are passive agents 

and positioned as users of knowledge. Within these constructs, knowledge is passed from 

expert to novice in a top-down manner, or novices acquire knowledge by observing a 

more expert professional. Overall, the district’s approach to supporting teachers seems 

aligned with knowledge-for-practice and knowledge-in-practice. The primary purpose of 

both the induction course and professional development seems geared toward handing 

down practices. This reliance is predicated on a belief about teacher development. The 

district has designed its programming to support new teachers, who are primarily 

concerned with survival. Knowledge-for-practice and knowledge-in-practice are less 

foundational to the residency program’s supports, which place more emphasis on 

knowledge-of-practice. Within this construct, teachers are more empowered and become 

generators of knowledge. Through the action research, the residency program tries to not 
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only empower its teachers but also demonstrate to them that they are capable of learning 

about and improving their own practice.  

Table 4. 2. Participants and Key Quotations 

Participant Key Summary Quotations 

Elizabeth 

Fifth-grade ELA & social 

studies teacher at a K–12 

charter school 

 

Had access to a strong 

teacher community 

 

Reflective and discerning 

when it came to 

implementing strategies in 

her classroom 

 

Positive relationship with 

action research 

 

Strong development of a 

sense of herself as a 

knowledge creator 

 

 

Support at the building 

level 

“I think it was to get the 

new teachers acquainted 

with each other, 

comfortable with the 

building, knowing where 

things in the building were, 

and then a lot of just 

technical little details that 

you needed to know about 

our school.” 

 

Support at the residency 

level 

“It is setting the stage for 

improving as teachers, I 

guess, because they are 

showing us how to sit 

down and analyze our data, 

which is the direction the 

education profession is 

moving in, so I think it is 

beneficial in the long run.” 

 

Evaluating and 

incorporating support 

“I think you have to make 

the decision to do what 

works for you and sounds 

like it is going to fit my 

personality. If I hear a 

suggestion that I'm like, ‘I 

could never see myself 

saying or doing that,’ then 

it is not that I won't try it, 

but I am less likely to use it 

often….If it sounds like it 
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will go against my 

practices or values in the 

classroom, then I would 

choose a different 

strategy.” 

Table 4.2, continued 

Adrianna  

 

Eighth-grade math teacher 

at a neighborhood middle 

school (6–8) 

 

Had access to a strong 

teacher community 

 

Effective classroom 

manager, atypical early 

career teacher support 

needs 

 

Strong relationships with 

more experienced teachers 

 

Limited sense of herself as 

a knowledge creator 

 

Support at the 

district/building level  

 

“Him being there was not 

just about helping me now 

but trying to help me 

develop more sustainable 

thinking so I can help 

myself moving forward.”  

 

Support at the residency 

level 

 

“There is still a lot we 

could improve in our 

teaching practice, and there 

are still a lot more things 

that are happening that we 

cannot manage on our own 

or that I could manage 

better with more guidance 

from experienced teachers, 

so being able to discuss that 

and every month that we’re 

meeting would be really 

helpful for teachers.” 

 

Evaluation and 

incorporating support  

 

“[The math lead] has a lot 

of resources that I can 

consult with her about, and 

she has a lot of projects, 

and she has been teaching 

for such a long time, math; 

she has everything I would 

ever need and has the 
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answers to all the questions 

I would ever need.” 

 

 

 

Table 4.2, continued 

Ayanna 

 

Seventh- and eighth-grade 

science teacher at a K–8 

charter school 

 

Very unsupportive teacher 

context, access to limited 

supports 

 

Support expectations 

around resources and 

replicable practices 

 

No sense of herself as a 

knowledge creator 

Support at the 

district/building level 

 

“I had no books, no 

curriculum, no scope and 

sequence; no one observed 

me for like the first two 

months I was there. I just 

felt like I was just there, 

like, I felt like no one, no 

one checked up on me. I 

felt like I could teach the 

kids about like, um, 

Scientology instead of 

actual science and no one 

would have known. Like no 

one checked up on me 

whatsoever.”  

 

Support at the residency 

level 

 

“And after, she gave me 

like really concrete, 

specific—stand here, say 

this. If students are talking, 

don't say, ‘Brian stop 

talking.’ Walk over to him 

and start…And continue 

your lesson while you're 

standing next to him, like 

very, very specific, do this. 

Step one, step two, step 

three.” 

 

Evaluation and 

incorporating supports  
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“They were making 

omelets, and I’m still trying 

to figure out how to crack 

the eggs.”  

 

 

Table 4.2, continued 

Robert 

Seventh-grade science 

teacher at a neighborhood 

middle school (6–8) 

 

Access to strong school 

community 

Supportive relationship 

with administration 

 

Valued collaboration, 

believed knowledge of 

practice is best generated 

through collaboration 

 

Limited sense of himself 

as a knowledge creator 

Support at the 

district/building level 

“I was reached out to and 

knew immediately from 

the staff that they wanted 

me and…they did a good 

job of kind of locking me 

up to be a part of that 

school. In communicating 

with them all during that 

time and before the year 

was out, they brought me 

in with the other new 

hires to give me an 

orientation that they 

wanted to do. Took me 

around the building, 

got…[to] meet 

everybody.” 

 

Support at the residency 

level  

“If it's not good research, 

then why are we doing it?”  

 

Evaluating and 

incorporating supports  

“After the first year when 

we actually have some 

resources under our belt, 

that would be a good time 

to evaluate as a class and 

say, ‘What were you using 

for this? Or what were you 

using for this?’ These are 

what I was thinking would 

be useful for this unit. And 
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here's some of my ideas 

about how I was going to 

do my assessment that was 

performance-based at the 

end.” 

 

Table 4.2, continued 

Thomas 

Fourth-grade math and 

science teacher at a 

neighborhood K–8 

 

 

 

 

Access to and utilization of 

multiple supports 

 

Support expectations 

around resources and 

replicable practices 

 

No sense of himself as a 

knowledge creator 

Support at the 

district/building level 

 

“He was the most valuable 

resource that I’ve had since 

leaving the residency 

program.”  

 

 

Support at the residency 

level 

 

“And I would like to see it 

more like Agnes and 

Madeline, or whoever, 

come out individually to 

each person's class and 

together they brainstorm 

about ‘Okay, this is what 

we think…you know, we 

watched one lesson, or we 

watched you for a couple of 

days, and we think this 

is…We all agree, you 

know, these are three things 

you could maybe work on.”  

 

Evaluating and 

incorporating supports 

 

“I don’t look at [action 

research] as a support.”  
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Elizabeth 

Teacher Biography 

 

 Elizabeth came from a family of educators; “my mom's a teacher, my aunt's a 

teacher, my grandma's a teacher, so it is in my family.” Although this was a standard 

career pathway for members of her family and “admittedly [she] had the idea in the back 

of [her] mind for a while,” Elizabeth did not set out to become a teacher. As she 

explained, “after graduating high school, I was thinking [about] straying away from it. I 

don't want to spend the rest of my life in school after just getting out of school.” 

Elizabeth completed her undergraduate work out of state at a sizeable polytechnic 

research university in the South where she completed a combined degree in humanities 

and natural sciences. Elizabeth did not intend to enter the classroom after graduation, but 

in the middle of her junior year, she felt pulled toward pursuing a teaching career. 

Growing up, Elizabeth attended public school in an area adjacent to the city where she 

would eventually complete her residency and begin her teaching career. As a student, her 

experiences with her teachers were formative and demonstrative of the type of influence 

she wanted to be in other lives. Beyond wanting to be a positive influence in children’s 

lives, Elizabeth wanted to share what she believed were the best practices that she had 

experienced as a student. Early in one of our interviews, Elizabeth talked about 

influential practices, such as when her teachers read to her and her classmates: “I can 

remember loving that in fourth and fifth grade, so I made sure that I did that, that I read to 

them this year. That is one example of a positive experience that I wanted to do for my 

students and do in my classroom.”  
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 The formal decision to enter the classroom came during the end of her junior year 

in college, and by that point, she only had one real option, which was to transfer. While 

her university offered several courses in educational studies, it did not provide a pathway 

to undergraduate certification. That said, as the number of alternative certification 

programs had increased, she was confident that there were multiple pathways through 

which she could enter the classroom. As a senior in college, Elizabeth completed 

applications for Teach for America (TFA) and a teacher residency program, hosted by 

UU, called the Urban University Teacher Residency Program (UUTRP), located close to 

her hometown. Both TFA and UUTRP offered Elizabeth admission. Her decision 

ultimately rested on a question of support. After her interview day with the residency 

program, she described having a strong feeling of comfort about the residency program: 

“I thought it was a strong support staff, and I liked Agnes, and she was awesome when I 

met her, and I just felt like she wouldn't let me fail.” For Elizabeth, access to high-quality 

supports was ultimately a priority:  

I just felt like UUTRP was more of an intimate program and I would have 

more support. I know that with TFA, some people have good experiences, 

but I also heard that it's kind of like you're a number and not a person in 

the program. So, um, when I met the residency program team, I, like, was 

able to see the faces of who would be directing and supporting me, and 

that felt more comforting, rather than go[ing] off into a program that was, 

I didn't feel as comfortable and supported in [TFA].  

 

Elizabeth acknowledged the challenges an urban classroom would present but also the 

potential rewards. Due to the challenges associated with an urban context, support had to 

be a crucial component of any program Elizabeth would join. Additionally, Elizabeth’s 

initial desire for help, especially support based on personal relationships, was echoed in 
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many of her future professional decisions, including her selection of her first in-service 

placement, the types of supports she gravitated toward, and her decision to leave the 

school where she was teaching at the end of her third year.  

Teaching Context 

 

 At the time of my data collection, Elizabeth was teaching fifth-grade language 

arts and social studies at Urban First Charter School (UFCS). Urban First Charter School 

is a large K–12 charter school that primarily serves students from lower-SES 

backgrounds identifying as either black or Latinx. While her residency program was 

designed to prepare graduates to teach STEM subjects in middle school, the program 

made an exception so Elizabeth could accept a job offer at UFCS. Before starting her first 

year at UFCS, she spent her residency year (student teaching) there. For Elizabeth, this 

stability felt like a gift: “By being in the same building, I felt like I could build on what I 

already knew and learned when I was a student teacher.” This stability significantly eased 

Elizabeth’s transition from being a preservice teacher to in-service teacher. As other new 

teachers were adjusting to new norms and institutions, Elizabeth was able to draw on 

institutional memory and existing relationships. Her work as a resident learning about the 

school culture, becoming familiar with the curriculum, and forming relationships eased 

her transition. As she explained, “Because I had already submitted lesson plans to that 

principal as a resident, I knew what she wanted. And so, I knew a lot of the systems and 

how the school culture was run.” Elizabeth’s initial and subsequent placement at UFCS 

provided her with crucial institutional knowledge and allowed her to maintain 

relationships with peers and mentors whom she had met during her student teaching. As a 

first-year teacher, Elizabeth found that this seamless transition allowed her to focus on 
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other concerns. While this factor did not negate the challenges of being a new teacher, 

Elizabeth’s familiarity with the school, students, and institutional culture enabled her to 

more easily “put [lessons from preservice] into practice.” When asked about her 

transition, Elizabeth explained: “It made it so much smoother. Just knowing the school 

culture. The school environment. The atmosphere of teachers, um, some of the students 

also being a familiar face in the building helped me a lot; I think it would have been, I 

don't even know if I would have made it through the whole year last year if I had not 

done my student teaching at UFCS.” While staying at the same school is not necessarily a 

support mechanism, the stability it brings allows other supports, especially peer and 

mentor support through relationship-building, to be even more useful.  

 Walking into Elizabeth’s classroom during the research period, an observer would 

have been pleasantly surprised by the sheer number of books. Multiple shelves and crates 

were overflowing with books. The room itself was brightly colored, with a combination 

of “canned curriculum resources and posters” (e.g., grammatical rules and the writing 

process); teacher-made signage (e.g., spelling lists, word walls, and acronyms such as 

SWAG [“starts with a capital, written neatly, a space between words, given 

punctuation”]); and a mix of educational and motivational posters (e.g., “Reading gives 

us someplace to go when we’re not going anywhere” and “Some people want to make it 

happen…some people make it happen”). Plastered on bulletin boards and in corners were 

samples of student work as well. There was both a sizeable smart board and additional 

whiteboard space. Elizabeth had arranged the desks in tables. There was an area in the 

back of the classroom for small group instruction.  
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 Elizabeth taught a moderate-size class; on any given observation date, there were 

between 25 and 28 students, with diversity in terms of gender, race, and ethnicity. As 

Elizabeth explained, “I’m really excited about [my smaller class size] because I think a 

huge part of teaching in [city name] is about building relationships with students.” For 

Elizabeth, the small class size had done just that and had allowed her opportunities to 

work more closely with small groups of students and get to know her students better. At 

the time of research, Elizabeth was teaching two sets of fifth graders; however, as a first-

year teacher at UFCS, she was responsible for teaching language arts to an additional 

section of students. In-between her first and second years, UFCS was restructured. After 

the restructuring, she became responsible for two groups of fifth graders, which she 

shared with Amy, another residency graduate. While this created some initial instability, 

it ultimately created more opportunities for her to get to know her students and to feel 

less thinly spread.  

 An essential characteristic of UFCS is its remarkable teacher community. Like 

teachers at other schools, UFCS teachers work collaboratively in both grade partnerships, 

where they share a group of students, and grade teams. The school creates extensive 

opportunities for teachers to meet, plan, and collaborate. Research conducted by Saka, 

Southerland, and Brooks (2009) has highlighted the impact of collaborative versus 

individualistic teacher communities. In their case study of two early-career science 

teachers, they demonstrated that a collaborative teacher environment had positive effects 

on retention decisions, feelings of support, and instructional decision-making. In a similar 

study of newly qualified teachers in England, the authors found that early career teachers 

placed in less collaborative schools experienced feelings of isolation and limited 
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opportunities for professional growth (Williams et al., 2001). Elizabeth placed a 

significant amount of emphasis on collaboration and the value of peer relationships. Peers 

were Elizabeth’s primary source of support. As positive as the teacher community was, 

Elizabeth explained that there was a high rate of teacher turnover. This turnover had 

created issues for Elizabeth in terms of working with her students and her peer supports. 

The high teacher turnover made Elizabeth’s first year challenging, especially when it 

came to building relationships with her students and their families. As she explained, 

“And, so it was, um, it was definitely challenging last year with my students. I think, um, 

that year students [here] hadn't had a group of teachers not quit on them since second 

grade.” Elizabeth felt a similar distrust from parents as well: “I was this new first-year 

teacher starting off right away. And I think they kind of automatically judge that you're 

not gonna be…You might not last.”  

 The turnover issue had also impacted Elizabeth on a professional level. As a 

student teacher at UFCS, she worked closely with another teacher and developed a strong 

collaborative relationship: “Yeah, I, my content partner and I did co-planning together, 

and we worked really well together. We would, um, feed off of each other, share ideas, 

like, see things that worked and what didn't work. So I loved working with her last year.” 

While this partnership could have been a supportive and productive relationship for 

Elizabeth to lean on during her first year, the teacher did not return for the next school 

year. While peer collaboration can be a powerful support system, it can also be a 

precarious support, especially in settings with high rates of turnover.  

Building-Level Supports  
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 Induction Course. Incoming teachers in the local school district can participate 

in a new teacher induction program. The programming aims to provide teachers with 

familiarity with institutional-level policies and school-based policies. While not all 

charter schools offer an induction program, Elizabeth’s school did. Before beginning her 

first in-service year at UFCS, she attended a week-long professional development 

seminar at her school. The school designed the first two days specifically for first-year 

teachers and individuals new to the building. Elizabeth explained the intended purpose: “I 

think it was to get the new teachers acquainted with each other, comfortable with the 

building, knowing where things in the building were, and then a lot of just technical little 

details that you needed to know about our school.” As Elizabeth reported, “That really 

helps you to wrap your mind around starting the year and getting everything done that 

you need to.” During the new teacher orientation segment, Elizabeth and her peers 

participated in team-building activities, worked in small groups, and received direct 

instruction regarding school-wide policies and practices. Although Elizabeth had already 

completed her residency year at UFCS, she acknowledged that these two days day were 

helpful to her in navigating the things “that her mentor did behind the scenes.”  

 Peers and Mentors. Elizabeth’s most significant source of support was the other 

teachers at her school. Elizabeth drew on support from not only more senior teachers, 

such as her former mentor Rachel, but also teachers with levels of experience comparable 

to her own. Elizabeth was unique in her willingness to reach out to a variety of sources. 

For Elizabeth, expertise is not solely defined in terms of years of experience but also by 

knowledge of the context. Elizabeth reached out to her peers for a wide range of supports, 

including resource allocation, collaborative planning, and emotional support. At times, 
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the emotional support her peers provided was the most important: “It just makes me feel 

sane. It is emotional support also, and I talk to one of my co-workers who has battled 

something larger than what I did, and it is like we can get through this together; I am not 

the only one going through it.” She valued these relationships in terms of not only the 

ideas, resources, and strategies that could be exchanged but also the opportunities for 

shared reflection: “It is really important to have the adult relationships and kind of group 

reflection time, and I honestly feel like I can learn from other people about my practice 

better than from anything else because they are living it with me; they are trying things 

that I have never thought of, and I have tried things that have and have not worked, and it 

really creates an opportunity to collaborate, learn from each other, and we all talk 

constantly.” Through these relationships, she had not merely garnered strategies to 

implement in her classroom, but had been prompted to think about her practice. This 

outcome is consistent with findings of other studies regarding collaborative teacher 

communities (e.g., Williams et al., 2001; Saka, Southerland, and Brooks, 2009). Through 

these collaborative personal relationships, Elizabeth had had the opportunity to think 

more deeply about her practice: “When we talk, it is not like we just say, ‘Do this; this 

worked well’; it’s like we are thinking about what it will and will not bring into my 

classroom, for my students, and what I might need to do to make it work for me.”  

 Elizabeth relied on peers from across the experience spectrum, which allowed her 

to draw on different strategies and diversify her support. As she explained,  

I got a lot of support from my peers who were similar in age and 

experience last year, which I think was just as helpful as having a veteran 

mentor last year because as a younger and newer teacher, because 

sometimes what works as a mentor teacher does not always work for a 

new teacher, so I definitely had to go to peers who were more similar to 
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my experience to bounce off ideas and be like, “I can't figure this out; 

what are you doing?”  

 

Again, in this instance, Elizabeth broke away from the assumption that expert teachers 

possess all the answers. She recognized that throughout her long career, Rachel had 

acquired and tested strong pedagogical knowledge and practices and that there was 

significant value in that. However, this knowledge was not always transferable or 

applicable. Elizabeth seemed to understand that not all knowledge is generated by more 

experienced professionals. That said, Elizabeth recognized the vital support and feedback 

that she had gained from working closely with the more veteran teachers at UFCS: 

“Yeah, I think, um, I go to my colleagues a lot for informal professional development, 

like the veterans that have been there a long time for advice for, like, what I could be 

doing better.” 

 Peer support for Elizabeth was well-developed at her school. Between the 

extensive teacher community, the presence of a former mentor, and her grade team and 

grader partner, she always had someone with whom she could discuss her practice. 

Elizabeth’s closest relationship was with Amy, another graduate of the residency program 

and Elizabeth’s grade partner. While there were other residents and graduates from the 

program at UFCS, they did not work as closely as Amy and Elizabeth did. As Elizabeth 

described, “As a fellow Urban University person and a team teacher, we are a total team, 

and we bring different things to the table, which has been helpful.” Although the two 

were not in the same cohort, they developed a close relationship during Elizabeth’s first 

year and Amy’s residency year. In addition to their shared preparation experience, both 

women were supervised by the same cooperating teacher during their residency. As a 
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first-year teacher, Elizabeth still worked closely with her mentor, Rachel, as her grade 

partner. As a result, Elizabeth and Amy were able to forge a collaborative relationship 

that they continued to draw on throughout their practice.  

 Initially, what drew Elizabeth to work closely with Amy was their shared 

experience. When the women met, Amy was in the middle of her residency year, an 

intense experience that Elizabeth had only recently completed herself. As a result, 

Elizabeth wanted to be a source of support for Amy: “I feel like Amy was underneath me, 

so I tried to reach out to her since I was, like, in her shoes last year, and we talked, and I 

told her that as a student teacher if she ever needed anything or whatnot that I was there 

for her.” This collaborative relationship between a recent graduate and current resident 

was duplicated  by Amy when two new residents began their residency year at UFCS 

during her first year of in-service teaching. In addition to their shared experiences, 

Elizabeth was also drawn to work with Amy because of her work ethic and care for their 

shared students: “She was helping to teach our kids, and she was, like, a really big team 

player, so even if she was a student teacher, she was still very involved with all the fifth-

grade teachers, and I think that was part of the reason they offered her a job right away, 

too.”  

 As grade partners, Elizabeth and Amy shared the same the students—Elizabeth 

for language arts and social studies and Amy for math and science. Elizabeth and Amy 

maintained continual contact, whether about a student, a curriculum question, or setting 

up an activity, and the two worked together very closely. In addition, Amy and Elizabeth 

had pushed one another to think more critically about their practice. Although Amy was 

one year behind Elizabeth, Elizabeth still drew on what she observed as best practices in 
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Amy’s work. Through their collaboration, Amy and Elizabeth had created 

complementary classrooms that aided in their daily management. The combination of 

their shared procedures and practices “makes it such a smooth transition from her class to 

mine for our kids. So different personalities but similar methods and procedures. It is not 

like night and day in the two rooms.”  

 During her first year at UFCS, Elizabeth maintained her close relationship with 

her former mentor and cooperating teacher, Rachel. Elizabeth worked on the same fifth-

grade team as Rachel, and UFCS also assigned her as Elizabeth’s new teacher coach. 

Hence, Elizabeth was able to draw on support from Rachel regularly. While they met 

regularly as part of grade teamwork, Elizabeth also met with Rachel at least once a week 

to talk about her classroom and any concerns. The school kept this coaching a formal 

process, with Rachel completing a meeting each week to keep track of what was and was 

not working for Elizabeth and what types of strategies Elizabeth was employing to 

improve her practice. As Elizabeth’s new teacher coach, Rachel represented a wealth of 

resources: “Rachel is a resource bank for everything; you need a procedure, a system, a 

routine for everything in the classroom, and she has it.” Research has highlighted various 

struggles faced by novice teachers, such as concerns about classroom management, 

curriculum development, and time management, and novices often find themselves in 

survival mode (e.g., Fuller, 1969; Karge, 1993; Gasner, 1999; McCormack & Thomas, 

2003; Marable & Raimondi, 2007). Although Elizabeth could always draw upon Rachel’s 

resources, she was often more discerning, taking the time to differentiate between 

strategies that fit her personality and classroom style and those that did not.  
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 Elizabeth had broken away from traditional conceptions of new teacher 

development. Early research on teacher development (e.g., Fuller, 1969; Katz, 1972; 

Karge, 1993) suggested that novice teachers are primarily concerned with issues of 

survival, and it is not until they advance in their careers that they can think past short-

term needs. Based on this research, the expectation is that new teachers will readily 

accept resources from those who have moved past the early career developmental stages. 

Elizabeth, however, broke with this conception. This is not to say that she had not 

experienced “the concern for self” developmental stage, but she approached it with more 

nuance—she recognized the need for both a “swimming coach” and a “life jacket.” 

Elizabeth’s case exemplifies the notion that teachers must become decision-makers about 

their own practice (Bartell, 1990).  

 As a second-year teacher, Elizabeth saw her relationship with Rachel slightly 

change. As Elizabeth gained more experience and developed new relationships, she 

leaned on Rachel less and less. That said, she still saw Rachel as an active source of 

support: “I feel like I don't need to go to her as much this year as I did last year because I 

have more competence; I have a better grasp on things this year, so I just haven't had to 

reach out to her as much this year.” While Elizabeth had developed a strong sense of self-

efficacy and confidence in her ability, she knew that Rachel was a reliable and available 

resource. As Elizabeth stated, “But I know that if I am struggling and if I went to her 

room, then I know she'd say ‘Sit down and let's figure this out,’ so I still feel like I can go 

to her if I need to; I just have not had to that much this year.”  

 When working with peers, Elizabeth was most interested in receiving feedback. 

She wanted their perspective on her work. While one might assume, she was looking for 
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more direction and for someone more senior to direct her practice, the emphasis was 

actually on integrating another voice in her ongoing internal reflective monologue about 

her practice. In this way, Elizabeth surpassed some of her early career peers, and she was 

more comfortable seeing herself as a generator of knowledge rather than as merely a user 

of knowledge. Elizabeth recognized the value of her more experienced peers’ and 

mentors’ perspectives but also felt empowered to make her own decisions about her 

practice.  

 In some ways, Elizabeth was easy to support because she was very open to 

feedback. As she explained, “I am not shy when it comes to asking for help or feedback. I 

actually love when people give me suggestions, and anytime I have had an observation 

with a principal or school leader, and they have told me that I should try this, then I 

automatically try it in my classroom the next day because I don't know what I am doing, 

and I want as much support, advice, and guidance as I can get.” Elizabeth was open to 

trying new approaches, but at the same time, she strictly evaluated what did and did not 

work in her classroom and did not simply continue to use strategies because a more 

senior teacher or an administrator had recommended them. Additionally, she did not 

continue to implement practices that she did not see as benefiting her students’ learning 

or improving the general classroom environment. As she explained, “I think you have to 

make the decision to do what works for you and sounds like it is going to fit my 

personality. If I hear a suggestion that I'm like, ‘I could never see myself saying or doing 

that,’ then it is not that I won't try it, but I am less likely to use it often….If it sounds like 

it will go against my practices or values in the classroom, then I would choose a different 
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strategy.” Context and authenticity mattered a great deal to Elizabeth. As a result, she 

never implemented strategies or practices without serious reflection and consideration.  

Residency Program Support 

 

 As a first-year teacher, Elizabeth reached out to her university program for 

support sparingly. She recalled reaching out to Agnes over the telephone a few times, but 

this was primarily for moral support. That said, “the few times that I did reach out to 

Agnes were invaluable”. Since Elizabeth thought of herself as “set” in terms of support at 

the building level, these calls were infrequent. Although she did not activate this support 

system, Elizabeth remained confident that it would always be there for her. Again, while 

this was not the first support that Elizabeth would draw on, it was crucial that it did exist 

if she needed it. Because of this wealth of support at her school, Elizabeth had always 

considered the residency program more like backup support. While not necessary at the 

time of research, Elizabeth appreciated the backup support for moments when her school 

and her peers could not help her in the way that she needed: “I will still reach out to 

people from Urban University. I will not hesitate if I’m not getting something from Amy 

or someone at else at school.”   

 Elizabeth described herself as close to her cohort members as a resident. During 

the program, they proved to be both a tangible and intangible source of support. Part of 

what drew her to her cohort members was their shared sense of purpose, shared way of 

doing things, and shared experience: “It was nice, um, going through it with all the other 

residents because we all kind of stressed and struggled through classes together and then 

got to share experiences, so that was nice knowing I wasn’t alone and the only one going 

through it.” Much like her interactions with Agnes, Elizabeth had limited her post-
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residency cohort member contact to informal texting and emails. That said, she worked 

closely with Amy, another UUTR graduate. This emphasis on shared experiences and 

shared ways of knowing and teaching played into her relationship with Amy. Again, 

although Elizabeth did not maintain as close of relationships with other cohort members 

at other schools, she ultimately chose to work closely with another program graduate.  

 Elizabeth’s primary interaction with the residency came during her second year of 

teaching, when she returned to the university to learn about and implement action 

research in her classroom. Overall, Elizabeth had mixed feelings about the support she 

received through the residency program during her second year. On the one hand, she 

was grateful to reconnect with both cohort members and program mentors such as Agnes 

and Madeline, who ran the action group meetings. On the other hand, it was an additional 

commitment in an already hectic schedule. That said, Elizabeth found significant value in 

the implementation of action research in her classroom.  

 For Elizabeth, the action research did not begin on a promising note. She 

explained feeling very overwhelmed after Agnes and Madeline introduced it to her and 

the other cohort members: “They were like, ‘This is what you are doing, and you have to 

do it,’ and I was, like, really stressed.” As a newly minted second-year teacher, Elizabeth 

thought that doing research in her classroom “seemed out of reach.” Having barely 

started as a second-year teacher, she was not quite ready to take on evaluating prior 

research, designing a research question, and collecting and analyzing classroom-level 

data. Elizabeth is not alone in these concerns; research on teachers and action research 

has highlighted similar struggles (e.g., Ginns et al., 2001; Hong & Lawrence, 2009). 

Ginns et al. (2009) conducted a qualitative study of a university-sponsored action 
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research group. The participants expressed similar unease with the study design and data 

collection as Elizabeth. Ginns et al.’s teachers deferred to their university counterparts in 

such areas. In Elizabeth’s case, her action research was not a collaboration with Agnes 

and Michelle but a project she was expected to complete largely on her own with their 

guidance.  

 While she had mastered several professional competencies, she still felt like a 

developing teacher: “Even being a second-year teacher, I feel, like, still a little bit 

overwhelmed by my profession, which I think is normal, but there is a lot going on and a 

lot of duties for our own school, so I was like, ‘How am I going to manage teaching 

everything I need to at UFCS and then also get this research done?’” The difficulty was 

not so much the actual implementation of the data collection but the additional 

requirements such as completing the annotated bibliography and the literature search. 

While this created an opportunity to draw on additional research to potentially implement 

in her classroom, it did not align with Elizabeth’s preferred method of support, which was 

more personal and relationship based. Additionally, the progress deadlines and final 

presentation deadline increasingly loomed over her head. As she explained, “It felt like 

this bomb that went off at the beginning and the end of my school year when I would 

have the most work.”  

 With those challenges in mind, Elizabeth found the actual critical examination of 

student data and student assignments to feel natural. Moreover, this task was expected of 

her by the administration. As a result, she did not feel overwhelmed by it at all. As 

Elizabeth understood it, action research was an important next step in her development as 

a teacher: “I think that it is like it is setting the stage for improving as teachers, I guess, 
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because they are showing us how to sit down and analyze our data, which is the direction 

the education profession is moving in, so I think it is beneficial in the long run.” 

Elizabeth felt prepared to do this work for a few reasons. First, since she had completed 

her residency at UFCS, she did not have the same transition issues as other residents. As 

a result, she was able to master responsibilities such as management and administrative 

tasks more easily and to spend more time on her instruction.  

 After Madeline, the action research coordinator, outlined the process in more 

detail and explained the scaffolded nature of the project, Elizabeth was more at ease: 

“After learning more about it and the support that we got helped to make it more 

manageable. As part of the action research project, the cohort was required to meet 

monthly on campus for between two and three hours. There were both affordances and 

constraints to attending these meetings. These meetings were a suitable space to talk with 

her old cohort members and check in on those relationships. During these meetings, 

Elizabeth regularly chatted with her cohort members about what was occurring in their 

classrooms. While she was no longer teaching a STEM subject, she found that she was 

still able to draw on STEM practices in terms of elements such as questioning strategies 

and other procedures. Additionally, she enjoyed the reminder that her program was still a 

factor in her professional life and that although she was not consistently leaning on the 

program and cohort members for support, they were there if she needed them. While 

there was some appreciation for this time to check in and reconnect with a different set of 

personal relationships, Elizabeth also expressed some frustration: “I am a little bit 

frustrated with having to go because I'm in my second year, and everything is so busy; it 

is like I have to go and do this now, but, um, I do think it is helpful, but I feel like we 
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could probably do it every other month and still have the same benefits.” While the 

meetings were not always active, Elizabeth explained that it was helpful to have peers to 

talk to and to have Agnes and Madeline available for questions and feedback. 

  Elizabeth understood action research as a long-term tool that she could use in her 

practice as she continued in the profession: “I think they are trying to push us into seeing 

that it is not just a jump from being a first-year teacher to second-year teacher, and you'll 

just improve, like, you need to continue to improve every year by pushing yourself, so 

this is a tool for us to keep learning and keep developing.” Elizabeth did not believe that 

her development would plateau and appreciated the tool that could continue to facilitate 

her growth long after her induction support ended. As she saw it, action research was a 

way to push herself regarding her teaching and to see the possibly of being a life-long 

learner and a professional who is always innovating and never settling: “I think there is a 

problem with teachers who feel like after year 1 or year 2, where everything is just a 

cycle and you are just recycling what you've always done, so having something like this 

is pushing you to be better and do research and become better.” For this push, she was 

grateful to her university program.  

 Elizabeth used her action research project to improve her small group instruction. 

As a second-year teacher, she set the goal of improving her students’ reading scores. 

Elizabeth believed that readers who are both progressing well and needing more support 

benefit from small group instruction. She explained that her project consisted of 

monitoring the impact of her small group instruction on reading:  

I feel like it is really beneficial to have a smaller ratio of students to 

teachers for readers and learning and implementing different reading 

strategies for struggling readers. So my goal is to incorporate small group 
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instruction into my classroom more because I never really had the ability 

to; I did it a few times as a first-year teacher, but I did not have enough 

control of everything else that was happening to just sit down with a group 

of students and focus all my attention on them. And I have done it 

successfully this year, so I wanted to look at that and how lowering that 

ratio from whole group to small group would benefit my students.  

 

Elizabeth’s goal was to pick a topic that was manageable and foundational to her 

practice. She knew that there would be times when she would feel overwhelmed, and she 

did not want her project to be something that she could overlook or that would not have a 

positive impact on her practice. She tried to find a topic that she could incorporate easily 

into her established goals: “I aligned it to our curriculum or a piece of our curriculum that 

I knew I would hit on, and I've actually had to hit on it more than I've planned, which is 

better for the research aspect because it has been a skill that has been difficult for my 

students to grasp.”  

 Elizabeth admitted that she was not ready for the action research project as a first-

year teacher. As she explained, “I would not have handled it last year. Thinking back to 

how stressed I was last year, I think this would have been the icing on the cake that I 

would have probably have broken down; it would have been too much if I am feeling a 

little bit overwhelmed by it now. As a first-year teacher, you have way too many other 

things to be concerned about.” As she saw it, first-year teachers, no matter how well-

prepared or well-supported they are, simply do not have the grounding: “There are other 

things that a teacher has got to master before worrying about improving their instruction, 

at least that was the case for me. I really needed to master management and classroom 

systems before I could even think about being a next-level teacher, and getting my 
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students to the next level, it was about getting through that first year, and then after that, I 

think I can fine-tune my instruction.”  

 Elizabeth was highly invested in improving outcomes for her students. While she 

acknowledged that she could find canned resources online or borrow strategies from 

peers, she worried these would not be context-specific enough. Elizabeth was interested 

in generating knowledge specifically about her students:  

I just want to see that I can ongoingly make adjustments to my teaching 

based on the needs of my students, what is working and what is not. I 

know that it is easy to find something that is compatible with your 

teaching style, but sometimes what you want to do is not what works best 

for your students, so I think this research is showing me that I need to use 

data to show me how I can shape my practice, and it is one thing to say 

theoretically, and it is another thing to actually make the time to actually 

do it. 

 

For Elizabeth, action research was the ideal avenue for developing context-specific 

supports and reflecting on her practice. Even more than developing group-specific 

strategies, examining her data was a way for her to obtain a snapshot into what her 

students really understood. As she explained it, “Yeah, so I think my action research is 

about small groups, so it allows me to see what my students are thinking and not just in a 

multiple-choice answer on paper, which I think is more beneficial, so as a teacher, I can 

see the thought process rather than just what answer they circled and to what extent they 

understand the answer.” Elizabeth explained that as she progressed in her career, she 

would continue to use action research, probably not to its full extent or with the aim of 

publishing, but in terms of developing questions and collecting data. In line with the 

findings of other studies about the incorporation of action research into teachers’ 
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professional practice (e.g., Ginn’s et al., 2001), Elizabeth did not see herself as a 

researcher. She saw action research as a tool to be used in her classroom, but as a tool she 

would only use selectively. Like Ginn’s participants, she only felt comfortable utilizing 

some of the functionality of action research. The action research she conducted was 

sufficient for her own use, but not something that she could necessarily share with other 

professionals. Elizabeth’s limits could dampen some of the benefits associated with 

teachers implementing action research and participating in action research communities, 

such as strengthening teacher communities, facilitating dialogue among teachers, and 

exposing teachers to alternative practices (e.g., Calhoun, 1994; Scribner, Hager & Warne, 

1999).  

 Elizabeth evaluated action research as a moderate source of support. In some 

ways, she did not feel entirely ready conduct action research or convinced that it could 

fulfill her early career teacher needs for resources and survival mechanisms (e.g., Fuller, 

1969; Marable & Raimondi, 2007), but she also recognized the need to push herself. 

Ultimately, Elizabeth believed that supports should both help with immediate concerns 

and push teachers in their development: “I think both are necessary and beneficial.” 

Elizabeth felt that she had learned much from her project about the multiple needs in her 

classroom and how certain strategies work differently for different students: “Well, my 

data was kind of mixed. I think this is just kind of how it works, or maybe this is just how 

it works in teaching; my strategy worked for some students, did not work for some, and 

was neutral for others, which I think is typically how it goes, especially when you have a 

wide range of learners; everyone learns in different ways.” While she did not find a 

conclusive answer to her overall question, she noticed other outcomes that encouraged 
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her to continue her use of small group instruction, such as change in some of her 

students’ participation:  

I noticed without setting out to notice or having it as a data collection goal, 

but I observed that my student conversations as well as participation 

increased greatly in a small group setting. So that is something I valued 

from it is that it is a great way to get students who are less willing to speak 

up or participate or even attempt problems because they are waiting for 

someone else to solve it in a whole group setting. It is a great way to 

incorporate those students who get looked over and give them a chance, so 

I value it for that reason.  

 

Elizabeth mentioned benefiting more from the action research than from traditional 

professional development. This outcome was mainly due to the impact Elizabeth saw that 

action research could have on her practice, including in terms of viewing her practice 

more critically. Ultimately, for Elizabeth, what made the action research useful was the 

critical lens it trained on her teaching:  

I am really big on reflecting on what practices worked and what did not. 

This kind of put this in its own spotlight, so I could really think about that, 

and like I said, because I was focused on that for the action research, I 

really looked at if my students were understanding it, so I could see that 

some of them were really getting it and others were not, and it was the 

push to keep working on it. Maybe if the spotlight had not been on that 

practice, then I would not have seen how much additional work some of 

my students needed and how I needed to do so much re-teaching.  

 

Elizabeth’s experiences with and evaluation of action research remain well-

aligned with previous studies that have cited the implementation of such inquiry-

driven practices as a means to develop reflective mindsets in teachers, create 

direct change in instructional practices, and increase teachers’ opportunities to 

learn about their own practices and those of others (e.g., McLaughlin & Watts & 
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Beard, 2000; Gilles & Cramer, 2003; Gilles, Wilson & Elias, 2010; Hong & 

Lawrence, 2011).  

This is Where I Leave Her 

 

 Urban First Charter School provided Elizabeth with a comfortable home base to 

begin her teaching career. In this setting, she was able to both maintain and develop 

important professional relationships with administrators, mentors, and peers that aided in 

her development as a teacher. While Elizabeth had intended to spend her third year at 

UFCS, these plans were disturbed by the unplanned departure of several administrators 

and another restructuring plan for the school. The change in leadership and subsequent 

staff turnover upset the solid foundation that had supported Elizabeth in her early career 

experiences. Prior to the announcement, Elizabeth recalled telling herself, “This year has 

been such an improvement since last year, and if everything stays the same, then I can 

work with Amy and have the same administration and structure, and I'll be so happy to do 

my third year.” This development left Elizabeth feeling “unsettled.” The loss of her 

administration represented the loss of a valuable source of support and the sense of 

stability that Elizabeth placed such value on. Additionally, with other teachers planning 

to leave as well as a result of the change in leadership, there was additional potential for 

more loss for Elizabeth, as her colleagues’ departure threatened the stability of her 

professional network within the building. The impact of the announcement had an 

immediate impact: “We had a few staff members quit already since that happened and 

just people talking about not wanting to return next year, and that really changes my 

mindset because part of the reason that I love working here is the family aspect of staff, 

and I feel like it is probably going to look a lot different next year.” Elizabeth had already 
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experienced losing peer support, and the prospect of that happening again was nerve-

wracking.  

 At the time of the final interview, Elizabeth had already interviewed at two other 

schools and was still considering applying to the local public-school district. Through this 

process, she continued to lean on professional relationships, first reaching out to Agnes, 

the program director and administrator for her residency program, for help navigating the 

process of applying to and selecting a school in the local district. While she was seriously 

considering submitting an application to the local school district, she was primarily 

considering a position at another charter school. As she explained, the new school is very 

similar to UFCS and has similar expectations regarding instruction and analyzing student 

data. The position at the charter school had two additional significant benefits. First, she 

would be able to continue teaching fifth grade. Second, and probably most important to 

her, two of her former co-workers from UFCS already worked there. As she explained, 

already knowing teachers at the school was very appealing and would allow her to enter 

the position with an existing professional network.  In her search for a new position, 

Elizabeth continued to express similar values and beliefs about support and the 

importance of peer relationships and a sense of familiarity. Based on her early career 

experiences, she had seen how familiarity with the setting and expectations can ease 

transitions and act as an informal support, and she had also experienced the importance of 

relationships. Whether at the new charter school, UFCS, or another school in the district, 

Elizabeth claimed she would always look to relationships first.  

Conclusion 
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  Elizabeth’s early career experiences were defined by strong support systems, 

especially at the school-based level. In her time at UFCS, she had access to a strong set of 

both informal and formal supports. As a new teacher, she was very proactive in seeking 

support. Her school setting provided both important initial professional development and 

long-term supports as a result of the school’s strong teacher community. While Elizabeth 

benefited from strong relationships with more senior and expert teachers, she did not 

simply rely on their expertise to improve her classroom. Whenever supports were offered, 

Elizabeth always took the time to reflect and modify to make these strategies her own and 

to work best for her students. Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s (1999) theories of professional 

learning cast teacher knowledge generation as a binary—teachers are either users or 

generators of knowledge. Knowledge-for-practice and knowledge-in-practice rely on 

experts to generate knowledge about teaching practice. For new teachers, this knowledge 

is then meant to be consumed. As a result, new teachers are relegated to a subordinate 

stage. Research on teacher development (e.g., Fuller, 1969) has suggested that this is an 

appropriate paradigm, as new teachers are caught in survival mode. Being in survival 

mode makes it difficult for novice teachers to be generators of knowledge, as dictated by 

Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s third conception of teacher learning—knowledge-of-practice. 

That said, in Elizabeth’s case, while she did consume the knowledge of more experienced 

professionals, she also sought to think more critically about it. That knowledge became a 

part of her practice but not the entirety of her practice. As a professional, she was not 

willing to adopt proscribed technocratic methods. Through her collaboration with Amy, 

her grade partner, and her work on her action research project, she demonstrated her 

belief in her ability to generate knowledge about her own practice.  
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Adrianna 

 

Teacher Biography  

 

 Adrianna grew up in the surrounding suburbs of the city where she would 

eventually attend college and work as a teacher. Adrianna fell into teaching. As an 

undergraduate, Adrianna majored in biochemistry and minored in mathematics. During 

her undergraduate career, she did not pursue a teacher certification or take any education 

courses. She completed her undergraduate work at the same institution that hosted her 

residency program. During her senior year at UU, she applied to various industry and 

research positions within her field with little success. After graduation, she briefly 

worked in an engineering lab, where she focused on computer coding, but this did not last 

as she was “not a fit to be a computer coder.” Adrianna exhibited a deep passion for both 

math and science and was initially discouraged when her job search was not a success. 

The overwhelming feedback she obtained from her job search was that she needed a more 

advanced degree. After having just finishing her undergraduate degree, she was not quite 

ready to return to an academic program. As she navigated her job search, she took a 

position with a private tutoring company, working with students on a variety of subjects, 

including math, science, and college entrance preparation. As she explained, tutoring 

became an “accidental full-time job.” As her reputation as an effective tutor grew, she 

received more and more referrals and soon split her time between the tutoring agency and 

her independent practice. It was through this experience that she first truly considered 

pursuing a job in teaching: “Well, tutoring was sort of a fluke that just sort of happened 

because I was looking for a job, and I was like, ‘In the meantime, I'll do this.’ And I was 

just starting to really enjoy teaching. And, I have, I just really started doing it, and then I 
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was like, ‘I should get a master's in education and actually teach for a living.’” Teaching, 

for Adrianna, allowed her to use her skills while simultaneously staying engaged in math 

and science.  

 Knowing that she wanted to enter the teaching profession, she began exploring 

different pathways to enter the classroom. Initially, she did not even consider the 

residency model. It was only by luck and through a prior relationship with Agnes, the 

residency program coordinator that she became aware of the program and applied. As an 

undergraduate student, Adrianna had taken a course from Agnes. Adrianna contacted 

Agnes thinking that her former instructor would be able to give her advice about which 

pathway might be best to enter the classroom and hoping that Agnes would write her a 

letter of recommendation. Agnes was thrilled to hear from Adrianna because, at the time 

of their reconnection, Agnes was recruiting the first UUTR cohort. As someone with a 

strong background in STEM, Adrianna was a perfect recruit. The program seemed like an 

ideal fit for Adrianna; the coursework was comprehensive but would only take her one 

year to complete. Additionally, Adrianna was very excited about the extended field 

placements offered by UUTR: “Oh, this sounds really cool. This sounds way better than a 

two-year master's program. It sounds like I could learn a lot more from this program 

because I'd actually be doing stuff, and at the same time as, um, taking classes.” Part of 

what made the residency program so appealing to Adrianna was the simultaneous 

practice and preparation. She could put into effect what she was learning more 

immediately, “which is nice to like, to find out the first year, and then, the second year, 

when you're going in that, in the, it's your actual first year of teaching; you already have 

that entire experience to help you.” Although Adrianna did not express an explicit desire 
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to work in an urban context, the structure of the program and the fact that she would not 

need to relocate made the program an appealing opportunity.  

Teaching Context 

 

 At the time of the data collection, Adrianna was teaching at Cambridge Middle 

School, a neighborhood middle-grades school in the northeast section of the city. 

Cambridge is a relatively high-performing school. Although Cambridge serves a majority 

lower-SES student population, a majority of students identity as white, with about a 

quarter of the students identifying as black or Latinx. While she was hired to teach 

seventh-grade science, her position changed during her second year, and she began 

teaching eighth grade. Similarities in student motivation and resources between her 

residency placement and her in-service placement aided Adrianna’s transition from 

preservice to in-service teacher. She mentioned being fortunate to have engaged parents 

supportive of her work in her classroom. Initially, she had intended to accept a job at her 

student teaching placement but was contacted by Cambridge’s principal. Cambridge 

offered two primary benefits: It was closer to her home, and Robert, another residency 

graduate, was already there. While she would have experienced a similar level of 

familiarity had she stayed at her residency school, she would not have worked with her 

fellow cohort member. As Adrianna explained, her relationship with Robert proved to be 

an excellent resource during her first year of teaching. Overall, she reported feeling 

delighted with her school and receiving tremendous support from her peers and her 

administration.  

 Being in Adrianna’s classroom was like watching a choreographed ballet. With 

little to no direction, students worked within the well-planned structures she had 
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implemented. Her class was well-organized, and there was explicit instruction in place.  

Each lesson seems to seamlessly follow the I do, we do, you do approach. Adrianna’s 

year of student teaching had prepared her to take over her classroom. This is not to say 

that she did not face barriers, but overall, she felt prepared to handle the responsibility. 

On a building level, she had a handful of supports that sustained her on a daily basis and 

helped her to avoid some of the challenges that many first-year teachers face. Adrianna’s 

school was arranged to keep teachers working in close teams and with partners. For 

example, Adrianna taught in the corner of the building with the other math teachers and 

near other eighth-grade teachers. This was also the case in the previous year: As a 

seventh-grade science teacher, she taught in the science wing. The school also provided 

ample support in terms of coaching.  

District-Level Supports 

 

 Induction Course. As a new teacher in the local school district, Adrianna had the 

opportunity to complete the new teacher induction program, either the summer before she 

taught or during her first year of teaching. Adrianna did not participate in this program. 

The district did not advertise its summer availability, and by the time the school year 

began, she did not feel that the course was something that she could handle in addition to 

her first year of teaching: “And, I don't know…it just seems like more added work to, uh, 

the already amount of work that you have [sic].”  

 Reflecting on this choice as a second-year teacher, she felt as though she had 

made the right decision to skip this opportunity. As a second-year teacher, she reported 

that “It just feels like it will be of less and less use.” Additionally, cohort members and 

other peers’ negative endorsements also affirmed her decision to pass over this 
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programming. Colleagues told her that she should have taken the course as a new teacher 

because for second- or third-year teachers, “They're teaching you something you would 

have already figured out by that time, so it's not that helpful anymore.” Robert, another 

residency graduate and a close friend of Adrianna, echoed this assessment: “Yeah, and 

Robert says, like, even in his first year, he thought it wasn't helpful because it was so—

sort of the same stuff that we learned during our master's, and he was like, ‘I already 

knew some of the stuff because it's the exact same thing.’” 

 New Teacher Coach. During Adrianna’s first year at Cambridge, the school 

district assigned her a new teacher coach. Adrianna did not have a negative relationship 

with this mentor, but overall there was very little substance to their relationship. This 

mentor was a semi-regular presence in her class, coming about twice a month. This 

support faded within about two months of her first year of teaching; she said he felt 

comfortable leaving her on her own: “Doesn't really look like you need much support.” 

As Adrianna saw it, her mentor seemed to have a limited view of his role as a mentor. He 

seemed to equate mentorship with being a savior. Adrianna described his attitude toward 

mentorship as follows: “If there were no fires in my classroom, then I did not need a 

mentor.” In her first year, Adrianna was far from perfect; while she managed to 

implement positive procedures in her classroom and had a good sense of classroom 

management, she still could have benefited from the advice of a more experienced 

professional. Overall, the new teacher coach program felt like a missed opportunity: “He 

really could have pushed me to think about pacing and assessing my students more 

creatively, but since I had the management down, I guess I didn’t need him.” Adrianna’s 

mentor seemingly relied on traditional mentoring activities, such as resource allocation, 
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mediation, encouragement, and directing action plans (e.g., Wildman et al., 1992). Since 

Adrianna was already displaying competency in many of these areas, the mentoring 

seemed unnecessary. As Adrianna pointed out, the relationship still felt like a missed 

opportunity. Since Adrianna had a more substantial foundation in her classroom, the 

opportunity did present itself for more collaborative and educative work between 

Adrianna and her mentor, as advocated by other scholars of teaching mentoring (e.g., 

Feiman-Nemser, 1992; 2001). A later section of this case description discusses 

Adrianna’s relationship with her school-based teacher coach, with whom she had a much 

more productive relationship. While there were no fires in her classroom, Adrianna still 

had a fruitful relationship with her assistant principal, who served as her school-based 

coach. In this relationship, the mentoring approach was more collaborative and went 

beyond top-down mandates.  

 While Adrianna’s new teacher coach did not have a significant impact on her 

practice, he was able to pass critical institutional knowledge to her. Before becoming a 

new teacher coach for the school district, he had worked as a teacher at Cambridge for 

over a decade. Regarding the limited advice that he did disperse, Adrianna felt his 

knowledge of her school building had an exceptionally high value. As she explained, “If 

you need help with this, this is the person to reach out to in the school. If you need help 

with that, then you should go on, uh, go and talk to this person. Which was really, really 

helpful and was, was the help that I needed in the school.”  

  The district mentor did not feel necessary to Adrianna. She not only had an 

abundance of supports at the building level but also had her residency program, which 

she could lean on if necessary. As she stated, “It was not a three-month student teaching 
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that you did. You were in a classroom all year long, and you were with the students, you 

made connections all year. The fact that I already had a year of teaching to back me up 

and then I had all these other resources at my disposal regularly instead of having the 

coach come in once a month, I did not need that.” While her new teacher coach did not 

specifically address her instructional needs, she worked closely with two other mentors in 

that respect: “With the actual teaching, I had the math teacher leader, and with the 

classroom management stuff, I had my assistant principal coaching me.”  

School-Based Supports 

 

 School-Based Coach. During Adrianna’s first and second years of teaching, her 

assistant principal worked as her instructional coach. While in some settings, this figure 

would be a more senior teacher or a peer, Adrianna worked directly with her 

administrator. In these sessions, they worked to set goals for her classroom; he regularly 

observed her teaching and collaborated with her to develop strategies to improve her 

instruction. These were not static goals but changed as her needs changed or as she made 

progress. Overall, Adrianna was satisfied with how this relationship evolved. She spoke 

explicitly about how their partnership felt less like coaching and more like collaboration. 

In his role as her coach, her assistant principal was not there to provide a top-down 

approach but to work in partnership with her. He adopted what Feiman-Nemser has 

defined as “educative mentoring” (Feiman-Nemser, 2001). As a coach, his job was not to 

tell Adrianna how to teach but to discuss and model practices and behaviors that she 

could then interpret on her own (Feiman-Nemser, 1992). As Adrianna understood it, 

“Him being there was not just about helping me now but trying to help me develop more 

sustainable thinking so I can help myself moving forward.” The work they did was based 
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on trial and error and always collaborative—the two built on one another’s ideas. As 

Adrianna explained,  

This is an idea I have. It's based on this resource that I've read in this paper 

I've read and, or this video I've seen of a teacher doing it, and let me share 

those resources with you. How about you read upon it, you think about it? 

If you want to implement it, implement it for this one week, see how it 

goes, and if it doesn't work out, then we won't do it. We'll find something 

else. And if you, after reading all the resources and the papers on it, if you 

feel like, feel that's not going to work for you, then don't do it. 

 

 Classroom management was a vital area of focus during her first year. Adrianna 

credited her ability to seamlessly manage her classroom as a second-year teacher to the 

work she did with the assistant principal. Because this was such a focus in their work 

when Adrianna was a first-year teacher, they were able to examine some of her 

instructional practices in more detail. While this relationship was more developed in her 

first year, it continued in her second year “on a needs basis.” 

 As Adrianna transitioned from her first to her second year of teaching, her needs 

changed, and he responded to that: “Last year I really needed him to come in and teach 

me stuff about classroom management, but now that I have that down, my focus this year 

is on instruction.” As a second-year teacher, Adrianna reported that  

We were targeting higher things now, not just management in the 

classroom; we were talking about how well can we get students to 

articulate what they were saying. How can you tell how well students are 

participating in discussions, are they just repeating keywords, or are they 

actually understanding what they are saying? Those kinds of questions to 

address are very high-quality questions for a teacher. 

 

Through a process of feedback, brainstorming, and reflection, Adrianna and her coach 

worked on this issue. Adrianna’s coach tried to actively involve her in this process—
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rather than just sharing strategies; he encouraged her to think about strategies as they 

related to her specific practice. He urged her to collect data and to informally reflect on 

her teaching. In many ways, this helped to prime Adrianna for the action research project 

she undertook with her residency program during her second year. Her coach thus 

engaged her in the most sophisticated level of teacher learning—knowledge-of-practice 

(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2001; 2009). Through this framework, teachers generate 

knowledge about their practice by using their classrooms as sites of inquiry. Her coach 

did not want knowledge to be derived from outside expertise but from within Adrianna’s 

own setting and her knowledge about that setting. In this sense, he was empowering her 

to be a true generator of knowledge.  

 For Adrianna, what made this partnership a productive mentoring relationship 

was that he did not present her with canned strategies. Like many of the residents, 

Adrianna expressed this concern about context. Supports and preparation that are not 

contextual are not as effective as those that are. As she said, “I can't do any of that. I need 

to modify it to my current situation and to my current student need and to the 

environment that I'm in. And that might not apply to everyone in a different situation.”  

The mentoring focused on the needs of the individual teacher. It entailed a difference 

between craft-made and mass-produced approaches: “Well, I think it is because he is not 

trying to model me to be like anyone else. He understands that I am my own person; my 

teaching style is going to be different from other people, but he tries to help me wherever 

I think I am lacking and really brings in resources and materials based on what I want to 

do in the classroom and not what he wants to see in the classroom.”  
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 Additionally, in her relationship with her assistant principal, Adrianna expressed 

feeling as if she had substantial autonomy: “I was given the choice of what I wanted to 

implement and what I did not want to implement.” While her assistant principal was one 

of her coaches, his advice was not autocratic. Adrianna always felt empowered to 

evaluate the supports, do her own research, and make decisions that she felt were logical. 

In some ways, her work with her assistant principal was primarily a function of educative 

mentoring.  He did not merely provide resources and expect her to implement them; 

rather, the two worked together to improve her class.  

 The informal action research work undertaken by Adrianna and her assistant 

principal helped to empower Adrianna to make independent decisions about her practice. 

While her district mentor focused on survival, her assistant principal pushed her more 

toward development. By focusing on her development and informal action research, 

Adrianna’s assistant principal positioned her to start developing knowledge-of-practice 

and to become a generator of knowledge about practice.  

 Support from Peers. At Cambridge, Adrianna had support from more senior 

teachers, such as her classroom neighbor, who served as the school’s math lead 

instructor; her grade team; and another residency alumna. By far her most crucial peer 

relationship was that with her classroom neighbor, the school’s math instructional leader. 

As Adrianna described her, “She was so resourceful.” The math lead had extensive 

experience with teaching both seventh- and eighth-grade math. This level of expertise 

was compelling to Adrianna:  

She had all these resources that I would have never, like, found on my 

own. She had all these posters for the room. She had all these techniques 

and all these supplies for the kids that no matter what I needed in math, I 
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could always go to her, and she had something. Or she had, like, already 

laminated all the stuff, like, for the kids to use, and she was like, “You can 

do these stations.” Or ,“For this one, I know that this specific thing 

worked.” Or, “If you need something related to that, I think you should go 

on this website.”  

 

While her relationship with her assistant principal was characterized by collaboration and 

had more of an educative feel to it, this relationship was much more about role-modeling, 

resources, and replicable practices. Adrianna was much more willing to accept resources 

and knowledge from this instructor than from other sources, and she interrogated that 

knowledge less intensively. Part of what made the math lead more appealing to Adrianna 

was her status as a math teacher. As effective as her relationship was with her assistant 

principal, he did not have a background in math, which made him a less effective 

instructional resource for Adrianna: “[The math lead] has a lot of resources that I can 

consult with her about, and she has a lot of projects, and she has been teaching for such a 

long time, math; she has everything I would ever need and has the answers to all the 

questions I would ever need.” Their relationship was not simply defined by the sharing of 

instructional practices and other resources; Adrianna felt comfortable talking to the math 

lead about different issues in her teaching. For Adrianna, there seemed to “like a cap on” 

what she discussed with her assistant principal. He was there to help her, but she still 

wanted to present a confident and competent image. She did not feel the need to act this 

way in front of the math lead.  

 Adrianna frequently crossed the partition that separated the two classes for a 

quick talk or in-the-moment coaching: “There are times when I am struggling with a 

problem and can't really explain it to my class well; if I see blank faces on my students, 
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and if she is not teaching or not doing direct instruction in the moment, then I'll be like, 

‘I'll help your kids and walk around, and can you go do the direct instruction for my 

students for this part because the way I am explaining it is just not working.’” Adrianna 

reported that overall, “She has hit the different boxes like resources, curriculum, 

emotional support.” The math lead’s experience and content knowledge are 

representative of what Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999; 2001) have defined as 

knowledge-in-practice. Within this construct, experts in the field generate knowledge 

about practice. The assumption embedded in knowledge-in-practice is that novices and 

other professionals learn best when they have the opportunity to observe and work with 

more experienced professionals. By observing and working closely with these teachers, 

novices can absorb these best practices exemplified by these more experienced 

instructors. Adrianna’s reliance on and high valuation of her math lead highlight her 

acceptance of this construct. Ultimately, Adrianna placed more value on her relationship 

with the math lead than on that with her assistant principal. The two mentors positioned 

Adrianna differently in terms of her connection to knowledge about practice. As 

discussed earlier, her assistant principal seemed to be positioning her as a generator of 

knowledge, whereas with the math lead, Adrianna was more of a user of knowledge. 

Again, she seemed more comfortable with the latter.  

 In addition to her neighbor the math lead, Adrianna also worked closely with the 

eighth-grade math team. While it was not a source of in-person support, the group shared 

a Google doc; this created a space for her to draw on different resources in terms of 

lesson plans, activities, and assessments. While there were times when they could meet in 

person, this was not always easily accomplished, but the use of the Google doc made it 
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possible to work together and draw on each other’s ideas: “So even if we can't get 

together in a room every week to formally discuss what we are planning or teach the 

same thing, we can use the same resources. We all end up co-planning.” Overall, she had 

a positive perception of her team: “These teachers, my entire team. These teachers are 

awesome. Even in the middle of class, I can walk over to another room and talk to 

someone. They are amazing. My team this year. Unbelievably amazing.”  

 Adrianna also talked specifically about her relationship with her cohort. As she 

explained during the residency, “We had a great relationship.” Different factors 

contributed to the quality of this relationship; for Adrianna, the fact that some of her 

cohort members were in the same placement for student teaching contributed 

significantly: “So most of us were in the same school and on the same floor. I constantly 

had interaction with Thomas because he was in the same classroom as me, uh, and we 

worked together a—the entire year. Thomas and I, like, worked on every single thing 

together.” As she described it, the cohort seemed to be a group of like-minded individuals 

who also brought different practices and perspectives to the table. 

 As close as Adrianna was to her cohort members during the residency program, 

many of these relationships faded as they moved to different schools. Adrianna was able 

to maintain her relationship with Robert because they were at the same school. Adrianna 

and Robert were two of the first applicants and residents in the program, and as a result, 

they developed a strong relationship. As she put it, “We went through the interview 

process together; we went through all of it together, and it's just been like that since the 

beginning. He is pretty much my oldest friend in this process.” It was through Robert’s 
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recommendation that the principal extended an invitation for her to interview at 

Cambridge.  

 Adrianna explained how vital this relationship was during her first-year teaching, 

especially in terms of curriculum support: “And last year, when I was teaching seventh 

grade, um, he was, he's doing seventh-grade science, and I was in seventh-grade math 

and science. And to me, just to collaborate a lot on our science classes, so we were 

teaching the same content. And it was so good because I…Seventh-grade content science 

is physics, and I suck at physics.” Through her collaboration with Robert, Adrianna was 

also able to enrich her instruction because of Robert’s connections to industry; “He had a 

lot of good, like, actual practical real-life science to bring into the classroom that I 

wouldn't even think of.” More than just imparting curriculum knowledge, Robert could 

share various resources that could be brought into their classrooms. As a former engineer 

and industry professional, Robert had contact with actual science professionals that could 

come to speak in their classrooms. For a first-year teacher, this was a valuable resource. 

As she explained, she did not think it would have been possible without her prior 

experience in the residency program: “And I don't think I would have had that 

relationship, that close of a relationship with many other teachers in, like, in my first year 

of teaching, but the reason I had that was because we had the cohort, um, and we had 

already spent all this time together.” That said, her relationship with Thomas, with whom 

she had been closest with during the residency year, was not sustained. Proximity is 

essential in maintaining these relationships.  

 While during her first year, Adrianna maintained a close relationship with Robert, 

with her new assignment to teaching math to eighth graders, their curriculum connection 
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dissolved. As second-year teachers, they no longer shared content or were part of the 

same grade team. Additionally, the school arranged classrooms by grade and content 

area, and as a result, they occupied separate corners of the building. In her comments, 

Adrianna highlighted the change from their first year of in-service teaching to their 

second: “I used to see him a lot last year because even though we were on opposite sides 

of the hallway, we would still end up collaborating or co-planning to a certain extent 

because we were both teaching seventh-grade science, and then we did have weekly 

grade group meetings where we would see each other. We would talk during that time a 

lot, but now that we are teaching different grade levels and different subjects, I never get 

to see him.”  

 As second-year teachers, they primarily saw each other at residency action 

research meetings. Their rapport still seemed active and natural. Of the residents, Robert 

and Adrianna seemed to have the most natural rapport. During action research meetings, 

they could be observed sharing a laugh or a private joke. As Adrianna said, “I only see 

him when we go to the action research meetings, and then chaos ensues.” They brought a 

lightheartedness to the monthly meetings. While sharing a PowerPoint template to make 

their action research posters, the two made humorous edits and other changes to each 

other’s slides.  

 Adrianna’s case highlights the power of a collaborative teacher community. 

Consistent with other literature on this topic (e.g., Willams, Prestage & Bedward, 2001; 

Saka, Southerland & Brooks, 2009), the collaborative community had been integral to 

Adrianna's positive professional development. The positive teacher community helped 

Adrianna to access resources, connect with both peers and more experienced teachers, 
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and work closely with different mentors. Cambridge seemed to be deliberately creating 

these support structures based on how it organized its teachers so they would have easy 

access to one another. As a result of these structures, she not only felt more supported, 

but also saw a positive impact on her teaching practices and effectiveness in her 

classroom.  

Residency Program Supports 

 

 Outside of the action research meetings, Adrianna had not received substantial 

support from her program. While Agnes, the program coordinator, had visited her in her 

classroom, she had not explicitly reached out to Agnes for any specific support: “I didn't 

feel like I needed support from the residency program at all because Cambridge in itself 

is very, very supportive.” Adrianna found herself in the best possible situation with her 

school—with ample supports from peers and the administration. Additionally, with some 

support from district mentors, there was no need to seek additional support from the 

residency program. As a result, the action research project and meetings were her primary 

contact with the residency program. 

 Overall, Adrianna found the action research project to be a positive and helpful 

strategy to implement in her classroom. At the time, however, the meetings were a point 

of contention. There were circumstances in which these meetings provided an essential 

space for her to “vent about her teaching,” learn from other residents, or make time in her 

busy schedule to work on her project. Adrianna appreciated the time to work on her 

project. But when the meetings did not serve these explicit purposes, their value waned. 

As someone with a strong background in research, Adrianna found the direct instruction 

on data collection and analysis redundant. Too often, Adrianna felt that the monthly 
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meetings were “too unstructured.” She often felt that there was not a clear plan before the 

residents arrived, and if there was a plan, it was not communicated to them: “Work could 

have been assigned before, instead of doing the work in the meeting.” Had the residents 

completed the work before coming to the meeting, there would have been more time for 

feedback and questions concerning work she had completed, rather than hypothetical 

questions.  

 While the meetings provided valuable check-in opportunities, the different 

projects seemed too detached from one another, so there did not seem to be an apparent 

reason for them to be working together and meeting each other regularly; “After we did 

our check-in, there were times when we didn’t even really talk about our work, our 

projects, and it felt like what is the difference between me doing this here and doing this 

at home.” Additionally, Adrianna discussed the general burden of returning to campus, 

mainly because of the distance between her school and the university and the need to 

return home at night. The program attempted to mitigate these concerns by catering 

dinners, but the time issue remained a significant concern. When Adrianna felt that she 

was not benefiting from the meetings, the time issue became even more of an essential 

factor. 

 Because Adrianna had a solid grasp on conducting research and was comfortable 

developing her project on her own, she would have liked to see more emphasis in these 

meetings on discussing their current practices. As a second-year teacher, she still saw 

herself as a developing professional and was searching for more expert and more senior 

teachers for guidance: “There is still a lot we could improve in our teaching practice, and 

there are still a lot more things that are happening that we cannot manage on our own or 
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that I could manage better with more guidance from experienced teachers, so being able 

to discuss that and every month that we’re meeting would be really helpful for teachers.” 

In her evaluation of the action research project, Adrianna still leaned toward being a user 

of knowledge. Although she may have felt more empowered to make decisions about her 

practice, she still saw the gaps in her practice and did not see the action research as 

closing those gaps. Knowledge, for Adrianna, was still largely possessed by more 

experienced professionals, such as Agnes, Madeline, and her math lead. For Adrianna, 

the holes were still best closed by a more experienced professional.  

 For Adrianna, the meetings, check-ins, and general discussions seemed to occur in 

a vacuum. Adrianna and the other residents told their stories, but without any real 

context. For Adrianna, the lack of context that Agnes and Madeline had regarding their 

teaching and the problem of practice that their action research would address limited the 

effectiveness of these discussions. As Adrianna explained, “Just listening to what we are 

doing in the classroom, you are not getting the full picture. If they came in and observed 

and helped us through the process, maybe a lot more of us would have reached our goal 

or whatever. They are experienced people, and they have been doing this for a long time. 

We are brand-new teachers.” Adrianna’s comments again highlight her reliance on 

experts, more experienced teachers to help her generate knowledge about her practice, 

rather than her own generation of knowledge. 

 Part of the value that Adrianna did see in the meetings was that they helped her to 

refine her questions: “They helped me refine my question. I came in with this very broad 

question, this broad idea of what it could be, and they really helped me to really narrow it 

down to one specific question that I could then go in and do action research with.” These 
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meetings were run by Madeline and Agnes, both veteran STEM teachers and mentors in 

the program. For Adrianna, this space could have been more valuable had she and her 

fellow cohort members been able to glean something from those more experienced 

teachers. Other studies of teachers and action research (e.g., Ginns et al., 2001) have 

reported that the most significant barriers to teachers undertaking this work are the 

research design and the data analysis. In Adrianna’s case, Madeline and Agnes were able 

to mediate these concerns around design, but they did not offer as much in term of 

problem definition and evaluation. Like other residents, Adrianna wanted to concede 

more control to Agnes and Madeline. From her perspective, they had more experience, 

and therefore their perspectives had more value.  

 For second-year teachers, struggles are still constant in some ways, and action 

research in some respects was something not everyone was prepared to do. In her 

comments, Adrianna highlighted this tension:  

I feel like we always do a check-in, and our check-in is never limited, and 

we do launch into discussions, so that is okay, but there are other 

meetings, and that is not the focus, and we don't go into a discussion about 

anything and we focus only on the action research, which might not be so 

valuable to us right now because we do not see the value as currently we 

might in the future when we apply it and our teaching is better in the long 

term, but short term, we are not seeing the value in it because we are 

struggling with the things that only a second-year teacher is struggling 

with.  

 

Ultimately, the process seemed to be taking away from more pressing responsibilities. As 

Adrianna explained, “But on a regular basis, if I could choose between doing action 

research and preparing my lessons better, then I would want to prepare my lessons better. 

Without the proper support network, like the residency program, it just seems undoable.” 
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For Adrianna, reflection appeared to be the primary component of action research, and 

she believed she could be reflective without taking on the burdens of action research. In 

some ways, she found action research’s focus on one topic to narrow her reflections:  

Reflective teaching is sort of action research. And I think that is a more 

valuable tool to have. I think that constantly thinking about what you did 

throughout the day or your actions throughout the day because that can 

impact students a lot, too, without having to focus on one thing. It can be 

valuable, but I think it is more useful to have reflective thinking and 

reflective teaching practices. 

 

  From Adrianna’s perspective, action research was a powerful tool with the 

potential to have an immediate impact on her practice; that said, she saw it as the type of 

work undertaken by more established teachers. For her, the residency program seemed to 

be giving them a tool they would not be able to use for a few more years, and that was 

difficult because they needed tools to address their current classroom struggles. 

Ultimately, since they were second-year teachers, it felt harder because, as she said, “I 

didn’t feel like a fully developed teacher yet.” She did not feel ready to generate her own 

knowledge, but wanted to lean on the perspectives of more experienced people. Prior 

research has highlighted early career teachers’ more immediate support needs, such as 

emotional support, instructional challenges, curriculum development, classroom 

management, and the transition from preservice to in-service roles (e.g., Veenman, 1984; 

Ganser, 1999; Quinn & Andrews, 2004; Beck, Kosnik & Rowsell, 2007; Marable & 

Raimondi, 2007). While it possible for action research to address these issues, Adrianna 

felt that top-down mentoring would have provided a better response. Adrianna’s 

experience raises the question of when the best time is to introduce this type of work. 

Research on teacher development (e.g., Schon, 1987; Bartell, 1990; Cochran-Smith, 
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1991; Runyan, 1991) has suggested that the principles of action research (e.g., inquiry, 

reflection, and collaboration) are foundational components of effective teachers, and 

early career professional development should embrace these strategies. That said, part of 

the struggle seemed to relate to the lack of familiarity. Research conducted by Levin and 

Rock (2003) has suggested that preservice preparation programs should embed action 

research and its principles in preservice coursework. Additional research (e.g., Ginns et 

al., 2001; Hong & Lawrence, 2011) has reported that concerns about doing action 

research can be mediated by increasing collaborative efforts between participants. 

Adrianna and her cohort members worked on separate projects, and there was no 

underlying theme. As a result, there was little ability to collaborate on a deeper level.  

 For Adrianna, it seemed like there was a focus on these long-term skills and 

benefits, but the program seemed to be overlooking the new teachers’ very real and 

pressing short-term concerns. While action research is a means to address those concerns, 

Adrianna only partially made that connection. Ultimately, Adrianna expressed concerns 

about the timing of the action research project. She firmly believed that action research is 

untenable for first-year teachers. She was certain that she could not have handled it as a 

first-year teacher. As she explained, “The more time you spend in the classroom, the less 

noise there is; there is just a greater ability to hone in on what my students are doing and 

what it means. Like during my first year, good thing it did not happen during my first 

year of teaching because a small group, making sure I could observe a small group, I did 

not have that down. My goal was ‘Can I manage the classroom?’” The priorities of a 

first-year teacher did not seem to align with the goals of action research. Adrianna also 

explained that action research is only marginally more tenable for second-year teachers. 
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For Adrianna, even the second year was slightly precarious because even though she had 

mastered many skills, she still saw herself as a work in progress: “The second year, you 

are not perfect, the management, you still need practice at it; add one more thing that you 

should perfect before you go into the third year where you are really trying to perfect 

your instruction part, when you are at that stage, that is when action research makes so 

much sense because your action research is going to focus on instruction.” Ultimately, 

Adrianna believed that it would make more sense to teach this practice during teachers’ 

third in-service year. As she described,  

I think it is a good choice to do it in the second year, and I think it might 

have made even more sense to do it in the third year. I think we would 

have our act together in terms of our classroom stuff, and we could focus 

more on the instructional part of teaching, yeah. I think having it in the 

second year did make us more stressed out about it. In the future, they 

should delay this.  

 

Adrianna reported that with another year of experience, “I’d be able to deliver that 

instruction piece and analyze my data way more effectively because I would know what 

was going on in my classroom instructionally and behaviorally.”  

 Despite her critical feedback about the meetings and the process, Adrianna 

substantially valued the process. As she saw it, she considered action research to have the 

potential to make an “immediate impact on my practice.” Other research substantiates 

Adrianna’s suggestion that participating in action research helps teachers to understand 

their role as teachers, informs their instructional practices, and supports the creation of a 

dialogue with other professionals (e.g., Ginns et al., 200; Gills & Cramer, 2003; Levin & 

Rock, 2003; Hong & Lawrence, 2011). Action research was a natural fit with her 

practice: “The fact that it was already so embedded in something that I was doing in my 
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classroom that all I had to think about was ‘How do I refine this technique?’ made it a lot 

easier to do action research. Take something that you already do in your classroom—just 

try to figure out a way to fix that, perfect that.” To some extent, Adrianna was doing 

informal action research with her assistant principal. Through this coaching, the 

development of strategies, reflection, feedback, and collaboration occurred more 

frequently and on a deeper contextual level than in the monthly meetings. Hence, 

Adrianna saw the work she was doing with her assistant principal as more valuable and 

making more of an impact. As she explained,  

The action research places a lot of individual work on you that you sit 

there and analyze, and if we want, Madeline will discuss it with us, but it 

is just you are figuring out what your kids need. As a second-year teacher, 

I am not sure what my students need completely, but having an 

experienced teacher there with me, analyzing the data, giving me 

suggestions, resources to bring the kids forward and help them out even 

more than that is what helps a lot. 

 

Because this was a practice she was already involved in, similar work did not feel as 

imposing for Adrianna as it did for some of her cohort members.  

 Adrianna also assigned value to the action research in that it encouraged her to 

consider her students’ work more reflectively. She mentioned consuming students’ work 

like she would fast food as a first-year teacher, but through action research, she thought it 

was like consuming a good meal. She found herself savoring it and looking not at the 

work and the answer on the paper, but at the reasoning that seemed to underlie that work. 

Adrianna saw inherent value in reviewing her students’ work more critically: “I think that 

no matter where I teach and who I teach, there will be tangible value to examining my 

student work in this critical way.” While Adrianna had improved her ability to look 
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critically at her students’ work, she still felt that she had much to learn. Adrianna cited 

the struggle of analyzing her students’ work in a meaningful way for her action research 

project: “But to sit down and analyze all the stuff that I am grading and analyze that data, 

oh my god, that is too overwhelming, and I don't think I could do that.”  

Other Supports 

 

 Adrianna had access to several supports from her school, her peers, and her 

residency program. She was also fortunate to extend her radius of support to her home as 

well. Prior to their own career changes, both of Adrianna’s parents and her grandmother 

worked as classroom teachers. Her family’s background in teaching enabled them to 

provide more than just emotional support but to be an additional professional sounding 

board: “Yeah, so anytime that I talk about these issues at home, they having personally 

gone through these things and they know how kids think, they know students, so that is 

something that really helps, having experienced people at home.”  

 Adrianna was also an avid user of the website Teachers Pay Teachers, from 

which one can download assignments and activities created by other educators. Adrianna 

explained that it had been an invaluable resource as she had progressed in her teaching. 

Her use of these materials from whom she called “better and more organized” instructors 

highlights her relation to a traditional teacher philosophy she adopted during her student 

teaching: “beg, borrow, and steal” when it comes to resources, lesson plans, and 

activities.  

This is Where I Leave Her 
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 While Adrianna demonstrated a great capacity for teaching and experienced a 

highly supportive teaching context, her second year of in-service teaching was to be her 

last. For Adrianna, the decision to move on was not about a lack of support or budgetary 

issues but about following her true interest. As she stated, “Teaching was not something 

that I was passionate about; it felt like something that I was good at, and I could stay 

within the science and math field while doing it.” Although she did not enter teaching 

with passion, it soon developed: “So I got into it, and I enjoyed it; I loved it, and I loved 

teaching new things to new people that did not know it before, and to see that ‘wow’ on 

their face, like, that is how things work.” She was planning to start a doctoral program in 

neuroscience at the beginning of the next year. No matter how much Adrianna excelled in 

her classroom, she never saw teaching as a permanent career. As much as she enjoyed 

teaching and excelled at it, she always saw herself in research. Teaching initially created 

an opportunity for Adrianna to remain in her field and share what she knew, but “[She] 

felt like she was teaching the same information and never getting to learn new stuff, 

incorporate new stuff.” Her exit from the classroom actually began at the end of her first 

year when she took students from Cambridge to tour a research laboratory at one of the 

local universities. Being back in that setting “sparked something in me,” she 

remembered. During her second year, she worked part-time in a neuroscience laboratory, 

slowing wading back into research. After working in the laboratory and conducting 

research again, she decided to return to graduate school.  

 Adrianna claimed she still wanted to be involved in teaching. While there is no 

teaching requirement for her program, she remained deeply interested in teaching. As she 

explained, “I want to stay in touch with that side of teaching. It is a joyful thing at the end 
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of the day when you have little kids in your life that are so passionate about these things 

once they see the impact that it can have on the world. To pass that on is really great.” 

She believed that she could continue this positive work with a new set of students at a 

different level. The advice given to Adrianna about picking a career was “that your career 

choices should not just be about your passion but something that you are also good at, so 

if you can find something that you are both passionate about and good at, that is gold.” 

Conclusions  

 

 Adrianna’s early career experiences were defined by strong support systems, 

especially at the school level. Her school setting provided a strong teacher community 

that she regularly drew on for resources. While her peer support positioned her more as a 

user of knowledge than as a generator of knowledge, her work with her assistant principal 

placed far more onus on her to develop knowledge about her practice. That said, 

Adrianna drifted far more toward technocratic ideals, as evidenced by her high praise of 

her math lead, her criticisms of the action research process and the lack of input from 

Agnes and Madeline, and her sense of a disconnect between the program’s goals for 

action research and the needs of the teachers. While she had opportunities to generate her 

own knowledge, she still seemed drawn to those whom she saw as more expert than 

herself.  
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Ayanna 

 

Teacher Biography  

 

 Before coming to the residency program, Ayanna worked both inside and outside 

of her discipline. She had most recently been working in an administrative capacity in 

medical research and clinical practice. While she did not enjoy working in the medical 

industry, she did want to put her interest in STEM to use. The residency program offered 

a way for her to learn to be a teacher and use her STEM background. What appealed to 

Ayanna about teaching was encouraging children to be excited about learning and 

science: “I'm giving these kids something that they didn't know about before. Like, 

I'm…I'm making them think about things that they've never thought of before. Um, 

everything's like brand-new information to them.” The idea of helping them navigate 

through unfamiliar territory appealed to her. Ayanna liked the idea of being there at the 

moment “the lightbulb goes off.” The residency program satisfied a number of 

requirements for Ayanna—it offered a pathway to certification, it emphasized STEM, 

and it provided a stipend to support her during her preparation. 

 Due to her reserved and introverted personality, Ayanna often struggled to 

advocate for herself. As a first- and second-year teacher, she struggled to implement 

effective practices in her classroom. She regularly spoke about difficulties in engaging 

her students, keeping up with her work, and accomplishing learning objectives. Ayanna 

was very aware of her growth needs. That said, she struggled with advocacy, an issue 

discussed more in the next chapter: “I just don’t know how to, how to advocate for 

myself, for with, like, for example, like in the current school I'm in, like, I feel like, I 

don't know, I feel like I'm not given the support that I need. Which, probably every 
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teacher feels that way. But I don't know how to advocate for myself to get that support, 

and so I don't know how to seek administration.” When her struggles at her school 

became too much and she reached out to the residency director, Agnes, it was about how 

she might go about quitting and not to obtain support from a former mentor or to seek 

advice.  

 While she knew that she needed help, she felt that seeking help carried a certain 

stigma. Part of this issue stemmed from Ayanna’s personality—“How? What do I say? 

How do I say it so I don't sound like a bitch? Or sound like whatever, and I wasn't raised 

that way. I was raised, like, children should be seen and not heard. So I don't know how 

to, like, vocalize when I wasn't raised to vocalize, and it's a shame, 'cause like…I'm an 

adult, and I still don't know those tools.” Ayanna was also concerned that asking 

questions in general was negative. She saw support needs as a sign that she was not 

professional:  

And I felt like people weren't perceiving me as a teacher, 'cause I was 

constantly asking questions; I was constantly running around like I don't 

know what I'm doing, and I was like, I was like, um…My natural, um, 

essence, is to be honest. So I was honestly shouting “Hey, I don't know 

what I'm doing; please help me.” And I was putting that vibe out, and not, 

not enough help was coming back, and I felt like what was coming back 

instead of like, “Hey girl, I'll help you.” It was like, “Girl you don't know 

what you're doing.” So that, I felt like the response I was getting was kind 

of negative, so I kind of stopped asking. 

 

She felt that questions made her look unprofessional and unintelligent: “What does that 

say, like, um…The perception, reality is perception?” In addition to struggling with self-

advocacy, Ayanna struggled to implement effective practices in her classroom. That said, 
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at the time of this data collection, she was at a school that provided almost no support for 

new teachers or teachers who were struggling.  

 Throughout her first and second year of teaching, Ayanna experienced the typical 

difficulties cited in the literature on early career teachers, such as time management, 

classroom management, and developing a curriculum (Veenman, 1984; Ganser, 1999; 

Quinn & Andrews, 2004; Beck, Kosnik & Rowsell, 2007; Marable & Raimondi, 2007). 

Ayanna had significant support needs in these areas. Support, as defined by Ayanna, is 

about actionable steps and material resources. For example, she explained, “It'll, like, a 

lot of times people say like, “Oh um, in science, students learn better with stations, so just 

do stations.” How? What? Where are the resources? How do I organize it? How do I give 

them instructions on how to do that properly? How much time do I give to each station? 

Which station do I start different students on first? Do I go with, like, kids that are, do I 

put them at this specific station first; does it matter?” In her experience, peers had given 

her some suggestions but had not taken the time to fully explain how she could 

implement these strategies. This often left her feeling deflated: “Well, you just gave you 

that idea, but you didn't give me specifications; I don't know how to execute it. And then 

when I don't do what you told me to do, I feel like a loser. But then I don't know how to 

ask for more information to do it well.” Ayanna’s expectations for support ran counter to 

experts in the field (e.g., Bartell, 1990; Darling-Hammond-McLaughlin, 1995). While 

these scholars advocate for teachers to play a more significant role in their practice and 

classroom decision-making, Ayanna was at a stage of her development where this was 

not possible.  
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 Overall, Ayanna was looking for “someone in-house.” She wanted someone at her 

building level whom she could work with on more of a daily basis. She desired someone 

she could talk to for more sustained periods and in a more personal way, not over the 

telephone, but face-to-face. She was not necessarily looking for someone to collaborate 

with, but for a mentor who could give her more direction: “And that I could like, um, 

email her my quizzes and say ‘What do you think?’ And I could, um, like for example, I 

could have someone that, like, observed me, maybe at least once a month, and I didn't get 

like, um, nebulous, um…Uh, tips like, ‘You're on the right track, but you just need to 

tweak things.’” Collaborative, inquiry-driven mentorship and experiences (e.g., Cochran-

Smith, 1991; Feiman-Nemser, 2001) were out of Ayanna’s professional reach at the time 

of the research.  

 From her perspective, mentors and more experienced peers were experts in the 

field, and as a new teacher, she could benefit from their experience and expertise. Her 

expectation for mentorship was for the mentor to share his or her knowledge with his or 

her mentees. Mentorship is not necessarily a collaborative endeavor but more top-down. 

She recounted that Agnes came to observe her at the end of her first year after she 

reached out and how helpful her post-observation comments were: “And after, she gave 

me like really concrete, specific—stand here, say this. If students are talking, don't say, 

‘Brian stop talking.’ Walk over to him and start…And continue your lesson while you're 

standing next to him, like very, very specific, do this. Step one, step two, step three. 

Instead of, um, you know, ‘You know, I feel like the students aren't responding to you. 

Why do you think that is?’” Ayanna again was willing to accept the advice of someone 

she thought knew more and had more experience than her. She echoed the idea that 
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teaching can be taught; that teaching is a series of replicable practices; and that a more 

senior teacher, such as Agnes, would know the best approach. Ayanna was willing to 

position herself as more of a user of knowledge than a generator of knowledge. At this 

point, it is unclear to the researcher if this disposition was a natural state or the result of 

her unsupportive teaching context. 

Teaching Context  

 

 During the research period, Ayanna was a seventh- and eighth-grade science 

teacher at Milton Charter School (MCS) in the northeast part of the city. The K–8 school 

serves a relatively diverse student body, including a reasonably even split between racial 

groups. Like many of the schools in the city, it serves a predominately lower-SES 

population. Milton Charter School is managed by a larger educational management 

company that runs additional charter schools in the area, including the charter school 

where Elizabeth was working. While the same organization operates their schools, their 

experiences were very different. While Ayanna was assigned to teach science, her 

classroom lacked areas to conduct laboratory experiments and real laboratory equipment. 

The space itself was very small, and it did not seem possible to move around the room 

fluidly, even for demonstrations and other activities. Ayanna had been teaching half of 

her students for two years. In some ways, this had been an advantage because it had 

allowed her to get to know some students. However, this situation had also been a 

challenge because she remained with some of the students with whom she had not been 

successful. Overall, this was a very discouraging environment and not the setting for a 

teacher who needed as much support as Ayanna. While the more senior teachers at MCS 

were reluctant to support her, she was also the only first-year teacher recruited the year 
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she began. As a result, she did not enter with any other peers at her level, and the building 

did not have any supports ready. These issues were compounded by personal struggles to 

advocate for herself and seek help.  

 Ayanna described her first year of teaching as follows: “Um, it went well, 

basically a really bad experience.” Ayanna discussed being overwhelmed as a teacher, 

especially during her first year. Ultimately, she was seeking more direct instruction on 

how to teach: “I was just, there were so many things on my plate, and I just was like 

‘Monkey see monkey do.’” The idea of taking on more responsibilities, such as 

developing her own strategies, was too much.  

 As a new teacher, Ayanna wanted to implement the more hands-on and inquiry-

driven lessons that had been part of her residency training. However, she did not always 

have the resources or guidance to apply these lessons. When Ayanna did manage to find 

resources, she struggled to find the advice she needed to implement them in her practice. 

For example, during her first year, she found FOSS Kits, a curriculum resource. While 

one of the residency mentors told her these could be a valuable resource in her classroom, 

she hesitated to use them because she did not feel that she had enough guidance: “No 

other teachers were using them, so I was like, well, if they're not using them, I have no 

one to go to, to explain it to me. I'm not gonna waste time figuring it out.” Ultimately, she 

felt “bogged down by so many things.” As a result, taking on anything else felt difficult.  

By the end of the first year, “Basically at the end, I was just at, I was just, um, going 

through motions 'cause I was gonna quit at some point anyway. So I just, uh, doing what 

I was supposed to do.”  
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 Ayanna was very soft-spoken and non-confrontational. For her, managing 

students was a challenge. These struggles to keep children engaged and listening to her 

often prompted her to feel defeated and ineffective. The lack of support and feedback that 

she received had a substantial impact on Ayanna’s teaching. When she was getting no 

help or support, she felt apathetic. She turned to simple worksheets and videos she found 

online but did not create specific lessons or activities for her students. Her classes took on 

a regimental feel: “Sit here, watch this video, do, fill out this worksheet.” Ayanna stated 

that she felt this approach was at odds with the type of teaching that she had been taught 

to do in the residency program. As much as she wanted to enact those lessons, she did not 

have the support she needed. As she described it, she just did the bare minimum.  

 Ayanna explained that she had no supports as a first-year teacher: “I had no 

books, no curriculum, no scope and sequence; no one observed me for like the first two 

months I was there. I just felt like I was just there, like, I felt like no one, no one checked 

up on me. I felt like I could teach the kids about like, um, Scientology instead of actual 

science and no one would have known. Like no one checked up on me whatsoever.” 

While many new teachers are assigned a mentor, whether formally or informally, Ayanna 

was not assigned a mentor. As she explained, her school seemed to leave her on her own. 

Ayanna claimed that her issues in her classroom were apparent but that her peers and the 

administration did not seem to care enough to step in and help her: “And it's a lot, and I, 

the thing that bothers me the most is that I know these teachers know this, or 

administration know this, but they're not doing anything to make it not the case. If they 

were blind to it, I might, ‘Okay, well they don't understand; they were never teachers, so 

they don't…’ But they all were.” 
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 This lack of support and subsequent lack of growth left Ayanna feeling very 

insecure. Overall, she felt that she was doing a poor job, and that perspective influenced 

how she thought her students saw her and reacted to her. She could not escape the feeling 

that her students and their parents were thinking of how poor a job she was doing. She 

talked about being at back-to-school night and feeling that parents and students alike 

were thinking “She doesn't know what she's doing.” And she felt the parents had to be 

thinking “And, oh my god, she's gonna teach my kid again?” 

Building-Level Supports  

 

 Induction Course. As a teacher at a non-district school, Ayanna did not have the 

chance to participate in a specific new teacher induction program or a new employee 

orientation. While some other charter schools provide some type of initial professional 

development for new teachers, MCS did not offer such an opportunity. The expectation 

was that she would come on the in-service days and begin. For Ayanna, such a program 

would have been a valuable experience: “So I kind of felt like I missed out on some 

valuable information with that. I missed that, yeah.” Ayanna completed neither her 

student teaching nor any other practicums at MCS, so she was completely new to MCS’s 

culture and community. This ultimately left her trying to understand systems and 

procedures in the school almost entirely on her own. While her school offered 

professional development a few times each month, none of these sessions dealt 

exclusively with the needs and concerns of first-year teachers.  

 Support from the Administration. While Ayanna’s classroom was right next 

door to her principal’s office, she had minimal contact with him. During her first year at 

MCS, he observed her three times. In total, there were meant to be four observations, but 
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the fourth was never successfully scheduled. As Ayanna explained, “And then when it 

was supposed to, it never got rescheduled. And then that was how the year ended.” These 

observations were not followed with specific debriefs or suggestions for changes. Often, 

Ayanna felt the feedback was unrelated to what had happened in her classroom: “I didn't 

really get real feedback. I just got, like, you're on your way, you just need to fix a few 

minor things, and we'll talk about it.” That said, those post-observation conferences never 

happened. Observations came and went without any real goals to work toward. As time 

passed and these observations and debriefs continued to yield little in terms of actionable 

feedback, the observations became other things for Ayanna to get through. As she 

described, “I was so bogged down with so many things that it was like, I can't put this as 

one more thing on my plate, to, like, chase administration around.” From Ayanna’s 

perspective, the administration seemed to not mind her trying to succeed on her own.  

 Support from Peers. Ayanna did not describe her teaching environment as very 

collegial or collaborative. In Ayanna’s experience, MCS did not possess a strong teacher 

community. Milton Charter School created a limited number of opportunities for teachers 

to collaborate, especially in terms of time. In turn, the teachers did not seem to express an 

interest in collaboration either. As Ayanna explained, “I feel like it's extremely limited, 

and like, for example, they, like, today when kids leave early, they, it’s like, you know 

the little time we do have, everybody's rushing to either grade or get out early. So, people 

are so overwhelmed with their own work that they need to do that; it really doesn't 

happen as much as it should.” Her experiences with other teachers and staff members had 

been rife with conflict; a lack of support; and, in some cases, total apathy.  
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 What was probably most troubling to Ayanna was that she felt that her struggles 

were obvious. She was doing a poor job, and everyone knew it. Although she felt it was 

clear that she needed help, her peers and the other support staff seemed to lack any 

interest in reaching out with support, whether resources or warm words. These negative 

and apathetic exchanges were captured in a few key anecdotes.   

 During Ayanna’s second year, the administration did agree that a school-based 

mentor would be appropriate. That said, the administrators did not assign her a mentor, 

but told her she needed to identify one herself. She reached out to the language arts 

teacher across the hall. From her perspective, he seemed to be successful at management, 

and he was a former school administrator, so she thought he would be an invaluable 

resource in helping her implement better procedures in her classroom to manage it more 

effectively. He ultimately declined, saying that he did not have time and did not want to 

take on the added responsibility. For Ayanna, this first rejection was disappointing, but 

the fact that several other peers also declined to be her mentor was very discouraging: 

“So it bothers me that he was asked, several other people were asked; they all said no, 

they all see me doing a shitty job, they all see me struggling with these students, they all 

see that me and these kids are arguing and mad, and I'm giving them detentions, and no 

one's helping me.” Reflecting on her experiences in the residency program, Ayanna 

spoke about the collective spirit of the group and the members’ willingness to help each 

other. In her original teaching post, this camaraderie seemed non-existent. 

 While some peers did offer to help, to Ayanna, these offers did not seem like real 

commitments and felt superficial. Additionally, she found that these peers never revisited 

the topic and never took any initiative to reach out to her. Their lack of effort and follow-
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up made their offers seem disingenuous. Other teachers made offers such as “If you ever 

need any help, please feel free to pop in.” These informal offers did not provide the 

structure that Ayanna needed as a first-year teacher: “As opposed to me being assigned a 

mentor and assigned days of the week where I'd meet with them, and days of the week 

where they observe me, and having everything scheduled as opposed to, like, oh, knock 

on my door anytime.” For Ayanna, it felt that the onus was on her to not only seek advice 

but also diagnose her own support needs. While teachers made offers, Ayanna felt that 

this open-door policy was meaningless when she could not find these teachers in her free 

time: “And I was just like, help. And I don't know when you're there, and when I go to 

your room, the lights are off 'cause you left at 4 o'clock; like, it wasn’t, like, really helpful 

at all.”  

 In some cases where Ayanna did reach out for support and enacted these 

strategies, she still experienced negative interactions with staff. Trying to address her 

issues with classroom management, she sought strategies from one of the school 

counselors. In an informal conversation, the counselor reminded her that parents are 

partners and that these issues needed to be raised with them. After a disruptive incident in 

her classroom, she did just that and contacted all the parents:  

And I was talking to one boy's mom telling her the situation that he had 

with this girl. And she's confused; she doesn't know what I'm talking 

about. I said, “Well, they're having an issue that they're dealing with, with 

the counselor.” And the woman says, “What? My son's talking to a 

counselor? What on?” And I was like, “Eh?” So then I emailed the 

counselor and I said, “I heard this was going on, and you’re supposed to 

be handling it; how are you handling it?” And then he sends me a curt 

email saying, “Next time, don't contact the parents first. Talk to me first.” 
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For Ayanna, this situation was troubling in a few ways. First, she had taken the 

counselor’s advice, but then he told her that she had done the wrong thing. Second, she 

had tried reaching out to work with a colleague and was scolded for that as well. This 

incident, like many others, “left a bad taste” in Ayanna’s mouth and made her feel that 

many of her peers did not want her as a colleague. Additionally, this incident discouraged 

Ayanna from reaching out to peers for support and advice.  

 There were times when her attempts to obtain support from peers were met with 

outright hostility. Ayanna described approaching one teacher to discuss a concern. The 

teacher responded very abruptly, “It’s not my job to run your classroom.” While Ayanna 

acknowledged that all teachers were stressed, this response seemed to illustrate a more 

significant issue of a lack of community or of a community in which she had no place. 

This and similar encounters made her stop asking for help and led to her classroom 

maintaining its lack of effectiveness. 

 Ayanna’s case highlights the pitfalls of a weak teacher community and is well-

aligned with findings regarding teacher support and professional cultures (Kardos at al., 

2001; Kardos & Johnson, 2007; Saka, Southerland, and Brooks, 2009; Williams, Prestege 

& Bedward, 2001). Like Ayanna, one of Saka, Southerland and Brook’s participants was 

also placed in a school with little to no teacher community. The research found that this 

factor was a barrier to new teachers generating and refining their instructional practices. 

Additionally, with little peer support, teachers were more reliant on teaching practices 

that served them in the moment but that were not necessarily tied to better long-term 

outcomes. In contrast, the teachers who were assigned to a school with more 

collaborative professional cultures expressed a strong sense of self-efficacy in their 
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practice and received more support. Ayanna’s case highlights these effects. She 

expressed similar concerns about her sense of self efficacy and admitted to implementing 

questionable strategies that would enable her to finish the year.  

Residency-Level Supports  

 

 Program Mentorship. Although Ayanna struggled throughout her first year at 

MCS, it was only toward the end of her first year that she reached out to the residency 

program. When she contacted Agnes, the residency coordinator, it was only to discuss 

how she might quit in the best possible way. After hearing from Ayanna, Agnes quickly 

assigned her a mentor. In informal talks with Agnes, she discussed how the program 

planned to take an “as needed” approach to supporting its residents in the field during 

their first year of teaching. This strategy was employed to avoid overwhelming the 

graduates in their first year. That said, Agnes made herself available to the recent 

graduates and checked in periodically. For Ayanna, this help was critical. Madeline, her 

mentor, came to observe her classroom twice. Additionally, it was through Madeline that 

Ayanna received the direct instruction to implement the FOSS kits that she had been 

unable to use previously. As Madeline explained, her goal was to try to help Ayanna 

narrow her focus to a handful of key issues in classroom. It was apparent to Madeline that 

Ayanna was in need of significant support, but as Madeline explained, “It is tempting to 

address the gaping holes, but I think we just needed to plug up the small one; that way, it 

would be more manageable.” As a mentor, Madeline recognized the extent to which 

Ayanna needed support but also how overwhelmed she was, and as a result, Madeline 

tailored her support accordingly. In her limited time as Ayanna’s mentor, Madeline tried 

to push Ayanna into reflective conversations in which she identified specific problems in 
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her practice. She also tried to direct her toward material resources. Ayanna credited 

Madeline for introducing her to the educational podcast The Cult of Pedagogy. After 

being introduced to the podcast, Ayanna regularly listened to it on her commute to and 

from school.  

 While Ayanna only worked with Madeline for a few weeks at the end of the first 

year, this support still mattered a great deal. Madeline was a sounding board and an 

expert in the field, but more importantly, she was a consistent support and she came to 

Ayanna. The combination of these factors represented key criteria of what Ayanna 

defined as supportive mentorship. Madeline was willing to tell Ayanna what she thought 

about her classroom. With this mentorship, Ayanna had to advocate for herself less. For 

Ayanna, the most helpful aspect of her program mentorship was that it removed some of 

the burden from her when it came to seeking support: “So before I even could say, ‘I 

need help with this,’ like, Madeline will say, ‘What are you struggling with?’ So it's 

already like the table has been set for us to talk about that, as opposed to like, oh, like, I 

guess, speaking in a table format: ‘Oh you're hungry? I gotta cook something for you 

now? Oh my god, like, what do you need?’ As opposed to being like, I have to, like, pull 

it, it's just like, the table is set for this—what do you need? Let's go there.” Ayanna 

explained that Madeline provided practical supports that helped Ayanna deal with basic 

issues in her classroom, such as procedures. Ayanna described one such problem and 

solution:  

So then I'd have like, this conga line to the bathroom, and I'm like, we're 

not doing this….I talked to her, and she was like, well, you know what, 

just make bathroom passes. Give it to them, and tell them that this is what 

they have for the month, the marking period, whatever you decide, and 

then tell them they can use it whenever they want. If they want to go five 
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times in one day, they have five passes, and if they, and that's it for the 

rest of the marking period. And then just having those clear-cut rules, and 

they have to stick to them. It like worked like a charm.  

 

This practical advice was not something that she was getting at school or from peers. 

Ayanna valued this advice because she could implement it, and it dealt with one of her 

specific needs. For Ayanna, there was tremendous benefit in talking to a mentor like 

Madeline: “Talking to her, she would come up with something. And it wouldn't work all 

the time, but at least I was given a tool to flex, to use to see if maybe it would work or 

maybe it wouldn't.” In my conversations with Madeline, she discussed her desire to 

empower Ayanna with more critical and reflective strategies but recognized that 

sometimes she need more directive strategies. Ayanna’s case highlights the need for 

varying levels of teacher learning. At this stage in her development, Ayanna was only 

ready to learn from experts.  

 Although Ayanna described the mentorship, as “hobbled together,” it was still her 

first real mentorship during her first year. Through her relationship with Madeline, 

Ayanna was able to secure much feedback. During their three weeks together at the end 

of the year, Ayanna explained how they talked at the end of each week: “I'll call her at 

the end of the day on Friday and tell her how my week was and what I did. How can I 

tweak it better? What I'm struggling with, um, just doing things, like, even being 

organized. Like how can I get even more organized? What schoolbooks can I use?”  

 Wanting to provide Ayanna with additional support and better prepare her for her 

second year, Agnes also paired her with another mentor. As Madeline explained, the goal 

was to keep Ayanna talking—to extend the conversations that she was having with 
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Madeline and Agnes during the final weeks of school. Ayanna was paired with Merriam, 

a math and science education doctoral candidate, for the summer. Ayanna claimed that 

her work with Merriam helped her to reflect more about what was happening in her 

classroom, how she felt about it, and how she might deal with these challenges and 

stressors in different ways:  

And just talking to her, my growth as a teacher was…I still don't have the 

skillset, I still don't have lesson plans, I still didn't know what I was doing, 

but just like the, um, the questions that, um, teachers need to ask in their 

head. The stance that they need to have, the fact that I go there with 

certain students, I have all of those thoughts in the back of my head so that 

things don't escalate with me and my students, and I don't take things too 

seriously. And I feel like I've grown on that level, um, from that 

mentorship, which I think is almost better than lesson plan-wise, 'cause I 

can do that anytime. 

 

Merriam’s and Madeline’s support provided Ayanna with a crucial peer social safety net. 

As she was unable to connect with the teachers at her school, these women provided 

important social support and empathy. As Ayanna explained, 

I feel like I have like a safety net. I have somewhere to go when shit 

doesn't work out. And I feel like I have support; like someone said, you 

know if it doesn’t work out, it's okay. Like you're doing great. Like you're 

doing much better than you think you are; don't worry about that. Merriam 

is very encouraging on that level. So, I feel like that encouragement helps 

me show up the next day. 

 

 As grateful as Ayanna was for the program mentorship, she did not feel that she 

was getting the support she needed. On a daily basis, Ayanna struggled with the 

curriculum, management, and the development of objectives, and she felt that the 

mentors were not helping her with this part of her teaching: “Yeah, it's not like they're 

like lifeguards; they're like swim instructors; they're like, ‘Okay, this is what we're 
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learning today,’ as opposed to like, ‘She's drowning over there; let me go help her.’” 

Ayanna’s program mentors tried to find a balance between telling her what to do and 

encouraging her to adopt a more collaborative approach. While Ayanna did express the 

desire to be given resources by the experts, she still wanted to feel empowered and as if 

she could be a force for change in her teaching: “So it's just, it doesn't feel like I'm like 

coming from a place of lack; it feels like I'm coming from a place of, like, let's work on 

this problem together.”  

 Agnes and Madeline did more than provide crucial triage during the end of 

Ayanna’s first year; they helped to enact a plan to fill the school-level gaps in supports 

that Ayanna had been seeking and not receiving. Ayanna recognized the importance of 

this program and their care for the graduates: “If I hadn't gone through this program, like, 

I would've quit last year.” For Ayanna, this support was encouraging and prompted a 

major change in her. As a second-year teacher, she explained, “I feel like now I'm trying, 

which is the first step in actually learning how to be a good teacher, and last year, I didn't 

even try. I was just so overwhelmed.” The shift between her first and second years came 

in the form of more supports but also an increased desire to be an effective teacher. In 

some ways, the lack of supports that she received resulted in a sense of apathy toward her 

work, but as a second-year teacher, she was more determined to not allow her setting to 

dictate her attitude.  

 Ayanna was highly reliant Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s construct of knowledge-

for-practice for generating knowledge about her practice. Her expectations for her 

mentoring highlight her desire for experts, such as Agnes and Madeline, to direct her 

practice. Part of what kept her listening to the podcast Madeline recommended was a 
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sense that there was another source of expertise she could draw on. One factor that makes 

Ayanna unique is that she would not necessarily derive knowledge from observing a 

more experienced teacher. Rather, Ayanna was seeking true top-down instruction. Being 

inclined toward either knowledge in-practice, which entails observation and reflection on 

the work of more experienced teachers, or knowledge-of-practice, in which one generates 

knowledge independently, would require a greater sense of efficacy and autonomy. 

During the research period, Ayanna did not truly possess either of these traits.  

 Action Research. Overall, the action research was not something that Ayanna 

was prepared to do. As result of her stunted development throughout her first year and 

her lack of support in school, she struggled to demonstrate those first-year competencies 

that some of her peers had mastered. As she explained, “They were making omelets, and 

I’m still trying to figure out how to crack the eggs.” The action research meetings had 

both advantages and disadvantages for Ayanna. In some ways, they were a means to hear 

about the different approaches that her cohort members were implementing in their 

classrooms. They were also a way for her to experience a real teacher community, 

especially since she did not have access to this on a regular basis. At the same time, these 

meetings also highlighted her struggles each day at her school:  

I feel like again, because of the way I'm feeling about my experience, it 

kind of makes me not want to go to them 'cause I feel like all these other 

teachers are at these great schools, and they're learning so much, and I'm 

like, “Oh no, that's not the same experience I'm having,” so it kind of, um, 

makes me not want to be there. I don't have anything positive, or I should 

have something positive to say, but I'm blinded by how much I'm 

overwhelmed that I don't say anything positive, and I feel like I become 

like my, I feel like my role at UUTR is Debbie Downer. And I don't like 

that role. So it makes me kind of avoid going to certain things, even 

though I do see the value in the meetings; it's more so, my experience, my 

interaction with it as opposed to what it actually is. 
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Ayanna’s negative experiences at school in some way prohibited her from experiencing a 

better teacher community in other spaces.  

 Ayanna cited the value of action research as a way to critically examine her 

practice and make improvements based on her classroom-level data. She understood it as 

a pathway toward better instruction. That said, she saw a disconnect between her 

program’s goal and her present situation: “But I just feel like stage-wise, I'm not there 

yet; I feel like I need to have my classroom more organized before I start doing, like, 

research things.” For Ayanna, her first year lacked so much growth and support that she 

struggled to build a foundation to start thinking more critically about her practice. 

Ayanna did not disparage the action research as a form of support but found that it was 

not addressing her more immediate and pressing concerns.  

 

If everything went the way it should have last year, like, I'd be totally fine 

doing action research this year, but I'm still getting organized, making sure 

I don't lose quizzes and all that stuff. And then I'm like, “Oh now I have to 

do this action research,” and I'm still trying to make sure I grade things on 

time and get them back to the kids within a decent amount of time before 

they've forgotten all about it. 

 

Her evaluation of this process returned to her current needs:  

My mind is in the zone of “How do I get them to follow directions? How 

do I keep the classroom quiet so that everybody has access to the 

information and a chance to learn?” Again, how do I talk to parents? How 

do I get them on my side? How do I get a kid to, like, I just look at them, 

and they know, okay, she's gonna call my mom so that they chill out. 
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Even as a second-year teacher, Ayanna still struggled to implement procedures and to 

manage her classroom. The idea of focusing on her instruction felt overwhelming and 

irrelevant: “I can reflect on these things, but at the same time, I need actionable steps 

because I am going back into my classroom tomorrow.” While she saw value in the 

action research, it did not match her present needs: “I feel like thinking-wise I'm not even 

there yet. Maybe in a couple years from now, but right now, no. Yeah.” This kind of 

work and thinking is out of reach for less experienced teachers.  

 While action research is a good goal and an effective practice, Ayanna was 

concerned that the program was treating it as a generic strategy for all its residents. As 

she explained,  

And then you have different people at different sites, so each sight gets a 

different amount of support. So, for example, the people at one school 

maybe they have a better rapport with their vice principal and they're 

being observed, let's say, once a month or something like that. So the 

support that I might need, they don't need. So if we're having a 

conversation, or PD about whatever, they're like, “Oh, well we learned 

that at our school already, so I don't know.” The need might not be there 

for some as it is for others. So I don't know how they would frame it so 

that everybody shows up and everybody gets something out of it. 

 

What Ayanna wanted these meetings to be was more practice time, but perhaps practice 

with more context. She wanted space to reflect on their current practice and develop 

strategies—a training space. When it came to actually doing the work, she explained that 

her heart was not really in it: “I'm barely, honestly, I'm barely doing it. Like, it's just a lot 

of work to do, and every time I get, I refuse to devote it to that so I'm just, like, honestly 

like half-ass doing it.” Ayanna’s criticism about full implementation appeared in the 

other cases as well. Like some of her fellow cohort members, Ayanna’s impression of 
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action research was less fluid then Madeline had intended. For Madeline, action research 

and its associated parts and principles can be incorporated in part or more holistically. In 

the monthly meetings, Madeline was modeling not only how to conduct action research 

but also how to use reflection as part of one’s practice. As Madeline explained,  

Action research is not a single skill, but a skillset; yes, you can look at 

your student work as part of a larger research project, but you can also 

look at it on a daily basis and consider what this work says about what a 

student is thinking, understanding in the moment. How is this evidence of 

how I might improve moving forward?  

  

Under Ayanna’s conception, action research is a structured process that requires each 

step (e.g., question formation, literature review, study design, and data collection) to be 

carried out; however, the residency program was more open to the residents engaging in 

this work at different levels. Ultimately, the only requirement Madeline had in mind was 

that the residents try to think critically about their practice and use evidence regarding 

their students’ work to make decisions about their practice.  

Other Supports 

 

 In the middle of Ayanna’s first year, she was asked to co-plan a field trip with 

another seventh-grade teacher. While driving to a planning meeting, the other teacher 

talked to Ayanna about supports she leaned on outside of MCS, and she had found some 

success with online new teacher groups, such as the Badass Teacher Association. It was 

through this conversation that Ayanna first started searching social media for teacher-

specific-groups. Ayanna quickly joined three Facebook groups designed for new and 

early career teachers. These groups created a sounding board for Ayanna, a place where 

she could ask questions and talk to other teachers. These groups filled an essential void in 
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Ayanna’s professional life. During both her first and second years, she struggled to fit 

into the teacher community at MCS. Through these groups, however, she felt accepted. 

These groups created a space for her to read about and connect with other teachers: “Just 

reading other new teacher questions and, um…Other, like, the veteran teachers have been 

answering the questions, or veteran teachers just randomly post a lesson…And, I just 

went, ‘Oh, that's a great lesson, I'm gonna use that, too.’ And that's really, like, saved my 

life on one front.” While Ayanna was relatively introverted, she found herself reaching 

out to others in these online groups: “I have even posted any questions.” This represented 

a large step for Ayanna—reaching out when in need. This support had been helpful in 

providing not only resources but also a judgement-free space to hear from other teachers 

and ask questions. This environment ran counter to her experience at MCS.  

This Is Where I Leave Her 

 

 At the end of Ayanna’s second year, her relationship with MCS came to a 

premature end. After an incident during which the principal determined that she was 

insubordinate, he dismissed her and asked her not to return to the building, including for 

eighth-grade graduation. While her contract had already not been renewed, this was yet 

another incident that demonstrated her total lack of support at MCS.  

 Ayanna officially began looking for a job after spring break. She decided to limit 

her job search to the local school district. In pursuit of this new pathway, Agnes, her 

residency director, was very helpful in suggesting schools that would be better for her 

moving forward and giving her insight into what she knew about certain schools. She 

attended various recruitment events and interviewed at several schools. When picking 

another school, Ayanna made it clear that there were certain elements that she was 
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seeking: a strong teacher community and a supportive principal. As she explained, “I'm 

not dealing with another principal that cannot communicate; education is all about 

communication.”  

 Her third interview, that with a K–8 school in the district, seemed to yield the best 

potential fit. In her interview, Ayanna immediately sensed a rapport with the principal, 

and she mentioned that the interview lasted for well over an hour. In that meeting, she 

could see that this school would be a suitable fit based on her conversation with the 

principal:  

That's more than I ever talked to my principal in the past two years. So she 

was really cool, and then I said everything they told me not to say in an 

interview, I did say. Like I said, “I need a lot of support.” And she was 

like, “Oh, well, great because I want someone that's willing to learn. That's 

one of the major things why I brought you into this interview in the first 

place 'cause at the meeting you said you wanted to switch to district 

because the district has a lot of opportunities to do so, and I really like 

you.” And I was like, “Oh, well, okay.” 

 

In addition to the positive interview she had with the principal, her new leader also 

started pointing her to resources right away: “When I told the new principal at this 

school, ‘Oh, I need a lot of support,’ she was like, ‘Great.’ And she's like, ‘There's gonna 

be a math workshop in two or three weeks; you need to sign up for it.’”  

 Ayanna also expected to benefit from a smaller class size at her new school—in 

her position at MCS, she was responsible for over 140 seventh and eighth graders, while 

in her new position, she expected to be responsible for about 60 students. In her new 

position, she had agreed be teach math to fifth-grade students, and in some ways, Ayanna 

could lose some stability by taking the new position due to the switch to teaching both 
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younger students and a new subject. Since math is a tested subject, she felt confident that 

she would have access to more curriculum resources. Additionally, “because math is 

math,” she believed that the students would take the subject more seriously. Her new 

school also planned to pair her with a grade partner, with whom she expected to work 

closely to plan and manage her students. Ayanna was especially excited about her grade 

partner for two reasons; first, she anticipated a more permanent, built-in source of 

support. Second, the woman she had been assigned to work with had been teaching in the 

district for over a decade. Hence, Ayanna hoped she would be a wealth of information. 

Ayanna and I discussed some of the supports that would be available to her when she 

started working in the district, such as the new teacher induction programming and the 

new teacher coach. She expressed excitement about these resources; she was excited that 

they were required and not something one must request. Moving forward, she was 

determined to draw on these supports and improve her teaching.  

Conclusions  

 

 Ayanna’s relationship to knowledge about practice was complicated. It is unclear 

whether she truly saw herself as either a user or generator of knowledge about practice. 

This definition is complicated by the lack of support she experienced as a first-year 

teacher. By the time she was finally receiving consistent support from residency program 

mentors, she felt very behind. For Ayanna, her fellow cohort members seemed to be in a 

better position than her to enact action research in their classrooms. As she was still 

developing procedures and simply struggling to manage her classroom, the task of 

critically examining her work seemed too disconnected from her practice. As a result, she 

was more comfortable using knowledge created by her mentors and other experts. When 
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she sought support, it was the strategies and resources that were vetted by these experts 

that she valued most. Ayanna’s case remains complicated because of the support deficit 

that was created as a result of her school and her own struggles to advocate for herself. 

Had she had access to more support, she may have been more prepared to take on the 

action research and generate her own knowledge about her classroom.  
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Robert 

 

Teacher Biography  

 

 Robert was very affable. This showed in his teaching and his relationships with 

his co-workers and cohort members. While in some ways he represented the prototypical 

teacher—bad jokes and funny ties—he had entered the classroom as a career-changer. 

After earning his degree in engineering from a large research institution, Robert worked 

for a private construction company for about a year. Ultimately, he was not interested in 

continuing in his engineering career, as he found it isolating and lacking in social utility. 

He wanted work that would allow him to interact more with people. As he explained, “I 

might like getting in front of people and interacting with kids more.” Robert’s job was 

not a fit for his personality: “When I was—came back and worked as a civil engineer, I 

didn't really get enough people time. I really like people time a lot more than I was 

getting basically. I was sitting in front of a computer most of the day, not actually helping 

anybody.”  

 Even more than his extroverted personality, Robert was a natural helper. Before 

starting his work as an engineer, he was a missionary. At heart, he felt that he should be 

serving people. Robert reported being active in his religious community and had 

completed missionary trips, including one to [country name]. It was during this 

missionary work that he first experienced teaching: “I had a chance to see—work 

teaching other people while doing my work at the same time, just trying to train, train the 

local government and use the jobs that I had to that it would be more sustainable that 
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way. And, um, basically that was the first teaching experience I really got to do, like, 

teaching. I really enjoyed it.”  

 The combination of his personality and his experience as a missionary motivated 

him to enter the classroom. Additionally, Robert was also driven by a sense of social 

utility:  

I knew [city name] has a rough time with science and math teachers not 

having good ones or just enough good ones or enough qualified teachers, 

period, for that. And I really wanted to do that and was, like, a part of my 

mission. I was a missionary for wanting to help people develop in their 

full capability for whatever they want to do. I felt like kids in [city name] 

didn't necessarily get that, so I wanted to do that. 

For Robert, entering the classroom was about correcting an imbalance and about 

educational justice. As he reported,  

I think part of it is, like, injustice. And I wanted to see justice for [city 

name] children and youth that, uh, really suffer in their education 

sometimes or just in general. I think it's just a general suffering of those 

youth because of the lack of resources or just in general. There's so many 

different problems that, that face and challenge youth, especially in [city 

name] where they don't have as many resources or as many supports. 

 

While Robert was interested in serving in any number of underserved communities, he 

felt drawn to [city name] because he had been part of that system. Before attending 

college, he had attended two of the best schools in the city, so for Robert, teaching in the 

city afforded him the chance to give back to a system he had been part of. Robert chose 

UU’s residency program partially based on its partnership with [city name]. While 

Robert’s interest in becoming a teacher had been growing for some time, it was not until 

he found the residency program that he first genuinely considering transitioning into the 

classroom. In retrospect, there were other influences, such as his wife and mother, both 
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teachers themselves. The residency program offered Robert several benefits, including 

the stipend and the condensed program. While the city offered multiple residency 

programs, UU was the most affordable. Robert needed financial support and wanted to 

enter the classroom quickly, but also as prepared as he could be. Robert was also 

influenced to join the residency program after his interview day, when he met Adrianna, 

who would become his closest friend during the residency program and his grade partner 

during their first year of teaching. As Robert explained, “I liked her right away and felt 

like we could work well together.” Finally, the residency program was sponsored by the 

same program from which his mother had earned her credentials, so he felt that he would 

receive solid training. As he explained, “Urban University was appealing because they 

have a lot of street credit [city name] for, for preparing teachers.” 

Teaching Context  

 

 During the research period, Robert taught seventh-grade science at Cambridge 

Middle School, a neighborhood school in the northeast part of the city. The school is 

large, with over 1,200 students, who largely identify as lower SES. That said, most 

students are white, and black students comprise a small portion of the student population. 

Additionally, at the time of the research, the school had a growing ELL population. 

While Robert appreciated the diversity of his students, the language barriers presented a 

challenge for him. Despite these challenges, Robert felt that he had established positive 

relationships with his students. Robert described his students as highly motivated and 

performing well academically. Robert discussed how much he liked teaching at his 

school. He perceived his students as engaged and highly motivated:  
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It's a school where I feel like I'm actually teaching content every day, and 

my students, for the most part, are prepared for class. Like, I'd say 80% of 

my class is prepared for class on a given day. And they’re, they're tracking 

with what's, what's happening in the classroom, and generally they just fit 

in and, uh, learning, they're learning. 

 

 Cambridge had given Robert additional opportunities to become involved in 

projects such as robotics and coaching, which had given him chances to get to know his 

students better and in another context. His school had also been supportive in helping him 

learn about new educational technologies that would improve his instruction, such as 

clickers. Robert was also grateful to be in an environment in which both students and 

teachers had a voice:  

They're looking at that, they're trying to empower the students to kind of 

have a lot more say in the classroom or at least have a lot more, uh, what 

would you call it…like, recourse if they feel like they're not being treated 

fairly or if they're, they feel like they're not being set ahead. Then they, 

they kind of, they get heard for that instead of just kind of pushed down 

and pushed into a box. 

 

While he acknowledged the presence of “some seasoned teachers, who are not willing to 

change,” overall he “appreciated the openness of the staff to change, even though maybe 

some of the teachers at my school are, are very seasoned teachers that did not like that 

change very much. They kind of managed that well.”  

 Robert described himself as being overwhelmed as a first-year teacher, as most 

first-year instructors do. The cause was both the administrative work of being a teacher, 

such as following up with parents and grading, and the planning: “Just lesson plans 

would take me about eight hours on the weekend, and I would always save it till the 

weekend. And on top of that, all the grading just, I always felt like I was behind. And, uh, 
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not, not very far ahead in terms of my schedule. So, it left me wondering how, how, uh, 

how well I covered everything. But at the moment it was more like survival, which I 

think is pretty normal for the first year.” Robert discussed different areas in which he 

wanted to be supported and in which he needed supports. In line with the nature of his 

diverse school, he had many diverse learners, and he felt truly concerned about meeting 

the needs of these students. Robert also wanted to improve his communication with 

parents; in some ways, this was addressed by his school’s adoption of Classroom Dojo, 

an online student community where teachers can post grades, assignments, and feedback. 

This is an interesting resource because it did not draw on Robert’s specific needs, but was 

a general mechanism. By far, Robert’s most pressing concern was the curriculum. 

Interestingly, when Robert evaluated his sources of support, he kept returning to this 

issue of resources because ultimately Robert’s concerns kept coming back to how does he 

teach science well, what should he be teaching?  Resources were integral to answering 

that question.  

 Robert was fortunate to be in a school setting that had addressed several concerns 

through positive peer relationships, the teacher community, and active coaching. Robert 

had had a very pleasant and supportive experience at Cambridge. The level of support 

with which he was provided at Cambridge was a surprise for him. As he described, 

“Being a first-year teacher at Cambridge was a delight. I really feel like, uh, it did not 

match expectations in all the best ways possible. I had a lot of wonderful support from 

the administration and from my other teachers. And, uh, I learned a lot of lessons in a…a 

not overwhelming way. So I feel like my first year was not what I expected.”  
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 Overall, Robert was pleased with Cambridge and wanted to stay there. However, 

as positive as his experience had been at Cambridge, Robert felt a slight disconnect 

between where he was teaching and his motivation for entering the classroom. Robert 

was motivated by a sense of mission and a desire to create social justice in education. 

That said, he felt that his placement at Cambridge did not fit into his goals. As he 

explained, “And in my worst day, I still know that's not even close to a normal day, even, 

for most teachers around the city, and that's still my thinking. I felt guilty coming here, 

and I initially wanted to go to a school that was more needy.” Many teachers had told him 

that he could always transfer to a needier school later in his career and offered the 

following suggestion: “Cut your teeth; learn how to teach first. You can always go to 

another school after that.”  

District-Level Supports 

 

 Induction Course. As a new teacher in [city name], Robert completed the new 

teacher induction program with his school district. Overall, Robert had a negative 

experience in this program. He described it as “painstaking.” As he said, “I really did. It 

felt like, it felt like such a waste of time to me…I felt like I had time that I, I needed to 

commit to something that wasn't useful to me in particular because I felt like I was 

proficient in terms of where I was, where I was growing at that time.” Among the 

program documents that were collected for analysis were the portfolio assignments. As 

described in the induction program description earlier in this chapter, each participant 

was required to submit 10 portfolio assignments. For Robert, some of these assignments 

felt redundant. The first two assignments involved developing a seating chart and a 

classroom procedure. For the latter assignment, the participants were provided with a 
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graphic organizer, in which they provided a description, rationale, and explanation for 

how they had taught this procedure to their students. For Robert, this assignment felt like 

a waste of time for several reasons. First, it seemed to cover what he had learned in his 

preparation program and with his cooperating teacher. Additionally, school had been in 

session for over a month by the time he was given this assignment. For Robert, even if 

this had been something he needed, it was too little, too late. Again, Robert did not feel as 

if these assignments were pushing his thinking or practice forward so much as “checking 

off boxes.” Had his preservice preparation been less effective and comprehensive, these 

activities might have proved more useful, but for someone coming from a highly 

structured program such as UUTR, this was repetitive. Consistent with findings in the 

literature (Algozzine et al., 2007), Robert’s negative assessment of this support was 

related to the lack of relevance to his own needs and classroom. Algozzine et al.’s (2007) 

findings highlight teachers’ desire for supports that are more personal and address their 

classrooms, rather than broad professional development.  

 The document analysis revealed that some induction material contained low-level 

basic concepts in teaching, such as defining rules and procedures. Additional materials 

included information on classroom organizational systems. For Robert, these did not 

introduce him to anything that he was not already familiar with due to his residency year 

(student teaching). In addition to repeating topics covered in his preservice preparation, 

these were also concerns that he and his school-based coach were regularly working on as 

well, which added to the feeling of redundancy. Robert explained: “And…I felt forced to, 

to…re-do things I was already doing in my classroom and putting into the format that 

they were accepting in order to, uh, check off boxes, basically.”  
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 In another assignment, teachers were asked to reflect on their differentiation. The 

portfolio description read, “Select a lesson where you provide students with multiple 

pathways to demonstrate mastery of the objective. Write a reflection explaining what you 

considered when developing the different options and how it impacted what you learned 

about your students’ mastery of the objective.” While this assignment had more meaning 

for Robert than making a seating chart, it still felt limiting. Robert appreciated the 

opportunity to reflect, but he would have preferred the opportunity to work with the 

induction coordinator or even his fellow cohort members on developing strategies for 

differentiating instruction. This was ultimately an empty learning opportunity because 

Robert believed knowledge is best constructed through collaboration. This was a 

common theme with the portfolio assignments. Another assignment asked the teachers to 

reflect on how they had incorporated accommodations into their lesson plans. The 

portfolio description reads as follows: “Upload a student document (IEP at a Glance, 

ESOL document, GIEP, or 504 plan) that you used to inform your lesson planning and 

the lesson plan itself.” For Robert, this was not helping him. He could reflect on his own; 

what he needed was to work with a more experienced teacher and collaborate on how he 

might develop these accommodations. By simply reflecting on what he had already done, 

he was not gaining anything practical. By simply reflecting, Robert did not feel that he 

was generating knowledge.  

 Overall, the creation of these artifacts felt disingenuous. While he was expected to 

develop these artifacts and write reflections on their use and effectiveness in his 

classroom, he received almost no feedback. For Robert, this was the most frustrating part: 

“I had to write it out in assignment form for somebody that checked it and gave me no 
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feedback.” As Robert acknowledged, the induction coordinators were experienced 

educators, and he believed that they possessed invaluable knowledge about practice; 

however, by failing to provide him with any specific feedback, they did not allow him to 

tap into that source of knowledge. Third and finally, Robert felt the space did not 

encourage collaboration. As he said, “It felt like we were all independent contractors, and 

yes, we are inside our classrooms, but I still feel like we would have worked together 

more on stuff and drawn from what each other were doing.” The lack of feedback and 

collaboration highlighted Robert’s understanding of how teachers develop knowledge 

about practice. Robert stated that knowledge is created through collaboration, whether 

among peers or between novices and experts. For Robert, knowledge is not simply passed 

down but generated through collaboration. While opportunities were created for Robert to 

reflect on the expert knowledge discussed in the different sessions, there were inadequate 

opportunities for reflective dialogue between the facilitators and teachers. Additionally, 

there was almost no feedback on the portfolio assignments unless requirements were 

missing. This extensive dialogue is a key component of more advanced stages of teacher 

learning (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2001; 2009). Without it, knowledge is static, and 

teachers are forced to simply consume it rather than process it.  

 The actual sessions were also frustrating for Robert. The sessions did not feel like 

a collaborative meeting place where he did any real reflection on his teaching, nor did he 

receive any resources that could have improved his practice. While he was in a room with 

other teachers, he did not feel that they shared constructive conversations: “And the 

actual sessions where I was in there with people, it was just basically them fucking up. 

And it just, like the podium would go to whoever wanted to talk the most about how they 
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do it all right.” Robert’s expectation was that induction would be an opportunity for both 

novices and experts to come together and share their experiences. Ultimately, it felt more 

like a series of monologues about teachers’ work rather than a robust dialogue. As a new 

teacher, Robert felt overwhelmed, and having to spend three hours there at night and 

come away with nothing added to his frustration. What is more, the sessions did not feel 

like a reflective meeting place where people were open about their teaching, their needs, 

and gaps in knowledge: “It was really frustrating to have to like, every now and then, 

have to leave whatever else I was doing for a couple of hours at night too, to go and just 

kind of listen to people telling me how they know how to teach.” For Robert, these 

sessions could have been valuable if they had created a more collaborative space where 

people could share knowledge and resources.  

 For Robert, these sessions felt like a missed opportunity overall. As he explained, 

“It was like I just need somebody that actually gives me some notes on what I'm doing in 

the classroom. I was trying to get my curriculum together. It would've been nice to have, 

like, science supports or be in a classroom with all science teachers.” Instead of a 

collaborative space and a content-specific group, Robert got a recapitulation of preservice 

teaching. As he acknowledged, this might have been helpful for people who did not have 

support at their school or who did not attend as rigorous a program as he did, but for him, 

it was a waste of his time. As he described, “But overall it just felt like it was, it was 

unnecessary, an unnecessary burden that didn't produce anything for anybody.” For 

Robert, supports are meant to be collaborative; teachers should be in learning 

communities. Even if instructors are in different settings and not teaching somewhat 

different topics, there is still knowledge to be mined.   
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 New Teacher Coach. In his first year, Robert, along with most first-year teachers 

in the school district, was assigned a new teacher coach. Robert had a very intermittent 

relationship with his coach. Typically, his coach only visited about once a month. Robert 

characterized their relationship as very informal. While his coach sometimes visited for 

an informal observation, there was very little debriefing or formal feedback. There were 

few times when he actually received feedback, but often his coached simply told him 

how well he was doing: “There was maybe one where he, he gave me advice on, on, like, 

questioning strategies. But for the most part, it was just kind of informal observation, 

informal, uh, feedback. Most of the time, it was like, ‘Oh, you're awesome. You don't 

even need anything from me’ So whatever.” On the rare occasions when Robert did see 

his coach and they did discuss his practice, Robert described it as “generic.” The 

suggestions did not feel specific to his practice as much as they seemed like a canned 

strategy that he suggested to all his mentees. For example, his coach suggested the use of 

classroom jobs, in which students are assigned different tasks in the classroom as an 

innovative management strategy. As the year progressed, Robert observed this practice in 

multiple classrooms with different levels of success. Similar to his experiences with 

induction, it felt disconnected from his practice and “felt like a check in a box: Need a 

management procedure, then do classroom jobs; need a participation strategy, then use 

popsicle sticks with their names on it.” The assumption was that the strategies were 

universal, but “they don’t get that some students, some classrooms, are Teflon.” Robert 

explained that many of their conversations were about the struggles other teachers were 

having but not the issues he was having. While this relationship did not provide Robert 

with real support for his classroom, this was not a major problem because of the support 
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he was getting from his assistant principal was more than enough. Had he been in a 

different situation, he might have felt differently. Robert’s coach felt confident leaving 

him alone because he had taught at the school previously and knew the kinds of support 

that Robert was already receiving. The coach’s attitude reflects lower-level frameworks 

for teacher learning. Because Robert’s classroom was fairly well-managed, the coach did 

not have much to offer him. The expectation from the coach was that as a new teacher, 

Robert would be struggling and that there would be specific things the coach could 

identity and recommend a strategy for, as he did with the classroom jobs. The coach 

exercised the belief that teachers learn by accepting knowledge from experts, through a 

process of knowledge-for-practice (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2001; 2009). The 

coach assumed he had practical strategies to pass to Robert, but when Robert did not 

specifically need those, the relationship was unnecessary. The coach missed a critical 

opportunity to engage with Robert in more nuanced ways about his practice.  

 Professional Development. Robert expressed interest in attending professional 

development but was limited in terms of transportation. Overall, there were not enough 

opportunities in his area of the city. Events such as Tune Up Tuesday, which was held at 

the district office, were hard for him to attend.  

School-Based Supports  

 

 New Teacher Orientation. While Robert did not feel that he got adequate 

support from the new teacher induction at the district level, he was very satisfied with the 

support he received at the building level. Prior to the beginning of the year, Robert and 

the other first-year teachers came to the building early and were introduced to the 

teaching staff, as well as the entire administration. As Robert explained, “Orientation was 
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kind of, that, you know what, orientation was nice because it was from a teacher that 

really kind of had it more together than us all new teachers. So it was more kind of 

collaborative and not, like, uh, presuming.” Through this orientation, Robert gained 

important institutional knowledge about Cambridge’s school-based practices and 

procedures. Robert felt that this orientation also succeeded at not only helping him to 

navigate school systems, but also welcoming him to the Cambridge teacher community:  

I was reached out to and knew immediately from the staff that they wanted 

me and…they did a good job of kind of locking me up to be a part of that 

school. In communicating with them all during that time and before the year 

was out, they brought me in with the other new hires to give me an 

orientation that they wanted to do. Took me around the building, got…[to] 

meet everybody. 

  

 Additionally, as part of this orientation, current teachers in the building helped 

Robert and other first-year teachers set up their rooms. These more experienced teachers 

not only told Robert how he should decorate the room but also provided him with materials. 

As a result, Robert felt well-prepared to start his first year of teaching. Overall, the new 

teacher orientation left Robert with the feeling that “I had my head wrapped around the, 

uh, I guess, more of the, like, a physical plan of the building and my, my room and all that 

kind of stuff.” As a new teacher, Robert appreciated having one less issue to worry about. 

Cambridge possessed a very positive professional culture. While some new teachers 

expressed concerns that their school was not aligned with the needs of new teachers 

(Kardos et al., 2001; Kardos & Johnson, 2007; Saka, Southerland & Brooks; Williams, 

Prestege & Bedward, 2001), this was not the case for Robert. The professional culture at 

Cambridge encouraged collaboration, and more experienced teachers worked closely with 

new teachers such as Robert.  
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 School-Based Coach. As a first- and second-year teacher, Robert worked with 

his assistant principal, who served as his instructional coach. His assistant principal was a 

regular fixture in his classroom—observing at least once a week and engaging in weekly 

debriefs. Throughout their two-year relationship, they worked on various subjects, from 

developing management procedures to designing educational assessments. When Robert 

was a first-year teacher, they focused on management and developing procedures, 

whereas when Robert was a second-year teacher, their focused shifted to better 

instructional practices. Robert’s assistant principal was an effective mentor for a number 

of reasons. First and foremost, he was able to address Robert’s short-term and long-term 

development needs (e.g., Gardner, 2012). Second, he engaged Robert in more 

sophisticated levels of teacher learning. During Robert’s first year, his assistant principal 

could have easily simply provided him with resources, but in their work together, they 

fostered dialogue and reflective conversations in which Robert was a more active player 

in the development of strategies to address problems in his practice.  

 The coaching Robert received from his assistant principal did not remain stagnant 

but continued to focus on developing Robert’s instructional skillset. Robert explained the 

differences between his first- and second-year supports:  

It went from classroom management through instructional tidbits of best 

practices basically teach like a champion 2.0. Whereas this year, we didn't 

go through any of that at all. It was more focused on instruction and 

setting up better assessments of performance-based, and projects that were 

appropriate and digging deep into concepts and figuring out what to toss 

and not get just down rabbit holes.  

 

 During Robert’s second year, their regular observations and debriefs continued. In 

these debriefs, his coach did not necessarily just give him suggestions but asked a series 
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of questions aimed at better understanding Robert’s decisions and outcomes. In these 

debriefs, his coach encouraged Robert to actively ask questions and reflect on his 

decisions and the outcomes. As Robert explained, the debrief was not a one-way flow of 

information, but a space for them to process what happened together. As collaborative 

and reflective as these debriefs could be, there were times where they felt more generic. 

As Robert explained, part of the goal was to prepare him for formal observations: “And 

eventually, when it came to observations, he would help me out with formal 

understanding what the Danielson, uh, framework was again, working through it to make 

sure I knew exactly what I was gonna be observed on.” In some ways, Robert felt that 

this coaching was helping him to improve his practice, while there were other times that 

it felt as if his coach was making sure that he was checking the right boxes, rehearsing 

him for his observation, and not more deeply examining his practice.  

 While Robert’s relationship with his coach was very collaborative during their 

first year together, his coach still regularly supplied him with readymade and canned 

strategies. As a new teacher, Robert was very grateful for these sources and content to 

draw on these readymade strategies. As a first-year teacher, Robert was especially willing 

to accept canned strategies when addressing his classroom management needs. While 

Robert’s coach encouraged collaboration and reflection, he also recognized the more 

immediate needs of new teachers and struck a balance. Robert placed a significant 

amount of value on the work he did with his coach. Part of that stemmed from the highly 

contextual nature of the support. During Robert’s second year, Robert and his coach 

placed even more emphasis on developing context-specific strategies. Robert’s coach 

regularly drew on research and other experts when helping to develop strategies; 
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however, Robert explained that while they were drawing on this research, his coach 

engaged him in deeper conversations about how these supports would work in his 

specific classroom and how they would and would not best meet the needs of his 

students.  

 Through their collaboration and ongoing dialogue, Robert’s assistant principal 

engaged him in higher levels of teacher learning, in which Robert was an active 

participant in the generation of knowledge about his practice.  

Residency-Level Supports 

 

 Support for Cohort Members. Robert primarily received support from his 

residency program in two ways: first, his relationship with his co-resident Adrianna, who 

also belonged to the science team at Cambridge; second, his work on his action research 

project. Being at Cambridge provided Robert with more than an adequate level of 

support, and as a result, he did not draw much support from his residency program. That 

said, like many other residents, he saw it as a source on which he could draw at any time: 

“On the drop of a dime, I can get, get, uh, feedback from Agnes or Madeline, who are 

both highly skilled science instructors and know a lot about, uh, about, uh, instruction in 

the science, question and questioning techniques and all that kind of stuff.” 

 During Robert’s first year, he continued to work closely with Adrianna, a co-

resident and another first-year teacher at Cambridge. While they were not officially grade 

partners, they were both assigned to work on the seventh-grade science team. This setup 

allowed them to maintain their relationship and to collaborate regularly. For Robert, 

Adrianna was also a sounding board. He explained that the two often spoke about their 
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teaching goals and their students. These conversations were “reflective,” as Robert 

described them. When he was a first-year teacher, Robert frequently collaborated with 

Adrianna; however, after she switched to exclusively teaching math, their relationship 

waned, and they collaborated less. During the residency program, his cohort members 

were an important source of support: “And I think having each other as a resource instead 

of feeling very stressed out, wondering, or just trying to figure it out on my own. It was 

nice for me.” Robert described himself as being close with his fellow residents, and 

Adrianna especially, during the residency. As a resident, Robert was placed at the same 

student teaching site as two other residents and then took classes with them in the 

evening. Robert felt that they “supported themselves at work and in their studies well.” 

As positive as these relationships were during the program, these links faded when they 

started teaching. Even with Adrianna, when she stopped teaching science, their contact 

dropped significantly.  

 Action Research. When asked to evaluate the monthly meetings, Robert 

struggled to offer a definitive evaluation. On the one hand, there were various benefits. 

Participating in these meetings had pushed Robert to think more about his practice and 

what he was doing in the classroom with his students. As he explained, “You know, 

during our check-ins, I’d talk about my students, and it was helpful to hear myself saying 

these things, um, it felt like I had to be conscious of what I was doing, um, 'cause people 

could hear me.” The meetings, for Robert, provided a human connection to other 

teachers, and he found it interesting to hear about their struggles and practices. He 

reported that it was “kind of helpful that, to know that everybody kind of has, has 

different needs as a teacher and makes me feel a little bit more human.” These meetings 
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provided an opportunity for Robert to reconnect with his cohort members and touch base 

with other new teachers struggling in both similar and different ways. The meetings also 

provided the potential for collaboration. In addition to producing opportunities to work 

with his former cohort members, these meetings created chances for him to work with 

Agnes and Madeline, two experienced teachers. He recognized the challenge of bringing 

people together who were teaching different subjects in different spaces, which made it 

hard to relate to one another sometimes. Ultimately, however, he discussed wanting the 

meetings to be a space to talk more generally about the curriculum. As he explained,  

But to maybe break up into our content groups and do resource-sharing. 

And then kind of talking about the best ways to do lessons that are going 

to be rigorous and enjoyable. Like longer-term planning. Let’s talk about 

some resources for sound and light. That would be interesting. And then 

have time to agree upon a project that we would start to do. And then how 

we would implement it. And then sharing results between us. Eventually, 

talk about how it went and reflecting on it that way. In a non-judgmental 

way. 

 

 Robert saw value in drawing on people’s different experiences and perspectives. 

Even more importantly, this established shared connection would have helped to create a 

welcoming space, where the residents would have felt comfortable sharing ideas and 

asking for help. For Robert, while the space held the potential for collaboration, more 

often than not, the meetings and his co-residents represented independent entities in a 

shared space. To have his co-residents right there and to not specifically draw on their 

experiences and knowledge felt like a waste to him.  

 For Robert, the individual action research only seemed beneficial to the individual 

teachers and seemed disconnected from his own practice. In contrast, he stated that if 

they had created similar questions or similar projects, they might have collected different 
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data and together developed a series of strategies to implement in their classrooms. 

Ultimately, the questions that residents selected made this less possible: “I think because 

we were doing such different things, it wasn't realistic. But could I have done something 

similar to what Ayanna is doing with science? Sure. And could we have worked on 

resources together?” While Robert felt that they were encouraged to share their research 

and draw on each other findings, this did not happen.  

 It is important to note that Robert seemed to want this to be about planning and 

not research. At the time, Robert saw resources and curriculum ideas as his primary 

needs: “I think that's what I want right now, I guess, is to get…just finding solid 

resources. Good projects that really help the kids to dig in.” Robert saw these meetings 

primarily in terms of their potential to serve as a collaborative space:  

I think, like, after the first year when we actually have some resources 

under our belt, that would be a good time to evaluate as a class and say, 

“What were you using for this? Or what were you using for this?” And I 

know people opted to change from seventh-grade science to eighth-grade 

math. And seventh-grade science and math to eighth-grade math. But still, 

even if you just bring some new sources. “These are what I was thinking 

would be useful for this unit. And here's some of my ideas about how I 

was going to do my assessment that was performance-based at the end.” 

And then talking about it in the groups instead. So we can do more 

planning. 

 

 An inherent limitation to the action research project was the independent nature of 

each project. While all of the participants were teaching science, they addressed different 

problems of practice. For Robert, this work would have been more effective had there 

been more commonality in their projects. The project, as planned by Madeline, was for 

the teachers to identity a problem of practice within their own classrooms; however, other 
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research on teachers and action research (e.g., Levin & Rock, 2003; Ginns et al., 2009; 

Hong & Lawrence, 2011) has demonstrated positive results from organizing action 

research around common themes. This is not to say that each teacher should address the 

same question, but questions might revolve around a common theme such as student 

participation, feedback, or classroom management. In previous research, this approach 

has allowed for more relevant sharing and increased dialogue among participants. 

Additionally, when it came time to share findings, participants were more able to make 

connections to their practice. This design would have also been preferable to Robert, as it 

would have allowed him to work more closely with his peers, draw on their knowledge, 

and use their practices to inform his own.    

 Robert described various challenges to implementing this kind of work in his 

practice: “I'd say the lack of time. The lack of feeling like I have time to do it well. I don't 

want to be forced to do something that I feel like I can't do well. And, I guess it's 

something that, with the other stuff, I haven't made a priority over the other things that I 

do already, that I enjoy.” Overall, Robert was not that involved with his project, and it 

had a lower priority than his other concerns. Rather than meaningfully engage with it, he 

mentioned “throwing something together.” As he explained, he just did not have time for 

extra work. In some ways, this action research came at a time when Robert felt 

overwhelmed with supports. Between the voices at school and from the district, he 

received a tremendous amount of support, and then as a second-year teacher, another 

voice was added to the mix. Robert felt that there had not been time for him just to sit and 

assess what he had learned: “But, yeah, I just feel like it'd be nice just to have a year just 

to teach and do my own reflection and kind of figure out in my own way what do I want 
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to work on and how am I gonna work on it. And how am I gonna improve on it?” All of 

these individual voices were trying to help him improve, but he felt as if he did not have 

time to just to implement their recommendations and judge his own improvement.  

 Robert reported mixed feelings about action research. In some ways, he 

recognized its high value. As he explained, “It's definitely nice higher-level or, you know, 

like, next-step stuff. And I know that it's based in research that it's good for teachers to do 

it.” He approached this work with an inherent positive evaluation but having an 

appreciation for action research is not the same as having a willingness to fully embrace 

it and implement it. In ways, his evaluation was skewed by his experience with the 

district’s new teacher induction. This did not feel voluntary, and its connection to his 

specific concerns and needs seemed tenuous at times. As he explained, “I think my buy-

in to programs after one year in the district where I see that there's all these generic 

programs that get laid out that really, kind of get screwed up. Maybe meant for good, got 

screwed up, and now they actually back out or haven't enacted. And that, it kind of just 

put my guards up around programs, too.”  

 The issue regarded making space for it in his practice, and while it was 

challenging to incorporate, he understood that it is a valuable practice and one used by 

effective teachers. Throughout the process of learning about this strategy and 

implementing in his classroom, Robert’s feelings evolved: “A pain in the neck. But, it's 

just what good teachers do. And I'm finally seeing that right now.” Robert approached 

this kind of work with some hesitation: “Not, not as trustworthy. For me to do this on top 

of my stuff and not really have the time to…to, uh, to vigorous evaluation of the research 

and…Using best practices that are established through actual research that's done well. I 
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just feel like I'm doing crap research right now. And saying that it's research, I think, 

partly I, I just miss the point of action research, I think when I'm doing it. Uh, and that, I 

know that it's taking time to tell us what that is and…Yeah, let me think.”  

 In some ways, the action research seemed out of step with the teachers’ current 

needs. Again, there was a real disconnect between the mentees’ needs and desires and the 

program’s goals: “But, I don't think it's really what any of us want to do.” As Robert 

explained,  

Which is understandable. But, also, like, I feel like, I don't know how 

much I'm actually going to be able to think on a given day, uh…And 

they're, you know, and I'm, I reached out to them about that; I said, “Why 

can't I do this next year? The next cohort is going to be doing it next year.” 

The answer I got is “You should do it this year.” [laughs] You know? So I 

think it's good because they have their goals for it, of, well, well if there's 

six people left, and there's five people left in the program now, and 

another person's dropping out, how well are they going to work together 

on that? I understand that part, but I feel like I'm just not going to have 

time to meet.  

 

 Robert did not think that he would do action research on his own: “I think about if 

I didn't have the kick in the butt of having to do, having to do this action research and 

having to summarize and create annotated bibliographies of research that's, that's out 

there, I really wouldn't be digging into it as much as I should.” When asked if this project 

would have been possible during his first year, Robert was clear that it would not have 

been. “It would've felt overwhelming last year. This year, I'm feeling more overwhelmed 

with instruction, period, but, uh, next year, I feel like it would have been more helpful in 

terms of its effectiveness where I could actually spend some time and have some 

differentiated lessons and that kind of stuff to, to now, um, more, uh, lofty goals and 
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instruction and do them well. And sit down and do more research and more research 

and…spend time taking a more, uh, critical look at data than I can this year in terms of 

how much time I have.” Based on his position during the research period, he did not seem 

able to conduct action research as effectively as he wanted to. Robert believed that he 

would have a greater capacity for this work as a third-year teacher:  

I would've loved to be able to do this next year or something like that 

instead. When I have most of my lessons planned out, and I can be 

more…Last year, I was just trying to get my stuff together. This year, I'm 

feeling like I'm doing a lot better, instructionally. And then next year, 

hopefully, I could actually start to think about more high-level, higher-

level reflection on my lessons and stuff. 

 

 Ultimately, one of Robert’s most pressing concerns about the action research was 

the quality of it. When assessing his own effort in conducting this research, he felt that it 

lacked quality, and “If it's not good research, then why are we doing it?” If the quality 

was lacking, then why would he use this in his classroom, especially when established 

findings could help his practice more? Robert would have preferred to draw on someone 

else’s knowledge of practice than use knowledge that he had created himself and that he 

considered questionable. Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s conception of teacher learning does 

not leave enough room for developing professional identities. To adopt the knowledge-

of-practice construct, teachers must have a strong belief in their own professional 

efficacy. As a new teacher, Robert was still struggling to identify the assets and gaps in 

his practice, which made it difficult for him to evaluate his practice effectively. Overall, 

Robert demonstrated a great reliance on the construct of knowledge-in-practice because 

of the lower stakes involved. The adoption of this construct allowed him to both draw on 
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the work of more experienced professionals and construct his own meaning from their 

work.  

 As mixed as his feelings were, Robert did want to do action research at what he 

considered to be the right time. As he explained, “And in my heart, yeah, I would like to 

do more action research when I have more time for it, so I'm kind of passing it off for a 

later date in my mind. Like, if I'm gonna do action research, I'm gonna do it when I feel 

ready for it.” 

Other Supports  
 

 Apart from the supports that Robert enjoyed at the school and residency program 

level, Robert also had access to a strong social network of other teachers through his 

family and church community. Roberts’s wife and mother were part of that extended 

network. The presence of his wife meant that Robert always had someone to debrief 

about the day with and someone else’s practice to draw on. While his wife taught in a 

private religious school, his mother continued to teach as an elementary teacher in the 

same district. His mother had been an important resource for not only emotional support, 

but also the improvement of his practice. As he reported, “We talk about teaching 

practices, and we try and encourage each other not just to get grumpy about students that 

are, like, bad students, as they say. And to keep thinking about them in a good way.” 

Robert’s mother had been an essential resource for persisting in the profession and 

approaching his job with an ethic of care.  

 In addition to his family, Robert’s Bible group allowed him to regularly talk to 

other teachers. In these personal support relationships, Robert did not discuss instruction 
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but emphasized teacher beliefs, their importance and their relation to his work with his 

students, and why these matter. As he explained, “We'll talk about, like, so what does it 

mean to love our kids beyond just necessarily what…How do you meet the emotional 

needs and stuff like that, and what's okay and what's not. And we talk about that 

sometimes. It's not about us; that's just kinda like, so how would you respond to this, or 

what's really going on here. And what would be an appropriate response, or how do you 

deal with this?” In some ways, these relationships represented a very different support 

that he was seeking and that the other teachers were not. He was exploring something 

quite different and using his relationships to be reflective about his beliefs and their 

impact on his practice and classroom decisions.  

 As a first-year teacher, Robert’s support was mostly confined to his work with 

mentors within his building. He was also briefly a fellow for a research laboratory on 

robotics at another local university. Through this program, Robert conducted research on 

robotics and engineering, and he received both funds and other resources for his class. 

Fellows were also eligible for an award of $2,000 to contribute to a robotics program at 

their school or other curriculum resources. While he had joined this group hoping to gain 

valuable curriculum resources, he found that it was mostly just research. As he described 

it, “It was just research. It was like a research program to help develop rigor in your own 

teaching practices. They basically very loosely associated with developing any kind of 

curriculum for robotics.” While this fellowship presented itself as a promising 

opportunity for Robert, being a first-year teacher and also helping to care for an elderly 

family member meant that the work was too much. As he described, “It was pretty 

intense and just a bit too much of a commitment.” Ultimately, he felt that it did not 
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address his actual teaching practice as much as it was just about research. As a result of 

the time commitment and the faint impact that he felt it would have on his practice, he 

left the fellowship.  

This Is Where I Leave Him 

 

 Robert planned to continue his third year at Cambridge Middle School. The 

combination of his supportive administration and strong teacher community affirmed his 

decision to continue in his position at the school. Additionally, in his third year, he 

expected to be on the same science team as Janey, another UUTR graduate. Moving 

forward, Robert noted worries about complacency. In the third year, the support he had 

received during his first two years of teaching would have largely dissipated. While he 

could certainly still reach out to his assistant principal, Agnes, and others from the 

residency program, there would no longer be the standing mandate. As Robert pondered 

aloud in our last discussion, “What will I do when I’m no longer mandated by the 

program to come to meetings once a month?” While he expressed some appreciation for 

the action research, he wondered if he would he feel compelled to undertake this type of 

work in his classroom without the looming deadline. Although he felt overwhelmed by 

the supports, he still saw the need for the oversight they provided to keep him from 

stagnating professionally. As he explained,  

I think that I'm most worried that I'm going to get lazy with my practices 

because I won't have anyone to kick my butt to do something. That's kind 

of the sad truth of progressing, I guess. I am a procrastinator. And if I 

don't have anybody help me to set deadlines and stuff and hold me 

accountable to doing research, which I know is a good thing, looking at 

more data, consistently trying to improve our practice in that way. And 

really that's what makes good teachers and lazy teachers where, “I'll get 

by, I'm sure. I'm sure I can make it through this program.” If I was staying 
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at Cambridge, say. And it’s the same classroom, and I could probably do 

this for 15 years or something like that. But it doesn't mean that I'd do the 

best job I could. 

 

Through Robert’s first and second years of teaching, he had received that push from his 

residency program and his assistant principal in their coaching; however, he expected to 

be largely on his own as a third-year teacher. Robert also acknowledged that his focus 

was bound to change as well. As a new father, he recognized his new responsibilities and 

his desire to be a good parent. As nervous as Robert was, he was also excited to move 

forward with his potential collaboration with Janey. While Janey had split her time 

between math and science as a first-year teacher, she and Robert had not quite connected 

on collaboration: “We're saying next year, we're going to try and really be on the ball 

together more. Because she's doing just science next year. But this year we still didn't 

quite manage to get anything together between us.” In the next year, they were to share a 

curriculum, and he was hoping that this relationship would keep him on his toes and 

motivate him to prevent complacency. For Robert, Janey could just be that “kick in the 

butt” that the residency program and his other supports were in the past.  

Conclusions 

 

 Robert’s early career experiences were defined by strong support systems, 

especially at the school-based level. His school setting provided him with a supportive 

teacher community and coaching from his assistant principal. Many of Robert’s support 

systems were collaborative in nature. Typically, Robert’s negative evaluations of some 

supports centered on the lack of collaborative that he saw in them. Robert struck an 

interesting balance: While he did not necessarily see himself as proficient enough to 
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generate knowledge about practice, he did see himself as someone who could contribute 

under the supervision of a more senior mentor or with peers. This was evident in his 

relationship with his coach and his evaluations of the action research meetings. While he 

accepted and desired the knowledge of more expert teachers, he still saw himself as able 

to contribute to the creation of that knowledge. In this sense, Robert was both a user and 

generator of knowledge about his practice.  
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Thomas 

 

Teacher Biography  

 

 Before entering the classroom, Thomas worked for the federal government. 

Thomas’s decision to leave his first career came as a result of different factors: first, 

meeting his minimal retirement age, and, second, an interest in not only a change of 

career but also work that would build on his other skills. For Thomas, teaching was 

familiar, as he explained: “And I, um, had kind of dabbled in teaching from, um, my 

church teaching Sunday classes. And, um, I just like being around kids, um, so I felt like 

it would be a—a good, um, retirement job.” In addition to his interest in working with 

students, Thomas also described a general interest in sharing his breadth of knowledge 

with students who needed it. As he described, “Valuable in that, um, you know, I've had a 

wide breadth of experiences, um, that I could relate—help students relate math and 

science concepts to real life rather than keeping them abstract.” In addition to his 

knowledge and ability to relate the context to more real-world experiences, Thomas 

thought his own background as a father would make him a good fit for working with 

students: “And also, I have a s—, um, two sons, and, um, one of them has ADHD. And I 

know there are, uh, a lot of chal—unique challenges to keep them engaged, so I feel like I 

have some tools or at least some experience trying to keep, you know, students who, um, 

may have—may need to have more, um, I don't know, engagement techniques used on 

them. So, in that way, like, I felt like I could help or contribute more.”  

 As an early career teacher, Thomas discussed his struggles with classroom 

management and working with what he called more “disruptive students.” His 

expectations for what teaching would be like and what it was like formed a sharp 
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contrast. Thomas envisioned himself spending most of his time engaged in instruction 

and not necessarily spending the majority of his time managing student behavior.  

 In pursuit of this new career, Thomas investigated different pathways through 

which he could earn his teaching credentials. He considered various traditional preservice 

programs, but ultimately, they did not provide the same benefits as the residency 

program. As he explained, “UUTR gave me an opportunity to get the—get my masters 

quickly and very inexpensively, um, with the stipend. Um, and—and what I wanted to do 

was—was transition very quickly into teaching.” Additionally, the aid with finding a job 

encouraged him to select this program. As he explained, “I mean, quite honestly, I—I 

felt—I feel like there is an age discrimination component to teaching. Like, I felt like I 

might not be as, um, marketable as a teacher as other people, with my age. And so, I felt 

like the program would p—fa—would have—would assure me of getting a job.”  

 Finally, the residency program was also appealing to Thomas because of the 

support it offered. In one of our early conversations, he spoke about his initial interview 

with Agnes, one of the program administrators. As he explained, he felt welcomed in the 

program, but even more than that, he perceived that “she was very genuinely interested in 

having me as one of the residents.” As time went on in the program, Agnes proved an 

excellent source of support. As Thomas explained, “She was always available. Like, if I 

ever had questions, um, I count on her. I could email her, ask her questions….so I really 

felt like she—she wanted to support me in in whatever way that she was able to.”  

 Thomas’s preservice experiences were filled with instances in which he did not 

see himself as a producer of knowledge and tended to drift to more technocratic teaching 

practices and aims. For Thomas, teaching is more of a science than an art. His challenges, 
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his support needs, and the supports that he did value ultimately revolved around resource-

driven, replicable practices. In his first interview, he mentioned the courses in the 

residency program that mattered to him and that he saw as the most valuable. He took the 

time to discuss his class on urban education, and ultimately, he thought that it was not as 

valuable as his other classes. As he explained,  

Um, I felt like the, um…What is it? I can't remember what it—what the 

title of the course was, but it was about, um, urban—teaching in urban 

schools or urban education or something like that. It was just basically, 

kind of like a survey course of teaching, uh, or issues in urban schools. So, 

I found it to be very kind of, and I don't know, um, like 20,000 feet, you 

know, view with, uh…You know, it was, kind of just like talking about 

broad-stroke issues. And—and for me, I'm, kind of, like nuts and bolts. It's 

like, “O—okay, that's fine, but, um, I—I really wanted to have more 

classes in teaching science and teaching math.” You know, like, let's get 

into the—let's get into the weeds about, you know, concepts and how to 

teach them. And, you know, give me to—, uh, give me a toolkit that I can 

use in class that will teach me, you know, what I can use or—or resources 

that I can go to, um, things I can use, techniques I can use to teach both 

science and math.  

 

In this excerpt, Thomas outlines his preference for more technocratic approaches to 

teaching and learning. Again, these preferences were clearly aligned with the types of 

supports that he valued most and with the challenges that he encountered when 

completing his action research project. Additionally, when asked how he might change 

his supports moving forward, he placed more emphasis on obtaining feedback and 

suggestions from more experienced teachers—he wanted them to visit his classroom and 

diagnosis the problems. In this way, Thomas did not see himself as a full-fledged 

professional but as still in the early preservice stages. He did not possess a clear sense of 

himself as an active professional who could generate knowledge about practice. In part, 

he experienced the same challenges as Robert in that his lack of professional efficacy was 
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a barrier to him taking control of his practice. As a result, he looked to the more senior 

professionals, whom he perceived as more expert, to share their knowledge with him.  

 Thomas valued those replicable practices that he could test in his own practice. 

He expressed similar views when he discussed his relationship with his coach during the 

preservice period. Thomas’s coach was a former principal, and Thomas felt that this 

background meant that his coach had important insider knowledge of what another school 

administrator would be looking for. As he explained, “Her experience was—was good 

because as a principal, she could help me see, ‘Okay, so what's my principal really 

looking for?’” The theme continued to arise in his reflection on his preservice 

experiences. Thomas mentioned his math and science practicum, in which he and his 

cohort members taught small group lessons. For Thomas, he took different value from 

these activities. First, they were an opportunity to teach a lesson in a lower-stakes and 

less stressful environment. More importantly, they were an opportunity to put theory into 

practice and receive feedback from more senior instructors about what worked and what 

did not. Thomas did not mention reflecting on these experiences himself but rather 

waiting for someone more senior than himself to critique his work in regard to what was 

and was not working. This led Thomas to search for more knowledge-for-practice-based 

strategies, to seek mentors who focused on providing resources rather than more 

educative methods, and to find action research much more challenging than necessary 

because of its demand that he be a producer of knowledge about his practice.  

Teaching Context 

 

 During the research period, Thomas taught fourth-grade math and science at 

Hamilton Elementary School, a small K–8 school at the edge of the city. The students at 
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his school almost exclusively identify as students of color and lower SES background. 

Like many first-year teachers, Thomas experienced typical struggles, such as dealing 

with lesson plans falling apart, handling disruptive students, accessing resources, and 

dealing with resources that were not working. These challenges created an impetus for 

Thomas to become skilled an improvising. While his former career had emphasized 

routine and procedure, this new position required much flexibility: “So, I learned how to 

be kind of, like, flexible. And, um, I'm—I'm learning how not to spend so much time 

planning.” Likewise, as with many first-year teachers, Thomas struggled to keep pace 

with the work: “My first year I was—I—I would get up early in the morning and go in 

and do a lot of work. And then at night I would come home and do a lot more work. And 

on the weekend, I do work. And it's like, ‘This is too much.’” In one of our informal 

conversations, Thomas described the anxiety he had toward teaching. He described 

experiencing a feeling of anxiousness before teaching: Would his plans succeed, would 

there be too many disruptions, and would the students engage? Finally, at the end of the 

day, he described a feeling of release: “I've reached the end of a day, you know, I did—

done all the work that I need to, and it's like, kind of like a release.”   

 Like many teachers, Thomas struggled and experienced professional ups and 

down. Never having seen himself working in such a challenging environment, he was not 

prepared in some ways. The disruptions and lack of stability created real challenges, but 

his work was not without positives:  

One day I'll teach and every…Uh, it's like, “This is great, man. This is 

exactly what I was hoping for.” The kids are engaged, and they're asking 

questions. And I teach a lesson, or I give them a—an activity, and they 

really like it. Or they, you know, when a teacher—a student will write me a 
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note or do something that like, “This is—this is perfect. This is what I 

wanted.” Then the next day I'll come in, and it's like everybody's off.  

 

 Thomas’s teaching context featured many students with special learning needs 

that presented various challenges for him: “And so it's hard, you know, like, giving them 

a hands-on lesson cause they're just like, one class is the majority; well, almost every kid 

in the class needs emotional support or learning support. So, yeah, it's, it's harder to do 

that, yes. Because, they're so, my principal is so driven by the PSSA's that I don't feel 

like, I don't have enough time to diverge.” To manage time for instructional assistants 

and handle the limited availability of special education teachers, his principal had 

reorganized his and grade partner’s classes so that all the special education students were 

together. The rationale was that Thomas and his partner teacher would have more 

consistency and would not be forced to deal with a transient teaching population through 

the day. While this reorganization had a logistical advantage, for Thomas, it created 

additional challenges regarding instruction and management. Because of Thomas’s large 

population of special education students, he did have the help of paraprofessionals and 

one-to-one supports in the room from time to time. He was very grateful for those extra 

bodies and explained how he came to be dependent on them, which was a mistake 

because their presence was inconsistent. Thomas’s principal also regularly sent 

volunteers from the community into his classroom. While these individuals were not 

trained in instruction, they were an important resource for Thomas and helped him to feel 

less overwhelmed. In some cases, the extra individuals helped Thomas to manage the 

classroom; in other cases, they were just extra bodies. That said, effective additional 
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adults in the classroom were “very helpful, um, although the quality of the instructional 

aid varied significantly.”  

 Entering the classroom as a first-year teacher, Thomas did not have much to 

compare it to. As a student teacher, he did feel less pressure than he did as an in-service 

teacher. Although he did watch his cooperating teacher take on the different 

responsibilities that he himself later shouldered, he did not feel fully prepared for that 

shift:  

I think it was, it was a lot more administrative stuff, like a lot more 

administrative responsibility than I was expecting. Um, like attendance 

and, um, just little things that had to be done, how to fill out, um, you 

know, a pink slip and, um, just little, little things that were kind of like not 

related, for me, in my mind, not related to instruction, that kind of like 

every time I'd turn around, there's something else I have to do that keeps 

me away from, like, preparing lessons and delivering lessons. 

 

Having completed his student teaching in a more “controlled environment,” Thomas was 

not prepared for the issues he experienced with disruptive students. He did not 

necessarily blame his program but saw the issue as a reality of teaching that he needed to 

acknowledge. Thomas discussed being lost and not really understanding what was going 

on as a first-year teacher. As a new teacher, he entered an environment more challenging 

than his previous environment; he had come from a close-knit cohort model with mentors 

that were ready, able, and knowledgeable, but in his new setting, he was alone. Teaching 

in his school entailed questions he could not answer and knowledge he did not have. 

Ultimately these extra factors made teaching more challenging.  

 Even with all these new sets of responsibilities and work expectations, Thomas 

operated under the assumption that he would know how to handle it. The failure to 
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immediately “click” was hard and adjusting to it took time. While he had drawn on 

resources such as peers to navigate these roles and institutional practices, there was no 

specific mechanism in place at his school to orientate him to the needed knowledge and 

skills. There was no support to help him become a teacher at Hamilton. The expectation 

was that he would figure it out in his own time. As a second-year teacher with a basic 

level of institutional knowledge, he was better prepared to meet these expectations.  

 In Thomas’s transition from student teaching to in-service teaching, he also 

experienced a radical shift in student ability. Student teaching at a special admissions 

magnet program limited his exposure to more diverse learning styles. As he explained, 

“Dealing with IEP students, I think that was one of the things that I didn't have to deal 

with at [residency year placement]. Um, like right now there's like two or three students 

in one of my classes, and they are, you know, I'm teaching fourth grade, but they're 

probably at a kindergarten/first-grade level.” Differentiation and meeting the needs of 

these diverse learners were major concerns for Thomas. Although he completed 

additional field placements at different schools, including schools that served more 

students with special learning needs, these experiences did not register with Thomas. The 

brief time he spent at the other field placement sites ultimately did not leave an 

impression and he did not feel like he could apply these lessons during his in-service 

experiences.  

 Thomas frequently discussed his struggles for classroom management. He 

explained that during his first year, he often let his temper overtake him and used many 

exclusionary practices. Over the course of time, he had tried to develop his patience. He 

mentioned being reactive as a first-year teacher and that as he had continued to teach, he 
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had taken more time to let students and their behaviors play out: “Last year, I would've 

just lost it, and I would just try to, I'd say, you know, ‘You gotta leave’ or ‘You can't be 

here,’ or I'd get really angry, but I'm, you know, I guess what I've learned is, you know, 

if, if you, if I can just be patient and let him go for a little longer, if he's seeing he's not 

getting attention, he'll sit down and be quiet, you know.” This change in his practice was 

not directly connected to his work with his mentors or conversations he had participated 

in, but just to spending time in his classroom and continuing to teach. When pressed 

about how this represented a form of reflection, Thomas was hesitant because this did not 

seem connected to something tangible.  

District-Level Supports 

 

 Induction Course. As a first-year teacher, Thomas did participate in the district 

new teacher induction course. For him, this was a valuable experience. As a new teacher, 

in some ways, the hours-long meetings felt like a major time commitment on top of a 

lengthy school day, but in the end, he always found a practical takeaway. As he 

explained, “But once I got there, I mean, there was probably one or two specific chunks 

of practical information that I could pick up from each class that were valuable to me.” 

While he was not able to talk explicitly about the portfolio assignments, he still ascribed 

strong value to this support. The benefits included working exclusively with elementary 

and middle-grades math and science teachers, and as a result, he found that the 

discussions and strategies were more relevant when working with other STEM teachers. 

He also talked favorably about his induction instructor. As Thomas described her, she 

possessed a clear passion for the subject and knew much about teaching. Part of what 

made Thomas identify her as an expert teacher was her passion for the subject, her deep 
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knowledge about teaching math, but what he called her “teaching tool belt” also played a 

role. As Thomas explained, “She had a tool for almost everything.” Induction was a 

beneficial environment for Thomas because it placed him in contact with another expert, 

another more senior professional from whom Thomas could draw knowledge: “It was 

good because she knew. You know, you could tell that she was, um, passionate about 

math and she was good at—at relating, um, you know, techniques and—and ways to 

teach math to make it interesting for students…You know, where—where it's like she 

encouraged participation, but if you were just, kind of, you know, wanting to—to absorb 

things rather than, you know, speak out, that—that was okay, too.”  

 The focus on techniques and replicable practice was again a common theme in 

Thomas’s case. The design of the induction program materials was highly scaffolded. 

The document analysis of the materials for the unit on cultural empathy revealed how 

clearly the materials outline actionable steps. Details from the presentation slides include 

the following:  

When asked personal questions that you don’t want to answer or realize 

would be inappropriate to answer, ask the students, “How is that important 

to you?” Often when they are asking something like “Do you have kids?” 

what they are really wanting to know is “Will you be able to understand 

me and my struggles?” which then could lead to meaningful 

conversations. 

 

In cases like this, the materials provided a miniature script that could be easily followed. 

Induction materials also included clear examples of replicable practices. In the module 

for professional organization, the materials outline four strategies for organizing a 

classroom, including systems for both daily and weekly organization. Additionally, the 

materials explicitly describe how these systems work and include video demonstrations. 
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For Thomas, this approach was perfect because it not only provided a practice, he could 

immediately implement but also specific instructions.  

 New Teacher Coach. In Thomas’s two years of teaching, he had worked with 

two coaches from the district. His relationships with these mentors had been mixed. As a 

first-year teacher, Thomas was assigned to work with Mark. According to Thomas, “He 

was fantastic,” and “He was the most valuable resource that I’ve had since leaving the 

residency program.” Several factors made Mark an effective mentor for Thomas: First, 

his specific feedback was helpful. Mark always came ready for something Thomas could 

improve on and also had specific strategies for him to implement. Mark both brought “a 

bag of tricks” and seemed interested in learning about Thomas’s teaching, including his 

needs, and developing strategies so that he could address these issues specifically. As 

Thomas explained, “You know, he gave me a lot of ideas about how to, um, rework my 

class, um, structure to—to accommodate the—this—the behaviors and stuff. So, that was 

probably the most important one.” In Thomas’s classroom, Mark watched and critiqued, 

and Mark taught and co-taught lessons with Thomas. In some cases, Mark provided 

direct feedback on assessments: “One time he actually helped me to rewrite my 

questions.” Thomas regularly incorporated these strategies into his classroom. It was 

through his mentor’s feedback that Thomas designed the structure of his class: “So, he—

he kind of, like, engineered or designed that and suggested it, and it's like, ‘Okay, great.’ 

So, you know, it helped. It wasn't perfect, but it was just, you know, a way to set up some 

structure to kind of, keep…t—to minimize disruptions.” This was another instance when 

Thomas was content to prioritize the advice of another teacher over his own observations. 
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Following Mark’s advice, Thomas restructured his classroom to better utilize small 

learning stations:  

Like, um, one thing that he helped me do was, um, establish…like, uh, one 

example is a structure. What he suggested is we use Chromebooks, and the 

students do this program called Think Through Math, which is kind of a 

leveled math tool where they can…it'll—it'll automatically level itself to 

their learning level. So, when students came into my class, it was kind of, 

um, unstructured, or it was hard to get kids organized. But he—he 

had…He had me, um, set up…Okay, so, I set up these Chromebooks, um, 

in the back of the room or i—in the back half of the room. And, so, when 

students came in, like four or like six students would immediately sit at the 

computer, their—their, um, Chromebooks, and they would start to Think 

Through Math. Then, the other six or eight students would sit in the front 

of the class with me, and I would give them, I guess, what you'd call small 

group instruction. And so, half the class…Half of the per—time period, I'd 

be with the one group. And then, at—at a certain point then, uh, they'd 

flip-flop, and the Chromebook people would move to the front and get the 

instruction, and the others would move to the back.  

 

Overall, Thomas’s experience with Mark is mostly aligned with the literature on teacher 

residents and induction coaching. Gardner (2012) has found that induction coaching has 

positive impacts on professional development, especially when mentors foster trusting 

relationships, program their support around teachers’ specific needs, and address 

immediate concerns. Thomas’s relationship with Mark also highlights additional 

connections to the literature. Throughout their relationship, Mark offered support in a 

judgement-free manner, which in some ways eased Thomas’s concerns around help-

seeking. The literature on early career teachers and support (e.g., Marable & Raimondi, 

2007; Beck, Kosnik & Rowsell, 2007) has underscored teachers’ desire for non-

judgmental feedback and confidentially in relationships with their mentors. Taking into 

account Thomas’s concerns around seeking help and professional identity, having a 

mentor who did not judge him was crucial. Thomas’s mentorship from Mark relied 
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heavily on directive strategies (Mena, Hennissen & Loughran, 2017; Strong & Baron, 

2004). Mark primarily instructed Thomas on what to implement in his practice and how 

to do so. This style of mentoring largely reflects Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s (1999; 2001; 

2009) first framework for teacher learning, knowledge-for-practice. Through his new 

teacher coach, Thomas largely received knowledge. Although Thomas and his mentor 

spoke regularly, these conservations relied on his mentor passing down information. Had 

these conversation engaged Thomas more in what Thomas thought he might do and his 

ideas for addressing these concerns his mentor might have created opportunities for 

Thomas to engage in knowledge-in-practice (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2001; 2009), 

but for that to happen, Mark would have needed to engage Thomas in more dialogue 

about these strategies. 

 While Thomas had a very positive experience with his first coach, Mark, his 

relationship with his second coach was more lukewarm. As a second-year teacher, 

Thomas had the opportunity to have a coach, which took advantage of. After discussing it 

Mark, they both decided that there was more work to be done. As positive as Thomas’s 

relationship with Mark was, he looked forward to having a new mentor and a new 

perspective. It seemed possible to Thomas that Mark had “dispensed all the, a lot of the 

knowledge that he had to help me.” As Thomas described her, his new coach was far 

more hands-off. While Mark seemed to relate his strategies and suggestions directly to 

Thomas’s practice, her suggestions felt more “generic.” As he said, “It's like, all right, 

um, yes, in that situation we typically do this, or in that sit—, you know, it's never, ‘Oh, 

well tell me more about that student, and let's talk about that.’ You know?” His first 

mentor’s contextual knowledge seemed to give his suggestions more meaning. As 
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Thomas put it, “I mean she has good ideas, but they're a lot more like, um, I don't know, 

almost like, um, in a way you could put it as like a, um, a finishing thing, like when 

you're sanding, um, something you're making out of wood, you start off with the rough 

sandpaper, you know, to get the sharp edges off, and then you finish with smooth 

sandpaper to make it really smooth, and so maybe she's kind of like the smooth 

sandpaper where, you know, she's coming in saying.” While this was an important stage, 

Thomas thought that he still had more building to do before the sanding phase. 

Additionally, he reflected, “I feel like she's trying to offload, you know, information and 

knowledge to me that may, you know, it’s not like she's listening. It's like she's just trying 

to disperse information.” For Thomas, his second mentor never established the warm 

relationship he had had with Mark.  

 Both of his mentors focused on giving Thomas direct strategies and on 

communicating information in a top-down fashion, while for him, there seemed to be 

discussion and collaboration between him and his first mentor, something missing from 

his relationship with his second mentor: “And so it's really more like she comes in and 

says, ‘Okay, this is what you should do here; this is what you should do here; this is what 

you do there.’ It's not there's not a lot of other give and take.” Another distinguishing 

factor was that the relationship felt different. With his first mentor, Thomas felt that he 

could get instructional and moral support, but with his second mentor, he did not feel 

comfortable accessing this part of their relationship: “I don't feel like I can say, ‘I just 

really had a bad day’ or, you know, ‘I'm really frustrated with this. I don't feel 

comfortable doing that.’ It's more like, ‘Okay, yeah, you tell me what to do, and I'll, I'll 

see if I can make it happen.”’ This is not to say that this approach had been completely 
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unhelpful for Thomas, but it had not carried the same utility as when the mentor 

understood his context and had a more in-depth relationship with him. Another key 

difference between the mentors was their visit frequency—Mark was a much more 

common presence in Thomas’s classroom, while his second mentor visited much less 

frequently. While Thomas and Mark engaged in specific feedback sessions, Thomas and 

his second mentor rarely had time set aside to meet. Typically, observations were 

followed with an email with basic “grows and grows,” but not the in-depth talks that he 

had had with Mark.  

 Professional Development. Starting in the middle of his second year, Thomas 

began regularly attending “Tune up Tuesdays,” a professional development opportunity 

offered by the district. The focus of these professional developments was resource 

allocation and direct instruction in educational technology, for example, learning to use 

the different functions of smart boards. Other professional development sessions focused 

more on content and instructional strategies, such as how to have an effective discussion 

in math class. Thomas had been drawn to the more practical sessions. He described one 

session during which the instructor talked about cutting up candy bars to demonstrate to 

students about plates in the Earth’s crust. While there might have been value in the more 

intellectual math talks, Thomas again was drawn to what might be easily replicated in his 

classroom and what could have the most practical application.  

School-Based Supports  

 

 Supports from Peers. To some extent, Thomas did rely on peers in his building 

for support. He had primarily leaned on these sources of support in regard to institutional 

knowledge. His relationship with a more senior math teacher who taught in the next 
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classroom had been particularly valuable, as she had helped him to navigate instructional 

requirements such as student learning outcomes and had helped him with his 

management concerns. She had been willing to take students who “need[ed] a timeout” 

into her room. As Thomas struggled with management, this was a very valuable resource 

for him. As with many elementary school teachers, Thomas had been assigned a grade 

partner. Thomas described her as an important “sounding board.” His grade partner was 

probably his most highly contextualized support. As grade partners, the two shared the 

same students, so the two of them could discuss their issues in the context of specific 

students. As grade partners, they also worked together to hold parent-teacher conferences. 

For Thomas, this partnership provided sharp relief in terms of the pressure of meeting 

and communicating with parents. Because they shared the same students, Thomas 

explained that they could help each other anticipate the special needs of any day. He 

talked about the two of them having a complementary relationship: “I'm really good with, 

like, technical details, and she's good with overall, you know, brush-stroke things.” It 

seemed as if Thomas’s relationship with his grade partner was one of his only reciprocal 

support relationships. She was someone with whom he engaged in discussions, rather 

than exchanging resources. Part of the appeal to Thomas was their shared context:  

And it's just nice, you know, you feel like you're working really closely 

with somebody, and they're in the trenches with you, and she knows 

what's going on, but she's also an effective teacher, so she can, you know, 

what she says and what she does are, are, you know, they're in line with 

each other. So, I respect her, and I learn from her, and I get help from her 

as well. 
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That relationship, and the common experience made him more likely to listen to and 

implement strategies suggested by his grade partner.  

 School Administration. As a first-year teacher, Thomas did not receive direct 

support from his principal, but his principal did help to provide resources such as extra 

adults in his classroom and additional paraprofessionals. Thomas explained that he 

thought that the additional support was based on his reputation of struggling with his 

classroom management. As a new teacher, he felt that he was constantly asking for help 

in this area: “I got a lot more support from the administration just because I think they, 

they, it was apparent that I wasn't, I didn't have a, as much control of my one class as I 

needed to have, so I was constantly calling and say ‘Can somebody come up and help 

me? Can somebody come up and help me?’” 

 Thomas’s school did offer an in-building instructional coach, but he did not draw 

on this individual as a support. While she was there to coach, the coach’s primary goal 

was to help with PSSAs. As he explained, “She hasn't really helped a lot with my style or 

in classroom instruction. I mean, she came in one time and helped administer this PSSA 

question, but there's, there hasn't been a lot of like, coaching per se. It's really coaching as 

it relates to preparing students for the PSSA.” 

Residency-Level Supports 

 

 Support from Former Mentors. During Thomas’s first year, he reached out to 

his cooperating teacher from student teaching. He was thrilled to establish contact and 

was even more thrilled with the tangible resources that she provided him with. As he 

explained, he reached out to her specifically to see what curriculum resources she might 
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be able to point him to: “She has, like, a closet packed full of science equipment, and so 

she gave me some. And I was thinking that, you know, she was gonna let me borrow 

them; she just let me have them. I felt like she was supportive if I ever emailed her or 

asked her a question, she would, you know, she would let me know, um, you know, g—

help me out if I had a question.” As with his first-year interaction with Agnes, Thomas 

was using mentors to draw on resources. For a first-year teacher, especially one working 

in an under-resourced school, this behavior is not surprising. That said, it speaks to what 

Thomas defined as support and to his relationship to knowledge about practice. This 

example again highlights Thomas’ acceptance of more senior teachers as more 

knowledgeable and the idea that knowledge is created from the top down—experts hand 

knowledge down to more novice teachers. This attitude in some ways set Thomas on a 

collision course with his action research project. In teacher-driven inquiry, teachers must 

see themselves as possessing valuable knowledge and the ability to create knowledge, 

whereas Thomas saw himself as more of a passive learner, a receiver of knowledge but 

not a creator.  

 When Thomas was a first-year teacher, Agnes, the residency program 

coordinator, took the time to visit Thomas in his classroom. For Thomas, this was 

important because aside from the feedback and resources that Agnes ultimately provided, 

simply her presence represented important moral support. He explained that after she 

came to observes his classroom, they discussed a current project he was working on with 

his students. To his excitement, she took the time to help him assemble materials for the 

project. Thomas expressed a tremendous amount of gratitude for these resources. 

Thomas’s appreciation seemed tied to two factors: first, the presence of Agnes, someone 
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he deemed more of an expert than himself; and second, the provision of resources. Agnes 

was supporting Thomas in the way he wanted to be supported. Thomas was more 

comfortable and seemed to expect that more senior and expert teachers have the answers 

and that as a novice teacher, he should be ready to receive this information. While he was 

struggling to develop a science curriculum, he did reach out to his science methods 

professor from his residency program. As in his relationship with his former cooperating 

teacher, this exchange was about resources and potential science books that his professor 

had for him. While Thomas emphasized that these people were available for questions, 

his primary questions seemed to revolve around resources.  

 When I informally spoke to Agnes about her work with Thomas during his first 

year of teaching, she explained that providing these resources was essential. Agnes saw 

this as a means to help Thomas be successful in his classroom and build his foundation. 

Having some success going into his second year of teaching would be crucial. As Agnes 

explained it, the program would be asking participants to engage in the challenging work 

of action research, and she wanted them to be primed for that. While Agnes and Madeline 

both expressed their intention to push the teachers toward more long-term development 

goals, they both, and Agnes especially, understood the importance of meeting the 

teachers where they were and addressing each teacher’s specific needs.  

 Supports from Cohort Members. Thomas mentioned the strong bonds that 

existed within the residency program. Several of the residents taught at the same school 

for their student teaching, and Thomas even co-taught with another resident in the 

program. He described collaborations with student teaching and other aspects of their 

graduate coursework. These relationships extended beyond the university and included 
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social events. As close as these relationships were during preservice, as their proximity 

changed, so did the nature of their bonds: “I would talk to Robert and Adrianna probably 

on a daily, uh, nightly basis when we were in the program. But, um, since we've, like, 

gone, uh, to our schools I—I probably don't talk to them as much. I mean if I needed to 

ask a question, I would just text them. But, um, yeah, I mean, we're still friends. But 

I…you know. I know Adrianna talks to Robert all the time because they're at the same 

school, but we don't talk as much, no.” Thomas did explain that if he had needed them, he 

certainly could have reached out to them; however, being at different schools created a 

significant barrier for them to share knowledge about the domains in which he desired 

support. As STEM teachers, they might have come together in terms of developing 

assignments to develop high-quality instruction, but for Thomas, his needs again were 

very focused on navigating the administrative work of teaching, which often varies from 

teaching context to teaching context. This barrier changed even the nature of the support 

that he might take from his cohort members—where it might have served as a means to 

improve instruction and build off their collective knowledge, it turned into more moral 

support: “They were really more for moral support. Again, like, ‘Oh, I really had a tough 

day,’ and they would say, ‘Yeah,’ you know, ‘I had a tough day too.’”  

 Action Research. Thomas was particularly struggling with the action research 

component of his residency program. As Madeline explained, the residency goal is to 

empower the teachers to use inquiry and reflection to make better informed instructional 

choices. Ultimately, this is the anthesis of what Thomas expected in terms of support. As 

part of the requirement, the teachers visited campus each month to work on their projects 

and meet with Madeline and Agnes. Thomas struggled to find meaning in the meetings. 
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Feeling that his teaching context was too different from those of his cohort members, he 

found that their conversations lacked significance. The group dynamic was not context-

specific enough for him. As he explained, “Yeah, it's interesting, you know, I get, it helps 

me a little to hear from them, but, you know, it's a little, it's a little removed from what 

I'm doing, you know. And more one-on-one. I think honestly it's like at this point I don't 

feel like listening to what the other residents are doing is helping.” For Thomas, part of 

the barrier to taking advice from his cohort members was their similar position. From his 

perspective, he did not expect to learn from someone in the same place as himself. This 

attitude was tied to perceptions of both expertise and support. As he explained,  

It, it's more helpful like a coaching situation for Madeline to come and 

say, ‘Oh, okay.’ You know, she takes 20 minutes and says, ‘Let's get, let 

me get a handle on what your class is like.’ Okay, well then, let's look at it 

now. How can we, you know, tailor-make an, um…you know, this kind of 

exit ticket, or what now I'm doing is math boxes. How can we take these 

math boxes and make them apply to your class? Kind of like a, you know, 

a one-on-one tailor-made thing for me. 

 

 Overall, Thomas was skeptical of this process. While he was not necessarily 

opposed to meeting with his cohort members, these monthly meetings felt “so 

overwhelming.” Similar to his feelings about the induction meetings, he found it difficult 

to work a full day at school and then spend additional time on professional development, 

especially when tasks such as grading, planning, and personal responsibilities loomed. 

For Thomas, this requirement was a particularly large commitment:  

I got my hands full with all the stuff I've gotta do, And it's not because I 

don't want to or I don't like it or I don't think it's important, but it's just 

that, okay, this is number six on my priority list. I got my principal who's 

paying my salary telling me to do this; I gotta do that…then action 

research, to be honest with you. Action research, I mean, I'm not denying 
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the value of action research. I think it's valid; I think it's good, but it's 

almost like, you know, if you've got a punch list of things you gotta do, 

you know, number eight, nine, and 10 could be really important, but if 

number one is a screaming emergency and number two is very important 

and so on. 

 

Thomas both expressed a desire to be an effective teacher and believed his program 

mentors that action research was a valuable tool to improve teachers’ practices but  found 

that action research felt like an additional burden. As a second-year teacher still learning 

about the nuances of his building, struggling with management, and seeking to 

differentiate instruction, the project seemed like too much: “I am all for it, you know; I 

wanna be a great teacher; I wanna have good practice; I wanna do action research, all 

that, but it's just hard to do it all. It's just hard to do it all.” For Thomas, this additional 

burden became an obligation, and as he explained, “I don’t look at it as a support.” While 

Thomas was willing to accept the value of this practice, he was concerned that there was 

not enough direct connection to potential tangible and positive changes in his practice.  

 For his project, Thomas was exploring how he might use exit tickets in his 

instruction the following day. Thomas wanted this research tied to his goal of raising test 

scores. He described discussing his action research with his mentor and his goals for this 

process: “That's the only thing I can think of, and I need her to help me come up with 

some intermediate goals that, you know, that I can plug into this thing.” He did not 

primarily think of action research as a reflective practice, but as a means to develop 

strategies that he could use to improve achievement; he wanted to exchange this for 

short-terms goals rather than his development as a teacher.  
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 Additionally, Thomas seemed reluctant to select his own problem of practice for 

his action research project. He explained to me that, ideally, one of the mentors would 

observe his classroom and “diagnose” the most pressing problem. This anecdote 

represents another instance in which Thomas did not seem empowered to make decisions 

about his practice. He needed handholding. His expectation that more expert teachers 

would help him in his practice was again present during the action research—he believed 

that Madeline and Agnes, two veteran teachers, were more capable of seeing the issues. 

Thomas did not see the action research period as a time to personally reflect, but for 

someone to step in and tell him what he was doing incorrectly. As he explained, “And I 

would like to see it more like Agnes and Madeline, or whoever, come out individually to 

each person's class and together they brainstorm about ‘Okay, this is what we think…you 

know, we watched one lesson, or we watched you for a couple of days, and we think this 

is…We all agree, you know, these are three things you could maybe work on.’” 

Thomas’s desire for Agnes and Madeline to help him identity the gaps in his practice 

seemed counter-productive to Madeline. Part of Madeline’s goal was helping the teachers 

to develop their reflective lens for their classrooms. Madeline believed that if she picked 

his problem, then he would not be developing that skill. As visitors, Madeline and Agnes 

were not privy to the minutia of each teacher’s classroom; as Madeline saw it, any 

observation she might make would lack context.  

 While Thomas’s attitude highlights his own expectations about support and who 

can generate knowledge about practice, it also underscores a clear disconnect between his 

needs and the residency program’s goal. Thomas was not ready to do this work in a 

meaningful way; his needs had not really progressed past procedures and other issues, so 
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moving to higher-level instruction felt like something that would get lost. At the end of 

the day, the desire existed, but the implementation did not: “And, you know, I'll do 

something, but it's not gonna be, it's not gonna be a stellar effort; I can probably surmise 

that right now.”  

 From a professional development perspective (e.g., Fuller, 1969; Katz, 1972; 

Karge, 1993), Thomas was still very much in survival mode and highly concerned with 

short-term, immediate needs. From his perspective, action research was not the solution; 

however, Madeline would argue that action research was a tool Thomas could use to 

address these concerns. According to Madeline, by conducting action research, Thomas 

could focus on one area in his classroom and develop a highly contextualized solution. 

Madeline explained that throughout their personal coaching, this had remained a 

contentious point. The tension between Madeline and Thomas highlights the challenges 

to implementing this type of work with early career teachers. Thomas echoed concerns 

that other residents expressed about timing and undertaking this work in a developmental 

stage. That said, there are lessons in the literature (e.g., Ginns et al., 2001) that 

demonstrate that making action research into a more highly collaborative and scaffolded 

endeavor helps to mediate these issues.  

Other Supports  

 

 Although Thomas had ample support at the school, district, and residency 

program level, during his second year, he opted to join a research study on effective 

mentoring practices. As a participant, Thomas had access to additional material and 

another coach. While he cited some concern about the total number of supports and 

volume of advice, he felt that he could do this additional mentoring at his own pace. 
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Rather than having another person in his classroom, he sent videos of his teaching to his 

assigned mentor, who then video-conferenced with him. As a participant, he was sent 

video equipment so he could videotape his lessons and send them for feedback. With this 

new support, Thomas had continued to focus on replicable practices—taking suggestions 

in a top-down fashion: “We were talking about rules and norms, and I had like norms 

over here and rules over here, and she said, ‘Why don't you just try two rules?’ I think 

it's, like, one is respect for each other and…I can't remember what the other one…it was 

just two things. And she said, ‘Everything else is all, you know, comes off of those two.’ 

And I'm like, ‘Oh, in a way that sounds really good.’” Thomas had been pleased with this 

support and considered his study coach a valuable resource. As he described her, “She is 

a wealth of resources and information.”  

This Is Where I Leave Him 

 

 Although Thomas expressed an interest in remaining in his position at Hamilton 

Elementary, his position was to be eliminated due to budgetary and enrollment issues. 

His principal first made him aware of this situation prior to the spring break recess. He 

was offered an opportunity to stay, but that would have meant moving up to teach 

seventh and eighth graders. While staying at the same school was appealing to him, he 

was concerned about his ability to teach the older students. Knowing that he already 

struggled with management and that the older students would present more challenges 

than his fourth graders, the switch sounded precarious to him. Thomas eventually decided 

to move to a charter school outside of the district to teach sixth-grade math and science. 

Overall, he felt optimistic. At the charter school, he expected to see an improvement in 

terms of student engagement: “I'm excited to go to a school that's more selective, where 
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kids I think are…you know, they're gonna be more focused. They're there…they're more 

motivated. I'm more excited about that.” Despite the prospect of fewer student 

challenges, Thomas acknowledged that his move to the charter school would eliminate 

key support systems that he had come to rely on throughout his teaching, especially the 

monthly professional development offered by the district that he had been regularly 

attending. As important as these supports were, a seemingly more manageable group of 

students might be worth the tradeoff for Thomas.  

Conclusions 

 

 Thomas’s early career experiences were defined by strong support systems and a 

variety of sources of support. Thomas drew on support from all his networks, including 

school-based, district-based, and residency-based supports. Ultimately, he placed the 

most emphasis on supports that met his most immediate needs. Thomas was searching for 

someone to tell him what was happening in his classroom: “Yeah, and maybe even, like I 

said, have somebody come out and sit through class and just say, ‘Here's what I saw; 

here's some things that maybe you could consider.’” Thomas was interested in 

technocratic approaches, supports that generate replicable practices. When seeking 

mentors and other advisors, he was drawn to more technocratic approaches, and he was 

willing to accept experts’ knowledge over his own. While their knowledge was not 

necessarily contextualized and based on his specific students, he was willing to prioritize 

experience over context. In our initial interview, we discussed other goals as well. Similar 

to his achievement goals, his other objectives were also based on developing better 

strategies: “My expectation is that—that I can, um…that through my classroom 

management and—and my instructions, um, lesson planning that I can minimize 
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disruptions and come home more—more days than not feeling good and—and 

encouraged about what I do rather than discouraged.” Overall, Thomas seemed to be 

seeking someone to teach him how to teach, rather than working to develop his own 

understandings.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS  

 

 The previous chapter highlighted the participants’ individual induction 

experiences. These case descriptions explored the quality and quantity of supports 

accessed by the participants and their subsequent evaluations of these supports. 

Additionally, the previous chapter evaluated the extent to which the participants sought 

out and valued supports that positioned them along a continuum of users and generators 

of knowledge. This chapter provides a cross-case analysis and a discussion of how 

different factors influenced the teachers’ experiences with induction. This analysis 

specifically examines issues of professional culture, relationships with mentors, 

assessments of action research, and the way supports position teachers along a continuum 

of users and generators of knowledge about practice. For each of the themes, examples 

from the cases are included to demonstrate how each teacher expressed this theme.  

Table 5. 1 Themes across Cases 

Themes Quotations 

Theme #1: The value of relationships with 

formal and informal mentors 

“I always felt good going back to talk to 

her, like even if I wouldn’t use exactly 

what she did, there was something 

valuable there.”  

–Elizabeth 

 

“Yeah, he came in; he always had 

something, some idea, some activity that I 

could immediately put to use.” –Thomas  

 

“He just kind of got stuff, if you know 

what I mean. I was really lucky, really 

lucky my first year to have to him, and he 

could just talk me through anything.” –

Robert 
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Table 5.1, continued 

Themes  Quotations   

 

Theme #1: The value of relationships with 

formal and informal mentors (continued)  

 

“‘I need help with this,’ like, Madeline 

will say, ‘What are you struggling with?’ 

So it's already like the table has been set 

for us to talk about that as opposed to like, 

oh, like, I guess, speaking in a table 

format: ‘Oh you're hungry? I gotta cook 

something for you now? Oh my god, like, 

what do you need?’ As opposed to being 

like, I have to, like, pull it, it's just like, the 

table is set for this—what do you need? 

Let's go there.” –Ayanna  

 

“She had all these resources that I would 

have never, like, found on my own. She 

had all these posters for the room. She had 

all these techniques and all these supplies 

for the kid that no matter what I needed in 

math, I could always go to her, and she 

had something. Or she had, like, already 

laminated all the stuff, like, for the kids to 

use, and she was like, ‘You can do these 

stations.’ Or, ‘For this one, I know that 

this specific thing worked.’ Or, ‘If you 

need something related to that, I think you 

should go on this website.’” –Adrianna  

   

Theme #2: A complicated relationship 

with action research 

“I don’t know, is what we’re doing high-

quality? Is it good? It just seems like there 

are real strategies done by real researchers 

for us to draw on.” –Robert 

 

“They were making omelets, and I’m still 

trying to figure out how to crack the 

eggs.”  

–Ayanna  

 

“It’d something I want to do; it is 

something that I am working on, but I’m 

not there yet. I want to be at some point 

but not now.”  –Elizabeth  
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Table 5.1, continued 

Theme #2: A complicated relationship 

with action research (continued) 

“And I would like to see it more like 

Agnes and Madeline, or whoever, come 

out individually to each person's class and 

together they brainstorm about ‘Okay, this 

is what we think…you know, we watched 

one lesson or we watched you for a couple 

days, and we think this is…We all agree, 

you know, these are three things you 

could maybe work on.’” –Thomas 

 

“I think it is a good choice to do it in the 

second year, and I think it might have 

made even more sense to do it in the third 

year. I think we would have our act 

together in terms of our classroom stuff, 

and we could focus more on the 

instructional part of teaching, yeah. I 

think having it in the second year did 

make us more stressed out about it. In the 

future, they should delay this.” 

 –Adrianna  

 

Theme #3: Supportive and unsupportive 

professional cultures 

“I was reached out to and knew 

immediately from the staff that they 

wanted me and…they did a good job of 

kind of locking me up to be a part of that 

school. In communicating with them all 

during that time and before the year was 

out, they brought me in with the other 

new hires to give me an orientation that 

they wanted to do. Took me around the 

building, got…[to] meet everybody.” –

Robert 

 

“I liked what she did, I respected what 

she did, and it just felt like we were on 

the same page, in [the] trenches 

together.” –Thomas 
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Table 5.1, continued 

Theme #3: Supportive and unsupportive 

professional cultures 

“So even if we can't get together in a 

room every week to formally discuss 

what we are planning or teach the same 

thing, we can use the same resources. We 

all end up co-planning. Overall, she has a 

positive idea about her team…These 

teachers, my entire team. These teachers 

are awesome. Even in the middle of 

class, I can walk over to another room 

and talk to someone. They are amazing. 

My team this year. Unbelievably 

amazing.” –Adrianna  

 

“Yeah, I think, um, I go to my colleagues 

a lot for informal professional 

development, like the veterans that have 

been there a long time for advice for, like, 

what I could be doing better.” –Elizabeth  

 

“I feel like it's extremely limited, and like, 

for example, they, like, today when kids 

leave early, they, it's like, you know the 

little time we do have, everybody's 

rushing to either grade or get out early. 

So, people are so overwhelmed with their 

own work that they need to do that; it 

really doesn't happen as much as it 

should.” –Ayanna  

 

Theme #4: The impact of asking for help 

on professional identity 

“It’s like I’m not getting, but I should be 

getting it; it’s my job to be getting it.”  –

Ayanna 

 

“There's this ex—, this subliminal 

expectation, you know, it's like, ‘Oh, he 

doesn't have control of his class.’” –

Thomas 

 

 

Theme #1: The Value of Relationships with Formal and Informal Mentors  
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 The individual cases highlight how each of the participants worked with a series 

of formal and informal mentors. Even though many of the participants had access to a 

wide range of supports, mentors were by far the most consistent and frequent form of 

support provided to these new teachers. Additionally, of all the supports made available 

to these teachers, their relationships with their mentors were identified as the most 

effective and most valuable. The cross-case analysis underscores commonalities in how 

the participants valued these relationships and their perceptions of their mentors’ 

expertise, and it also highlights the types of mentoring activities that mentors engaged in 

with their mentees. As new teachers, the participants were drawn to mentors who could 

provide them with much-needed material resources (e.g., curriculum materials, 

technology, or posters for their walls), role-model practices, and provide them with 

replicable practices they could readily adopt. Their praise of their mentors is evident in 

their commentary. As Adrianna described the math leader who served as her informal 

mentor,  

She had all these resources that I would have never, like, found on my 

own. She had all these posters for the room. She had all these techniques 

and all these supplies for the kid that no matter what I needed in math, I 

could always go to her, and she had something. Or she had, like, already 

laminated all the stuff, like, for the kids to use, and she was like, “You can 

do these stations.” Or, “For this one, I know that this specific thing 

worked.” Or, “If you need something related to that, I think you should go 

on this website.” 

 

Thomas also expressed a sense of gratitude for the support his new teacher coach 

provided. Thomas believed that whenever his mentor visited his classroom, he brought 

something of value to his practice. Thomas described the value of this relationship: 
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“Yeah, he came in; he always had something, some idea, some activity that I could 

immediately put to use.”  

 As new teachers, the participants were eager to work with their more experienced 

colleagues. As they saw it, the teachers who were more senior to them possessed critical 

institutional and pedagogical knowledge. When they searched for role models, they 

sought individuals who were caring, were motivated to help them, had access to 

resources, and were seemingly able to address their needs (e.g., Gardner, 2012; Tellez, 

1992). Research has highlighted the importance of these relationships, whether they be 

formal or informal, and shown that they ease the burden on teachers. The findings of 

Fantilli and McDougall (2009) suggest that new teachers who have access to formal or 

informal mentors have fewer concerns over access to resources. Essentially, these 

mentors are a resource unto themselves. Using Adrianna as an example, she was 

comfortable modeling her practice on that of her school’s math lead. As a result of her 

coach’s years of experience and content expertise, Adrianna identified her as an 

appropriate role model. In addition to her extensive content and experiential knowledge, 

this instructor regularly modeled practices that Adrianna was more than willing to 

replicate. While this might have been effective in the moment, this strategy is less 

effective in terms of teachers’ long-term development. Previous research on mentoring 

and teacher development (e.g., Mena, Henniseen & Loughran, 2017; Strong & Baron, 

2004) has highlighted the extent to which mentoring practices can shape teachers’ 

practices and knowledge generation. Mentors who are more directive limit opportunities 

for novices to generate knowledge independently. In many cases, if the mentor is willing 

to share, the novice is willing to accept, and this may inhibit longer-lasting self-directed 
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learning. Other cases demonstrate the directive strategies of participants’ mentors and 

resources, such as the action steps embedded in Thomas’s induction materials or Agnes’ 

providing Ayanna with specific phrasing for her teaching and demonstrating where she 

should physically be in her classroom. As Ayanna described, “Agnes literally said, ‘You 

need to say this while you are standing here.’ And she would literally go through the 

talking points and stand where she wanted me to stand.” While these recommendations 

are helpful in the moment, research suggests that they may restrict teachers’ professional 

learning opportunities.  

 Generally, these mentors engaged in what some scholars (e.g., Feiman-Nemser, 

2001; Mena, Henniseen & Loughran, 2017; Strong & Baron, 2004) have defined as 

directive mentoring. Under this mentoring framework, novices are typically passive 

recipients of knowledge. Although, as discussed above, there are uncertain implications 

regarding the long-term utility of this approach, it was notable that this type of mentoring 

was frequently preferable to the participants in this study. Thomas and Ayanna especially 

preferred their mentors to engage in these practices. As Thomas said, “Just tell me, just 

tell me how to do it.” Thomas, Ayanna, and Adrianna derived value from their mentoring 

relationships based on the top-down transfer of knowledge. For these participants, the 

value of mentoring was explicitly linked to what resources and replicable practices could 

be passed from mentor to mentee.  

 With some exceptions, the participants expressed appreciation for this approach. 

In some cases, specifically those of Adrianna and Robert, they worked with mentors who 

employed mentoring strategies that positioned them as co-creators of knowledge. As 

Robert explained, “It was different than my district coach, more we worked together all 
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the time, and it was more of a partnership than a mentor and mentee kind of relationship.” 

For Robert, the value he drew from his relationship with his school-based coach was 

based on its collaborative nature. He consistently expressed this desire to work in concert 

with more experienced teachers, and the availability of this collaborative framework was, 

for him, what created the value in mentoring relationships.  

 There are implications regarding how this influences teachers’ relationships with 

knowledge. The gravitation toward more experienced teachers highlights the participants’ 

beliefs about knowledge creation. In this way, they exemplify the concepts of knowledge-

in-practice and knowledge-for-practice (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999; 2001; 2009) in 

two primary ways. First, by acquiring knowledge, they could improve their practice. The 

principle behind Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s knowledge-for-practice is that content and 

pedagogical knowledge is the foundation of good practice. The participants expressed the 

belief that gathering this knowledge would have an impact on their teaching. Second, the 

participants continued to locate knowledge generation in those whom they perceived to 

be experts. The participants expressed an appreciation for a pathway of teacher learning 

that goes through experts. The combination of both factors suggests why they sought role 

models. Additionally, embedded in Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s second pathway for 

teacher learning, knowledge-in-practice, is the idea that knowledge can be generated 

through the observation of good practice. By adopting role models, the participants put 

themselves in a position to absorb best practices. The directive nature of these 

relationships and related resources helps to reinforce these perceptions about how 

teachers learn about practice.  
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 While Elizabeth also regularly sought similar supportive relationships and 

resources as her peers, how she ultimately incorporated this work into her practice 

differed. Elizabeth’s school-based mentor also engaged in directive practices, but she was 

far less likely to simply accept these recommendations without making what she deemed 

as appropriate modifications. As she explained, “I know that it is easy to find something 

that is compatible with your teaching style, but sometimes what you want to do is not 

what works best for your students.” As a first- and second-year teacher, Elizabeth 

continued to be mentored by her former student teaching supervisor and developed 

additional relationships with other more veteran teachers. While Elizabeth did place a 

high value on the experiences and opinions of the more senior teachers in her school, she 

also realized that their strategies would not always be a suitable fit for her. Overall, 

Elizabeth was unwilling to automatically accept directive supports. Elizabeth had a more 

fluid approach to teacher learning than the other participants. She recognized the value of 

knowledge generated by experts, knowledge that is static and established. Within her 

school, when working with her mentor or other more senior teachers, she saw that value 

in their practice-based knowledge. In a sense, she was well-aligned with her peers. 

However, Elizabeth made a strong departure as she incorporated a more discerning eye. 

This represents her understanding that practice is embedded in context and that she must 

thus take a stake in her own knowledge generation. Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s third 

pathway for teacher learning is knowledge-of-practice. Under this framework, teachers 

incorporate expertise in theory, expertise in practice, and the context of their own 

classrooms and students to generate knowledge. In her evaluation, modification, and 
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implementation of supports from more experienced teachers, Elizabeth generated her 

own knowledge about practice.  

Theme #2: A Complicated Relationship with Action Research  

 

 The cases reveal an almost unanimously complicated relationship between the 

participants and their experience with conducting action research. The cases document 

the evolution of the participants’ relationships to action research: It began as something 

that they did not quite understand, that they could not connect to improving their practice, 

and that was too time-consuming. Finally, they recognized it as a legitimate instructional 

tool, but ultimately did not feel they could use it as second-year teachers.  

 In the early stages of their action research projects, the participants struggled to 

understand exactly what it was and how it might it impact their practice. According to 

Madeline, the residency program decided to implement action research as a support for 

two primary reasons. First, the residency program believed that action research would 

serve as a practical tool for its graduates to address problems in their practice. The 

program directors felt that action research had the potential to address residents’ specific 

concerns (Algozzine et al., 2007). Second, Madeline recognized that the component skills 

of action research would serve as important tools (e.g., reflective practices) for the 

graduates as they progressed in their teaching careers. Madeline saw action research as a 

compilation of skills. As she saw it, “Action research was not necessarily a unilateral 

process but the culmination of a set of skills and perspectives.” In discussions with 

participants, I found that they struggled to make sense of this approach. Time and time 

again, participants struggled to accept this rationale. As they saw it, action research was 

simply research, and as a result, it was subject to a rigid structure that was time-
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consuming. Madeline, however, saw herself as teaching them the skills of reflection and 

action and as providing them with a lens through which to view their practice. At this 

stage in their development, they were still focused on the day-to-day operations of their 

classrooms. While the process was scaffolded over the course of the year, the participants 

still considered this a daunting task. The participants saw this as a formal process 

involving generating questions, finding literature, collecting and analyzing data, and 

writing up the results. Madeline saw this as much more of a formative experience, a 

strategy that they could not outgrow. While the participants expressed varying levels of 

curiosity about action research and also differed regarding the perceived utility of this 

approach, it ultimately felt out of their reach.  

  The participants’ relationships with action research were also complicated by 

other concerns. They overwhelmingly discussed the issue of time. For them, the meetings 

and the independent work seemed to represent time away from their responsibilities at 

school. While the action research project was meant to be integrated into some level of 

their practice, they largely thought of it as separate and considered it another task. As 

second-year teachers, many of the participants felt overwhelmed by this process. In 

addition to their monthly meetings, the teachers were expected to complete additional 

assignments, such as literature reviews, as well as to collect data. With other professional 

and personal responsibilities (e.g., grading, planning, and sponsoring extracurricular 

activities), these assignments were relegated to the bottom of the priority list. In both 

formal and informal conversations, Robert regularly responded to questions about his 

progress with laughter. The residency program intended for the action research to be 

embedded in the teachers’ practice. The associated assignments were all meant to build 
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on one another. While the assignments were designed to help the teachers conduct their 

research, the amount of work and responsibility already being assumed by these teachers 

made this difficult. Many of the participants described lackluster efforts to complete their 

projects. Ayanna described herself as “rushing” to complete the project. While they 

eventually recognized the potential behind action research and its ability to improve their 

practice, they just did not have the time.  

 Additional criticisms of the action research project included the lack of practical 

take-aways. While action research is designed to provide its users with a practical 

outcome, it was not the practical outcome that they desired. As new teachers, the 

participants desired material strategies that would help them with their immediate 

problems. While the outcomes of their action research might help the teachers to develop 

resources of their own, as early career teachers, that did not seem immediate enough. As 

Thomas described, “Yeah, maybe it helps me next year, but what about this year, what 

about the issues that are happening in my classroom now?” The participants viewed the 

outcomes differently than the program organizers. For Thomas and Ayanna, the 

outcomes meant material resources and replicable practices. While these products can be 

derived from action research, they needed to be created individually. In part, their 

negative feelings toward action research were connected to their beliefs about teacher 

learning. Thomas and Ayanna were heavily invested in the knowledge-for-practice 

framework. As developing professionals, they lacked the expertise necessary to generate 

knowledge. In their search for support, they placed themselves in a subordinate position. 

Even when he needed to select his problem of practice, Thomas expressed a desire for 

Madeline to come to his classroom and help him decide. Thomas’s request illustrates his 
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secondary relationship to knowledge about practice. The participants could receive 

knowledge directly (i.e., in the form of scripted materials and strategies) but were not 

ready to develop it on their own. They still wanted to be told how to teach.  

 A final concern about the action research relates to its quality. Many of the 

participants questioned the quality of their work, as they recognized how quickly they 

had assembled some elements. Robert particularly articulated concern about quality and 

how that might impact what he learned about his teaching. As he reported, “I don’t know, 

is what we’re doing high-quality? Is it good? It just seems like there are real strategies 

done by real researchers for us to draw on.” Like Elizabeth, Robert was more prone to see 

himself as a generator of knowledge. That said, for Robert, the action research was the 

first time he had been solely responsible for that level of inquiry. In the context of action 

research, he was more aligned with frameworks for teacher learning that disempowered 

him. That said, in the context of more collaborative relationships, such as that with the 

assistant principal, he felt more empowered to generate knowledge about practice. At this 

stage, Robert was still finding a balance between himself as a user of knowledge and as a 

generator of knowledge. He still needed a more senior person looking over his shoulder.  

 By the end of the action research meetings, each participant expressed 

appreciation for action research and ultimately understood how it could improve their 

practice. Thomas, who was probably the most hesitant to accept this practice, even came 

to appreciate it. In the end, he recognized that underlying action research is reflection, 

and he understood that to be a skill of effective teachers. The participants also eventually 

came to see action research as a means to develop more context-specific strategies. 

Through their experiences with other forms of support, the participants identified 
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limitations of other forms of professional development that merely provided general 

strategies and did not necessarily address their specific concerns or teaching context. As 

Robert explained, “Professional development sometimes is just there, and we’re here.” 

Ayanna echoed this sentiment, feeling that when she spoke with other teachers, they 

could not speak directly to what she needed: “Sometimes other teachers tell me to do 

something, but it feels so general and doesn’t seem to mesh with my issues.” Thomas 

also expressed a concern that in some of his professional development opportunities, he 

heard ideas and perspective that felt too removed from his practice. 

 Overall, as second-year teachers, many of the participants expressed an improved 

sense of professional efficacy between their first and second years of teaching. However, 

while they had mastered many of their professional responsibilities, they were still 

developing professionals. For the participants, the insight necessary for this type of 

reflective work remained out of their reach. The participants were not intellectually ready 

to consume their students’ work in more meaningful ways. Adrianna specifically 

addressed this issue, explaining that she did not know enough about her own practice to 

really put her objectives and her students’ outcomes into meaningful conversation. 

Additionally, as second-year teachers, they expressed doubts regarding whether they 

could even identify the right problem in their practice. Both Thomas and Adrianna 

explicitly expressed their desire for Madeline and Agnes to play a more active role in 

helping them to identify their gaps. As Thomas and Adrianna explained,  

And I would like to see it more like Agnes and Madeline, or whoever, 

come out individually to each person's class and together they brainstorm 

about “Okay, this is what we think…you know, we watched one lesson, or 

we watched you for a couple days, and we think this is…We all agree, you 

know, these are three things you could maybe work on.” –Thomas  
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Just listening to what we are doing in the classroom, you are not getting 

the full picture. If they came in and observed and helped us through the 

process, maybe a lot more of us would have reached our goal or whatever. 

They are experienced people, and they have been doing this for a long 

time. We are brand-new teachers. –Adrianna  

 

Theme #3: Supportive and Unsupportive Professional Cultures 

 

 Prior research has highlighted the role of professional cultures in providing 

support for new teachers (e.g., Fantilli & McDougall, 2009; Kardos et al., 2001; Kardos 

& Johnson, 2007; Saka & Southerland, 2009; Williams, Prestage & Bedward, 2001). 

Within the framework of collaborative professional cultures, new teachers gain access to 

both formal and informal mentors, become socialized into the profession, and obtain 

resources. This study has underscored that participants experienced differences in the 

quantity, quality, and types of support based on their individual school buildings. The 

access to support at the building level not only impacted how supported the participants 

felt but also had implications for their professional development.  

 Some differences in access were to be expected. Three of the five participants 

were assigned to a large school district with a robust induction and professional 

development program. The participants who were placed at the charter schools lacked 

that larger institutional structure. That said, Elizabeth’s school provided supports for new 

teachers that were in line with those available to her district counterparts (i.e., formal 

induction course, new teacher orientation, and a new teacher coach). While many 

supports were made available to Elizabeth by her charter school, Ayanna was not as 

fortunate, as she did not have access to either coaching or an orientation for new teachers. 

The presence of these supports eased Elizabeth’s transition from preservice to in-service 
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teacher, and the absence left Ayanna largely on her own. The comfort that these supports 

provided Elizabeth allowed her to draw on her resources in different ways. Her support 

allowed her to reflect on her practice and make modifications, rather than patching a leak. 

In contrast, Ayanna was so overwhelmed that she had to utilize her limited resources to 

focus on short-term, immediate goals. In addition to their access to supports, the 

participants differed in the very nature of their professional cultures. Elizabeth had access 

to a collaborative professional community (e.g., Kardos et al., 2001; Saka & Southerland, 

2009; Quinn & Andrews, 2004) from which she could draw resources and emotional 

support. Additionally, through this collaborative community, Elizabeth could identify 

individuals whom she could work closely with and whom could help to inform her 

practice. Ayanna, on the other hand, worked in a more individualistic teacher community 

(Williams, Prestage & Bedward, 2001) where little support or communal structure 

existed for teachers. In the collaborative professional community, Elizabeth felt 

empowered to make decisions about her practice because there were always people 

whom she could talk with, including about their practices. Ayanna did not have these 

opportunities, and that affected her development, her perception of herself as a 

professional, and her attitude toward teaching.  

 Differences in the supports also occurred among the teachers assigned to the 

district schools. In the case of these teachers, the difference was not in terms of access. 

Robert, Adrianna, and Thomas all had access to similar supports (i.e., grade partners and 

teams, new teacher coach, school-based mentor, induction course, and professional 

developments). That said, the way these supports were employed differed. Thomas’s 

coach focused on preparing his classroom for testing and addressing basic concerns 
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around practice; similarly, his new teacher coach from the district primarily addressed 

resources allocation and short-terms needs. On the other hand, Adrianna and Robert’s 

assistant principal engaged them in informal action research while also working to 

provide them with resources and strategies. Their coaching sessions were collaborative 

and aimed at creating opportunities for them to develop their own strategies for 

addressing problems in their practice. Ultimately, Thomas’s experiences were directive 

(Mena, Hennissen & Loughran, 2017; Strong & Baron, 2004) and characterized him as a 

user of knowledge, whereas Robert and Adrianna’s coach was more collaborative and 

empowering. Although these three residents, unlike Elizabeth and Ayanna, were all at 

schools overseen by the same large institution, the subculture at each school seemed 

slightly different, which could be one potential explanation for the differences in the 

levels and types of supports they received. In the cases of Robert and Adrianna, their 

assistant principal was attempting to build a more collaborative culture, whereas 

Thomas’s administrators seemed content to allow a more individualistic philosophy to 

dominate the school. A common thread in these cases was the co-location of 

individualistic school cultures with directive mentoring versus collaborative cultures with 

educative mentoring.  

Theme #4: The Impact of Asking for Help on Professional Identity  

 

 As teachers in their second year, the participants still faced gaps in their 

professional knowledge and skillsets. In the cases of Elizabeth, Adrianna, and Robert, 

they expressed a relative degree of acceptance of these developing skills and dispositions. 

Elizabeth recognized the extent to which her development would span her career and the 

role that support would play in that development: “Yeah, I am always going to draw on 
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colleagues. That is not just something for new teachers, but that’s just a good plan.” 

Robert also saw support and collaborative relationships as part of his long-term 

professional plan. In our final interview, he expressed excitement about being paired with 

another UUTR graduate. In Robert’s mind, this collaborative relationship would provide 

him with not only someone to lean on but also someone to help him keep focusing on his 

own development. While Robert and Elizabeth explicitly recognized support as a means 

of continued professional development, Thomas and Ayanna were more hesitant. They 

saw support needs as potentially reflecting poorly on their status as professionals. 

  Thomas’s and Ayanna’s struggles endured throughout their early career 

experiences. Consistent with the literature on new teachers, they faced challenges 

common to novice educators, such as difficulties with management, instruction, 

administrative tasks, and professional organization (e.g., Beck, Kosnik & Rowsell, 2007; 

Mandel, 2006; Marable & Raimondi 2007; Veenman, 1984). Although their difficulties 

are typical of new teachers, Thomas and Ayanna expressed concerns that their struggles 

were unique to them. Both expressed a sense of isolation due to being the only ones not 

succeeding. As Ayanna described it, “[My cohort members] were making omelets, and 

I’m still trying to figure out how to crack the eggs.” Although they struggled to develop 

more proficiency, they were not necessarily underdeveloped. Research on new teachers’ 

development suggests that their situation is typical. Katz (1972) has suggested that 

teachers experience three stages of development: survival, during which they are focused 

on meeting their own personal needs and getting through the day; consolidation, during 

which they attempt to balance their needs and their students’ instructional needs; and 

renewal, during which they develop a sense of confidence to work more independently. 
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According to Katz’s stages of development, Thomas and Ayanna were on track. 

According to Katz, teachers do not typically reach the renewal stage until four years into 

their practice. Both participants had an expectation that when they entered the classroom, 

they would become experts. They did not foresee their development to be gradual, but 

rather immediate. As a result of this failed expectation, they struggled with seeking help. 

This is not to say that they refused to reach out to supports, but they expressed concerns 

regarding what their requests for help signaled about their reputation as professionals. As 

Ayanna said, “Come on, I’m the teacher; I should know this.” What would the need for 

so much support say about their status as professionals? How would it potentially 

diminish other peoples’ respect for them as professionals?  

 In Ayanna’s time at MCS, she struggled to secure help from her peers and 

administration. While part of the struggle was due to the lack of a strong teacher 

community in her school, it was also a function of her unease with seeking help. From 

Ayanna’s perspective, she had completed a preservice teacher preparation program and 

was in fact a professional. For Ayanna, her status as a professional made seeking help 

seem precarious. As a professional, she operated under the assumption that there were 

skills and knowledge that she was meant to possess. As she explained, “It’s like I’m not 

getting it, but I should be getting it; it’s my job to be getting it.” This expectation of 

immediate professional competency is part of the culture of teaching. Data collected by 

Kardos and Johnson (2007) show that early career teachers commonly express Ayanna’s 

expectation that they should immediately become experts. This is problematic because 

this assumption runs counter to what we know about the gradual nature of teacher 

development (e.g., Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Fuller, 1969; Katz, 1972).    
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 Thomas expressed similar concerns regarding the impact of his help-seeking on 

his professional reputation. As a first-year teacher, he felt it was appropriate to enroll in 

the induction course, meet with more experienced teachers, and take advantage of the 

school district mentor. However, as a second-year teacher, he felt less inclined to want to 

lean on those supports. As a second-year teacher, he, like Ayanna, operated under the 

assumption that there were skills and knowledge that he should have mastered by now. In 

terms of his professional identity development, he felt that he was lagging behind other 

early career teachers. In Thomas’s mind, there are two types of teachers: “There are 

certain teachers that have ‘it,’ this kind of quality that they can keep their kids under 

control no matter what to a certain level, and then, um, there's, you know, other teachers 

like me who, you know, they can’t quite do it.” Thomas’s self-assessment is not aligned 

with the expected stages of teacher development.  

 Thomas expressed a deficit view of support-seeking—as a professional, he should 

be able to handle whatever is thrown at him—however, this does not take into account 

the difficult transition from preservice to in-service teacher and the challenges associated 

with teaching in an urban context. Thomas discussed struggling with this feeling of being 

judged by other teachers and his administration. This feeling became strongest when 

people visited his classroom. During formal and informal observations, and even just 

when other teachers were present, he could not escape this feeling: “There's this ex—, 

this subliminal expectation, you know, it's like, ‘Oh, he doesn't have control of his 

class.’” His principal’s lukewarm attitude to the additional coaching seemed to reinforce 

this deficit view of support. When Thomas told his principal that he was seeking a coach 

again for the second year, that statement was met with some skepticism, which to 
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Thomas seemed to suggest a stigma attached to seeking help. Ultimately, while their 

peers’ development was enriched by support, Thomas and Ayanna struggled to fully 

accept support as a natural part of their professional development.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

 

Summary of Findings 

 

 In the previous two chapters, I focused on the single-case analysis and the cross-

case analysis. In these chapters, I aimed to provide clear examples of teachers’ access to 

different induction supports, their evaluations of these supports, and how these supports 

positioned their relationship to knowledge creation. In this chapter, I seek to enrich the 

findings with commentary and context by addressing how the findings address each of 

the three research questions. The organization of this final chapter proceeds as follows: 

(1) a summary of the study’s findings; (2) the implications of these findings for the 

literature and practice, as well as for policy at the residency program and school district 

levels, and (3) my suggestions for future research.  

 Research Question #1. The first research question asks “What induction supports 

and activities are currently available to early career teachers who graduated from a 

UTR?”  

Table 6. 1 Access to Supports 

 Adrianna  Ayanna  Elizabeth Robert  Thomas 

One-to-one 

mentoring 

(district-

based) 

Limited 

interaction 

with district 

new teacher 

coach as a 

first-year 

teacher  

**Not 

assigned to 

a district 

school** 

**Not 

assigned to 

a district 

school** 

Limited 

interaction 

with district 

new teacher 

coach as a 

first-year 

teacher 

Assigned a 

mentor for 

years 1 and 

2; frequent 

contact year 

1 mentor, 

less 

frequent 

year 2 

mentor 
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Table 6.1, continued 

One-to-one 

mentoring 

(school-

based)  

 

Two years 

of weekly 

coaching 

from 

assistant 

principal 

No access Veteran 

teacher 

(years and 

building) 

assigned 

first year 

Two years 

of weekly 

coaching 

from 

assistant 

principal  

Informal 

support from 

school-

based 

teacher; 

math lead 

One-to-one 

mentoring 

(residency-

based) 

Opportunitie

s available 

but did not 

access them 

Informal 

mentoring 

at the end 

1st and 2nd  

Opportunitie

s available 

but did not 

access them 

Opportunitie

s available 

but did not 

access them 

Informal 

mentoring 

during year 

1 

Residency-

based 

support 

Action 

research 

group 

Action 

research 

group 

Action 

research 

group 

Action 

research 

group 

Action 

research 

group 

Teacher 

community 

(in-person) 

Content 

teams, co-

planning, 

grade 

partners, 

informal 

mentorship  

No access Content 

teams, co-

planning, 

grade 

partners, 

informal 

mentorship  

Content 

teams, co-

planning, 

grade 

partners, 

informal 

mentorship  

Grade 

partners  

Teacher 

community 

(online or 

outside of 

school) 

family 

members 

Online 

teacher 

message 

boards and 

social 

media 

groups 

Parent/famil

y members 

Parent, 

spouse, 

informal 

teacher 

support 

group at 

church 

Opportunitie

s available 

but did not 

access them 

Formal 

induction 

course 

Opportunitie

s available 

but did not 

access them 

No access New 

induction 

sponsored 

by school 

10 sessions 

(30 hours of 

seat time 

and 30 hours 

of portfolio 

work)  

10 sessions 

(30 hours of 

seat time 

and 30 hours 

of portfolio 

work) 

Professiona

l 

developme

nt 

Opportunitie

s available 

but did not 

access them 

Weekly 

professiona

l 

developme

nt half-days 

at school 

Weekly 

professional 

development 

half-days at 

school 

Opportunitie

s available 

but did not 

access them 

Regularly 

attended 

district-

offered 

professional 

development 

(e.g., Tune 

Up Tuesday) 
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 Consistent with the literature on the availability of induction supports, including 

mentors, both formal and informal; formal induction courses; and professional 

development, the participants had access to a variety of induction supports, as shown in 

Table 6.1. Additionally, teachers accessed other supports independent of their schools 

and districts. These supports were consistently less about obtaining resources and more 

geared toward the new teachers’ emotional well-being. Research on induction supports 

for urban teachers (e.g., Kardos and Johnson, 2010) has suggested that urban teachers 

largely have access to supports that are more aimed at addressing immediate needs than 

at promoting long-term professional development. The findings suggest that these urban 

teachers had varying access to supports addressing their immediate and long-term goals. 

That said, the data suggest most of the supports were focused on addressing immediate 

concerns. This is especially reflected in the participants’ comments about new teacher 

coaches from the district. Robert’s and Adrianna’s ephemeral engagement with their 

district coaches is an illustrative example. Their classrooms presented as controlled in 

comparison to those of the other first-year teachers, and as a result, their coaches were 

deemed unnecessary. While the opportunity was present for more deeply engaging and 

addressing more nuanced goals, these coaches did not have that in mind. These data also 

highlight that access is significantly impacted by the teaching assignment. The cases of 

Ayanna and Elizabeth demonstrate how similar settings can offer drastic differences in 

access to supportive professional cultures that provide teachers with not only a sense of 

community but also material and intellectual supports. It seems that school type (e.g., 

district or charter) is not completely indicative of what types of supports a new teacher 

receives; rather, the culture of the school, priorities of the leadership, and characteristics 
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of individual mentors—as well as the mentees themselves—are key metrics in predicting 

the quantity and quality of support novices receive. These differences could potentially 

have drastic impacts on the outlook, tenure, and development of the novice educator. 

 Research Question #2: The second research question is “What value do teachers 

ascribe to these activities and supports?” The data revealed that, overall, participants 

valued each of the supports made available to them at the residency, school, and district 

levels. That said, there were supports that they found more valuable than others. For 

example, the participants largely valued their relationships with their formal and informal 

mentors. Their mentors provided them with a combination of a potential role model, 

material resources, and replicable practices. As developing teachers, the participants felt 

overwhelmed at times, and it was helpful to have access to people who could not only 

share similar experiences but also provide them with them a lesson plan or activity that 

might ease their burdens. Overall, they expressed significantly valuing more experienced 

teachers. In many instances, they were willing to let the practices and perspectives of 

more experienced teachers supersede those of their own. This is best highlighted in 

Thomas’s and Adrianna’s cases; they expressed a desire for Madeline and Agnes to take 

a more active role in selecting an issue within their classes to use for their action research 

projects. While previous research has highlighted the impact of more collaborative 

mentoring, overall, these participants did not express a demand for it, but rather sought to 

subordinate their own perspectives to those with more experience.  

 For these participants, mentors possessed what they deemed to be the appropriate 

content and experiential knowledge to be considered experts. In contrast to these 

experienced educators, the participants, as early career professionals, felt that they did not 
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possess the same potential for expertise. Ultimately, the participants equated expertise 

with experience and not specifically knowledge of context or students. This view was 

evident in the way they conceded to a mentor’s opinions and implemented strategies 

developed by other educators with less knowledge about their particular classroom 

context or students. They believed that these more experienced educators somehow 

possessed knowledge, the answers to all questions, and all kinds of resources. While it is 

not incorrect to associate experience with expertise, this perspective underlies an attitude 

toward the generation of knowledge about practice. For these participants, such 

knowledge generation is something done by more senior teachers. The privilege of 

generating knowledge about practice is something that teachers evolve into doing and is 

not the business of new professionals.  

 While each of the participants had experience with supports that engaged them in 

more reflective practices, such as the action research project, their feelings were mixed. 

Through the process of conducting action research, they developed an appreciation for 

that work but ultimately did not see it as a tool for developing teachers. They saw it as a 

strategy they could use later in their careers but not so early. Given the variation observed 

among cases in this study and the potential association between collaborative/educative 

environments and individualistic/directive environments, the viewpoint shared by certain 

participants that they were not qualified for or capable of self-directed reflection, inquiry, 

and improvement regarding their practice could have plausibly stemmed from an implicit 

message they received from their supports that the role of the novice teacher is simply to 

absorb and repeat existing knowledge, not to critically refine one’s own practice. 
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 Research Question #3. The third research question asks “How do these supports 

position teachers in their relationship to knowledge about practice? Do they foster 

knowledge-for-practice, knowledge-of-practice, and/or knowledge-in-practice?” The data 

suggest that the various supports positioned teachers at different points along a 

continuum from being a user of knowledge to being a generator of knowledge. In the case 

of mentoring, the outcome varied depending on how the mentor approached his or her 

work. On the one hand, for Thomas and Ayanna, their mentors relied heavily on directive 

strategies (e.g., resource allocation and direct instruction). Through these approaches, 

they were largely positioned as users of knowledge. On the other hand, Robert’s and 

Adrianna’s mentors relied on more educative mentoring practice (e.g., dialogue, 

reflection, and co-thinking). This created more opportunities for them to generate their 

own knowledge about practice. While these opportunities for the teachers to participate in 

support activities allowed them a greater sense of agency, their supports primarily created 

opportunities for them to learn from experts.  

Implications for the Literature 

 

 This study seeks to fill an existing gap in the literature by examining in greater 

depth the impacts that UTR programs have on their graduates by investigating the 

graduates themselves and focusing primarily on short-term outcomes such as support. In 

connection with those questions already answered by the existing literature, the hope is to 

inform school districts, academic programs, and policymakers on how to best train 

teachers to achieve desired outcomes, such as higher student achievement, improved 

teacher retention, and other common goals. The current body of literature on UTRs has 

almost exclusively focused on outcomes (e.g., retention and student achievement) and 
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mentoring at the preservice level. While the extended induction experience is a 

significant program component, research has largely neglected this. This qualitative study 

provides insight into the characteristics of extended induction. Additionally, its data 

provide insight into teachers’ experiences with the extended induction model and the 

value they assign to that approach.  

 The data provide evidence that teacher learning is heavily influenced by induction 

supports. Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s (1999; 2001; 2009) theories of teacher learning 

propose three primary pathways through which teachers generate knowledge about 

practice—knowledge-for-practice, in which teachers learn from experts and knowledge is 

passed from experts to novices; knowledge-in-practice, in which teachers learn from 

observing teaching and discussing it; and knowledge-of-practice, in which teachers learn 

about practice through conducting inquiry into their own practice and knowledge, as well 

as those of experts and other practitioners. That said, the ability to engage in this third 

pathway is substantially impacted by multiple factors (e.g., school context, school 

leadership, and access to educative versus directive mentors). While this might be the 

preferable way for teachers to generate knowledge about practice, some teachers may 

lack the opportunities and structures to enact these practices. Although the framework 

provides a useful starting point to conceptualize teacher development, it would be ideal to 

better understand the functional implications and limitations of this theory as it applies to 

these types of personal and school contexts. For instance, it is not well understood what 

controls one’s progression through these stages of development. This study hints at a few 

of the potential factors, specifically the individual’s personality, the school’s overarching 

culture, the priorities of mentors and coaches, and the specific induction supports and 
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program. However, to optimize a given teacher’s advancement through this process, 

research must further elucidate how these—and other—factors interact and how this 

interplay unfolds at the individual level. This study may provide a starting point for such 

inquiry, wherein the roadblocks or pathways that inhibit or propel individual teachers to 

higher-order development are better articulated.  

Implications for Practice and Policy 

 

 Implications for the Urban University Teacher Residency Program. Prior 

research has highlighted the extent to which participation in action research groups 

benefits teachers in many ways, including by facilitating reflection, increasing 

collaboration among teachers, and improving instructional practices (e.g., Ginns et al., 

2001; Levin & Rock, 2003). Additional research has demonstrated the extent to which 

teacher-driven classroom inquiry empowers teachers to development a framework for 

their professional growth (e.g., Bartell, 1990; Runyan, 1991; Schon, 1987). That said, the 

findings of this study suggest that the participants had a lackluster relationship with 

action research. Whether it was because they felt that it was an additional requirement, 

something they struggled to make time for, or a practice they were not ready to adopt, 

they all expressed some level of unease. Previous research has examined the importance 

of creating opportunities for collaboration. The UUTR program provided extensive 

scaffolding for participants to learn how to implement this strategy. Ensuring teachers 

understand how to design research and have support throughout the process is critical for 

making action research a success.  

 While there were ample opportunities for teachers to consult with Madeline or 

Agnes, their opportunities for collaborating with peers were limited. As part of the 
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program design, teachers worked on separate problems. Additionally, there was no 

common theme, such as classroom management, encouraging participation, and as a 

result the work became isolating, and the teachers felt that they could not use one another 

as resources. As Robert explained, while they were all undertaking similar projects, the 

content and the context felt very disconnected. If the residency program wants this 

initiative to have more power, it must find a way to create a more collaborative process. 

Work by Levin and Rock (2003) and Hong and Lawrence (2011) has demonstrated the 

benefits of creating thematic units and maintaining collaboration. A thematic approach 

creates better opportunities for teachers to discuss and be exposed to additional practices 

that might be employed in their own classrooms. Additionally, by seeing how these 

issues play out in different contexts and how different solutions are generated and 

deployed, teachers can more effectively develop generalizable knowledge about practice. 

Lastly, the opportunity to see others’ project successes could bolster the confidence of the 

residents that they can indeed create meaningful improvements in their own professional 

skills through this method. 

 As a preservice teacher, each of the participants mentioned the strong bond 

among the residents. They worked closely together both in student teaching and on 

course assignments. This is an important strength that the residency program should try to 

harness. In its current incarnation, the action research project is designed around a 

specific problematic practice within each resident’s classroom. While this design helps to 

provide highly contextualized support for each resident, it does not allow the residents to 

draw on one another for support. Rather than having several residents working on 

different projects, the residency program might consider finding a common problem of 
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practice and having residents work on that specific issue within their own classrooms. 

This approach might help to create a wide range of solutions with different contexts and 

students the teachers could draw upon. By having the residents work on a similar project, 

the residency program would be able to draw on this power of the cohort and the close 

relationships among the participants. 

 In his or her own way, each participant expressed that he or she was not ready to 

conduct action research. For the participants, action research seemed like a high-level 

skill that they could not effectively practice as developing professionals. While UUTR 

may have laid the groundwork for this type of thinking and practice during the residency 

year, it is clearly not foundational enough. If the program wants its graduates to engage in 

this type of work, then it should be more explicitly incorporated during the residency 

year. Much of the prior research in this area has focused on action research as a means for 

preservice teachers to examine their roles and responsibilities as teachers (e.g., Gore & 

Zeichner, 1991; Liston & Zeichner, 1990; Price &Valli, 2005; Kitchen & Stevens, 2008). 

In this work, action research served as a means for preservice teachers to extend their 

thinking and adopt a reflective stance. Additional research has suggested that these skills 

may provide preservice teachers with useful frameworks for improving their practice as 

they enter the classroom (Price, 2001).  

 Implications for School Districts and Offices of Teacher Development. The 

interviews and document analysis revealed the extensiveness of the supports being 

provided by the district to new teachers. These supports include formal induction courses, 

one-to-one mentoring, support at the building level, and monthly professional 

opportunities. This list does not include additional informal supports, such peer support. 
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While the district provides substantial support to its teachers, some of the findings 

suggest that these offerings might be overwhelming to teachers, who perhaps leave 

sources of support underutilized. Prior research on teachers’ access to supports (e.g., 

Cohen, Raudenbush & Ball, 2003; Navy et al., 2019; Spillane et al., 2001) has suggested 

that teachers may not be incorporating these sources into their practice. The findings of 

this study echo these earlier findings. In many instances, and particularly for Thomas and 

Robert, some resources simply fell by the wayside. In some cases, this was because they 

were overwhelmed with supports, and in some cases, they were receiving contrary advice 

and had to make choices. In the case of Robert, in his brief relationship with his district 

mentor, the focus was on technocratic strategies; however, he was simultaneously 

working with another mentor pushing him to engage in inquiry and reflective practices. 

The implication is not necessarily that teachers need more resources but that they need a 

consistent message so they can utilize the available supports to reach their professional 

goals.  

 The findings underscore that most of the teacher learning associated with the 

induction supports was focused on knowledge-for-practice (Cochran-Smith-Lytle, 1999; 

2001; 2009). While these supports addressed the novices’ needs in the moment, it was not 

necessarily effective for their long-term professional development. As seen with 

Thomas’s case, his mentor’s reliance on directive practices made it difficult for him to 

engage in more reflective thinking and autonomous development. Robert and Adrianna’s 

assistant principal was also able to mediate between assisting them with their short-terms 

needs and helping them with long-term development, as they faced fewer struggles 

enacting their action research work. There are implications for the district’s mentoring 
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practices. The district should consider training mentors in more educative mentoring 

frameworks, with mentors moving away from directive mentoring practices (Mena, 

Hennissen & Loughran, 2017; Strong & Baron, 2004) and focusing on more reflective 

and collaborative strategies (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  

 Implications for Induction Programming. The data have implications for 

induction programming. Ideal induction programming should be designed and deployed 

at the local level (i.e., individual school building); should emphasize mentoring, 

especially mentoring that is rooted in educative frameworks; and should create 

opportunities for teachers to engage in reflective activities, such as action research. The 

findings suggest that the teachers had access to a wide variety of induction supports at the 

residency program, school-building, and district levels; however, the participants relied 

most heavily on the supports within their school buildings. While participants saw value 

in the supports offered by their residency program and their school district, that value did 

not compare to the significance they attached to the supports provided by their schools. 

These findings imply that there is significant power in induction at the local level (i.e., 

individual school level). Future programming should place more emphasis on providing 

supports and opportunities at the individual school level. Decentralizing induction 

programming could result in supports being better targeted to address individual teachers’ 

needs and specific teaching contexts. In addition to suggesting that individual schools 

should have more power to design their induction programming, the data also have 

implications regarding what types of activities are appropriate for supporting new 

teachers. Should induction programming focus on mentoring or more sophisticated 

activities such as action research? The findings do not necessarily provide a definitive 
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answer, but the data clarify that mentoring matters and should be a significant part of 

induction programming. That said, these data also highlight not only the potential for 

mentorship to move beyond directive practices and address educative purposes but also 

how this transition can be effective in facilitating teachers’ professional development.  

 While mentoring should have a significant role in induction programming, the 

data provide an incomplete picture of the role of activities such as action research. By the 

end of their second year of teaching, the teachers all expressed at least some appreciation 

for action research; however, their relationship with this type of support was tepid at best. 

It is also unclear whether these teachers will continue to engage in this type of work 

without the structure of the residency program. While these results are not encouraging, 

this outcome should not deter induction programming from including activities that 

prompt teachers to engage in reflective practices. Induction programming should find 

ways to more seamlessly integrate reflective practices into these supports. For example, 

this integration was done effectively in the case of both Robert and Adrianna, whose 

assistant principal engaged them in informal action research. Even if this is possible, the 

data raise important questions about including activities that new teachers struggle to 

appreciate in induction programming. The residency program deployed the action 

research based on the belief that it would substantially help its teachers examine their 

practice; however, the participants were never able to fully engage in action research. 

Ultimately, the participants expressed desires for other forms of support rather than 

action research. This outcome begs the question of whether induction programming 

should be designed based on what teacher educators and researchers believe new teachers 

need or what new teachers themselves say they need. While many believe that action 
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research is a pathway toward effective and responsive practice, are there other pathways? 

Can teachers be effective without engaging in this type of work?  

Future Research 

 

 Future research might build on an emerging theme within the data—teachers and 

help-seeking. Emerging in Thomas’s and Ayanna’s cases was a perception that needing 

support could be perceived as unprofessional. Thomas especially expressed concern that 

he was being judged for having a mentor during his second year. Both participants 

seemed to express the perception that there is a limit on support. Additionally, these cases 

echo an assumption that new teachers should be able to “hit the ground running” as soon 

as they enter the classroom (e.g., Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Kardos & Johnson, 2007). 

Future research might address questions such as how teachers interpret supports needs: 

Are they perceived as a necessary part of development or a sign of professional failure? 

To what extent do teachers view support-seeking behavior through a deficit lens? What is 

the impact on their sense of professional identity? Additionally, future research might 

further explore the dynamics of early career teachers’ professional identities. Drawing on 

theorists such as Goffman (1978), research might address how struggling novices engage 

in impression management. How do new teachers negotiate their sense of identity? How 

do they deal with the expectation of expertise in their classrooms while still occupying a 

novice position within their profession? Qualitative data could highlight individual 

teachers’ sense of professional identity as it relates to support-seeking and how they 

mediate competing notions of identity. Previous research has highlighted the positive 

impact of teachers’ engagement in critical reflection on their personal development and 

instructional practices. Research directly linking these measures to more objective 
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outcomes (e.g., student achievement and teacher retention) is limited. Future research 

might explore in more depth how teacher development focused on reflective practices not 

only influences teachers’ work but also impacts student outcomes.  

Lessons Learned 

 

 I collected the data over the course of a single academic school year. As a former 

teacher, I found it exciting to observe teachers early in their careers as they worked to 

develop their craft. The conversations we shared around support for new teachers were 

both familiar and informative. There were many moments when I found my experiences 

well-aligned with those of my participants and others when my experiences felt vastly 

different. It is disheartening that little has changed since I left the classroom nearly six 

years ago. Adrianna’s paraphrase of her district mentor saying “Looks like you’ve got 

everything under control here” as he left her behind almost exactly matched a statement 

uttered to me as a first-year teacher. Yes, there were no fires in our classrooms, but we 

may have benefited from another sets of eyes and someone with whom we could talk. At 

the same time, I felt elated hearing about the close connections among those who had just 

entered the profession and the warm hands extended to these novices by more 

experienced teachers. I was most pleased to see that many of my participants, Elizabeth 

specifically, had access to an especially robust teacher community. Through these 

communities, the participants accessed resources, shared ideas, and supported one 

another. As new teachers, my participants struggled. Even when they had mastered 

certain skills, still others needed development. Overall, they worked diligently to accrue 

resources and advice that would help them to shore up these gaps as quickly as possible. 

What makes this group of teachers exceptional in my mind is that they were not looking 
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for support to help themselves and make their teaching easier, but that they sought 

support to improve their work so their students might benefit. In the end, their students 

and doing well by their students were what mattered most. Through the course of the data 

collection via classroom observations and interviews, I asked these teachers to spend a 

significant amount of time with me. I am still amazed at their generosity in terms of their 

time and patience. These teachers made time for me in their busy schedules, and I always 

felt welcomed in their classrooms and in our conversations. ’ 
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APPENDICES  

 

APPENDIX A: TEACHER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

 

Section 1: Participant Background 

(1) Prior to coming to the residency program, what were you doing? Were you working? 

Were you a student? 

(2) What made you want to be a teacher?  

(3) What made you apply to the residency program? 

(4) How would you describe your approach to teaching?  

 

Section 2: Residency Program Experiences 

 

(1) Tell me about your experiences in the residency program.  

a. Program fit? 

b. Relationship with mentors?  

c. Relationship with cohort? 

d. Field experience? 

(2) How well prepared did you feel when you first started teaching? 

 

Section 3: Teaching Context and Experiences 

 

(1) How do you like teaching in Philadelphia?  

(2) Tell me about your current school. 

(3) How do you like teaching there? 

(4) Tell me about your first-year teaching.  

(5) Are you still at the same school? If not, why? 

(6) Tell me about a problem you encountered during your first year of teaching? 

(7) What kind of support did you seek out regarding this problem in your practice? 

 

Section 4: Teaching Goals 

 

(1) What expectations do you have for this current school year? 

a. Instructionally? 

b. Relationships with students? 

c. How is it going to go? 

(2) What are some of your fears for this year? 

(3) What areas do you anticipate seeking support?  

(4) What type of support do you wish you would have had starting the year? 

 

Section 5: Access to Supports 

 

(1) Tell me about the induction activities you participated in a first-year teacher.  

a. Have you participated in the SDP’s new teacher induction course?  

b. Did you have a district-based and/or school-based mentor?  
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i. If so, tell me about the work you did with your mentor.  

ii. What types of activities did you engage in with your 

coach/mentor?  

iii. How helpful were these? 

(2) To what extent did you reach out to your residency program for support?  

a. If so, what type of supports were provided? 

b. How helpful were these? 

(3) What supports were available to you at the school-level? 

a. How helpful were these? 
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APPENDIX B: RESIDENCY INDUCTION FACILITATOR INTERVIEW 

PROTOCOL  

 

1. This is your first time running this and the first time the program has run this, how 

do you think it is going?  

2. I am wondering if you can talk to me about the programmatic decision for having 

the teachers conduct an action research project.  

3. What are the different components of the project? 

4. In what way, if any, are you charting progress?  

5. Are there certain classroom topics you want them to focus on or is that wide open 

to teacher interest?  

6. What will the finished product be? 

7. Tell me about your role as a facilitator in this process.  

8. In addition to supervising their action research, are you involved in any other 

supports for the second-year teachers? Formal or informal? If so, what are they?  

9. What do you ultimately want the teachers to get out of this process?  

10. If we think of teacher skills as a toolkit, what tools are you adding to their belt 

with this process?  

11. How do you go about meeting the different needs of the participants? 

12. Tell me about the teachers’ engagement with this as a practice? 

a. What is driving it?  

b. What is limiting it? 

13. How have you gone about dealing with different levels of engagement from 

participants? 

14. To what extent, if you can speak to this do you think this practice is an extension 

of the program goals and approach to preparing teachers? 

15. What do you think has been the biggest success so far?  

16. What do you think is the biggest challenge? 
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APPENDIX C: TEACHER INFORMED CONSENT 

 

Investigator (s) 

Danielle Sutherland 

Doctoral Candidate, Urban Education 

Danielle.sutherland@temple.edu 

Ritter Annex 258, 1301 Cecil B Moore Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19122 

 

Informed Consent Form 

Title of the research study: New Teacher Induction: A multi-case study of the role support 

plays in the professional learning of teacher residents 

 

You have been asked to participate in a study about new teacher induction and the 

influence of these supports on new teachers learning opportunities. This study involves 

research. You have been invited to participate in this study because (1) you were prepared 

in an urban teacher residency program (2) you are currently participating in new teacher 

induction. The goal of this study is to describe and understand the influence of different 

induction supports on the early career experiences of teacher residents, specifically how 

they generate knowledge about practice. 

What you should know about a research study: 

 Someone will explain this research study to you. 

 You volunteer to be in a research study whether you take part is up to you. 

 You can choose not to take part in the research study. 

 You can agree to take part now and later change your mind. 
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 Whatever you decide, it will not be held against you. 

 Feel free to ask all the questions you want before and after you decide. 

 By signing this consent form, you are not waiving any of the legal rights that 

you otherwise would have as a participant in a research study. 

  

The estimated duration of your study participation is from September 2017 to June 2018. 

The study procedure(s) involves: participating in four semi-structured interviews; 

classroom observations; and inquiry group meetings. 

 

 The Interviews will take between 75-90 minutes each and will be audio-recorded. 

 The interviews will be held at a public location of the participants’ choosing. 

 The Interview will occur between September and June of 2017. 

There are no reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts associated with participation in 

this study. If you choose to not participate or withdraw from this study this will not 

impact their relationship or academic standing with your institution of higher 

education." 

The benefit you will obtain from the research is knowing that you have contributed to the 

understanding of this topic and the support and opportunities for personal reflection. 

The alternative to participating is choosing not to participate without any negative 

consequences. You are welcome to ask questions at any time. Please contact either 

member of the research team with questions, concerns, or complaints about the 

research and any research-related injuries by calling Danielle Sutherland at 919-308-

6365 or e- mailing danielle.sutherland@temple.edu. 

mailto:danielle.sutherland@temple.edu
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This research is being overseen by an Institutional Review Board (IRB). An IRB is a 

group of people who perform independent review of research studies. You may ask to 

talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or email them at irb@temple.edu if: 

 You have questions, concerns, or complaints that are not being answered by the 

research team 

 You are not getting answers from the research team 

 You want to talk to someone else about the research 

 You have questions about your rights as a research subject 

 

If you agree to take part in this research, the research team will compensate you with 

$100 for your time and effort. Federal tax law requires to you to report this payment as 

income to the Internal Revenue Service. You may be asked to tell us your social security 

number. If payments are more than $599.00, we will report them to the Internal Revenue 

Service and send you a Form 1099-MISC. If you do not give us your social security 

number, you may take part in this research if you agree to not be paid. 

□I give permission for the research team to interview me for the 

above research purposes during the duration of the study. 

 

□I give permission for the research team observe my classroom for 

the purpose of the study. 

 

□I give permission for the research team to observe me during the 

inquiry group meetings for the purpose of the study. 

mailto:irb@temple.edu
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□I understand that I can withdraw my permission at any time without 

negative consequences.  Upon my request, the audiotapes will no 

longer be used without negative consequences  

 

Confidentiality: Efforts will be made to limit the disclosure of your personal information, 

including research study records, to people who have a need to review this information. 

However, the study team cannot promise complete secrecy. For example, although the 

study team has put in safeguards to protect your information, there is always a potential 

risk of loss of confidentiality. There are several organizations that may inspect and copy 

your information to make sure that the study team is following the rules and regulations 

regarding research and the protection of human subjects. These organizations include the 

IRB, Temple University, its affiliates and agents. 

All data will be de-identified. The researcher will assign an identification number and 

pseudonym to each participant. Data will be secured through storage in a password 

protected folder and hard drive. All printed data will be stored in a locked cabinet. 

Identifiers will be stored in a separate file. The results of the study and individual subject 

results will be reported anonymously. Group data will be reported as a group analysis and 

individual data will be reported using pseudonyms. Participants will voluntarily provide 

personal information to researchers which will only be reported anonymously.   
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APPENDIX D: CODEBOOK 

 

Code name Definition of code 

 

Material Resources 

 

Descriptions of resources that rely on 

material resources; physical resources 

 

Human Resources  

 

Descriptions, examples, comments about 

personal relationships, peer support, 

support from more experienced 

colleagues  

 

Informal Mentor/coach 

 

 

 

Formal Mentor/coach 

 

 

School-Based Professional Development 

 

 

 

District-Based Professional Development  

 

 

 

Utility of Supports  

Descriptions, comments about relationship 

and practices with informal 

mentors/coaches  

 

Descriptions, comments about relationship 

and practices with formal 

mentors/coaches 

 

Descriptions, comments about content of 

and opportunities for school-based 

professional development 

 

Descriptions, comments about content of 

and opportunity for district-based 

professional development 

 

Descriptions, comments regarding 

participants perceived quality of 

supports; how well supports fit their 

needs  

 

Building-Level Support  Descriptions, comments about supports 

available at the school-level  

 

Residency-Level Support  

 

 

 

District-Level Support 

 

 

Descriptions, comments about supports 

available from residency program (i.e., 

informal mentoring, material 

resources)  

 

Descriptions, comments about supports 

provided by the district 
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Support Needs-Management  

 

 

 

Support Needs-Differentiation 

 

 

 

Support Needs-Resources 

 

 

Action Research-Challenges  

 

Action Research-Disconnect from support 

needs 

 

 

 

Action Research-Program goals 

 

  

 

Comments about support needs related to 

professional organization, classroom 

management, discipling students  

 

Comments about support needs related to 

student diversity; differentiation of 

instruction  

 

Comments about support needs for 

material/human resources  

 

Comments about challenges associated 

with action research  

 

Comments about participants feeling like 

action research did not specifically 

address current needs 

 

 

Description, comments about goal of 

action research 

 

 

 

Knowledge-for-practice 

 

Descriptions, comments related to 

supports that relied on expert advice; 

supports that offered top-down 

transfers of knowledge  

 

Knowledge-in-practice Descriptions, comments related to 

supports that engaged participants in 

collaborative work with peers/experts; 

co-creation of knowledge  

 

Knowledge-of-practice Descriptions, comments related to 

supports that engaged participants in 

knowledge construction  

 

 

 

Knowledge user  

 

 

Descriptions, comments related to 

supports, activities that positioned 

teachers as users of knowledge  
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Knowledge collaborator  

 

 

Knowledge generator  

 

Descriptions, comments related to 

supports, activities that positioned 

teachers as co-creators of knowledge  

 

Descriptions, comments related to 

supports that create opportunities for 

participants to adopt an inquiry stance; 

generate knowledge about their 

practice  

 

 

 

Background-previous education  

 

 

 

Background-previous career 

 

 

Background-pathway to residency  

 

 

 

Deficit view of support 

 

 

 

Collaborative Culture 

 

 

 

Descriptions, comments about participants 

previous educational experiences, 

institutions, areas of study 

 

Descriptions, comments about participants 

previous careers  

 

Descriptions, comments about participants’ 

pathway to teaching; pathway to 

joining the residency program  

 

Descriptions, comments about participants’ 

views regarding support seeking on 

their professional identity  

 

Descriptions, examples, comments about 

teacher professional culture that is 

encourage collaborative; is supportive 

of new teachers  

 

Individualistic Culture 

 

 

 

 

 

Directive Mentoring  

 

 

Educative Mentoring  

Descriptions, examples, comments about 

teacher professional culture that does 

not create opportunities for 

collaboration; does not provide specific 

support for new teachers  

 

Descriptions, comments about directive, 

non-collaborative, mentoring practices  

 

Descriptions, comments about 

collaborative mentoring practice, 
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mentor-mentee co-generating 

knowledge 

 

Self as Expert  

 

 

 

 

Self as Novice  

 

 

 

 

 

Experience Equal Expertise 

Descriptions, comments where teachers 

described themselves as possessing 

expertise; expressed an ability to make 

effective decisions  

 

Descriptions, comments where teachers 

deferred to others’ ideas, strategies; 

expressed frustration about decision-

making; looked to more experienced 

teachers/leaders/mentors  

 

Comments where teachers expressed that 

experience equated expertise  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


